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INTRODUCTION

just 5 years have passed since we put the final touches on the second edition
of The Counselor and the Low. In that book we attempted, as now, to provide
a general guide for counselors to conduct their practice in a legal and ethical
manner by outlining the broad legal pitfalls that could trap unwary or un-
informed counseling professionals. That the authors and the American As-
sociation for Counseling and Development determined a third edition is now
necessary highlights a critical aspect of our law: It is a dynamic, ever-evolving
process that reflects changes in our society at large, not a stagnant, staid
structure that remains the same over time. Of course the essential framework
remains intact, but as new situations arise, the law rises to meet new demands
and new ideas.

For the counselor, as for lawyers, it is impossible to know all there is to
know about the law or to predict the outcome of any case brought to court.
We must also emphasize thr.t thc la% as it applies to counselors varies from
state to state and from situation to situation. Court decisions also vary widely
depending on the particular judges involved in, the case, how -well the case is
presented, and the particular facts of each case. Nonethe'ess, professional
counselors, as other professionals, have an obligation to keep themselves up-
to-date on relevant legal issues affecting them.

We have presented in this work general principles of law to provide
professional cdunselors with a framework of the legal structure affecting them.
It is intended as a resource, together with the AACD Ethical .Standardsl (in-
cluded in Appendix A), the AACD Ethical Standards Casebook, Fourth Edition,2
and other publications yet to come from AACD, to guide counselors in making
decisions affecting their professional practice. Many of the hypothetical cases
presented in the remaining chapters are drawn from case lay in analogous
settings and from the Ethical Stand, Is Casebook. The principles enunciated in
these examples apply to all facets of the counseling profession and should be
examined carefully to see how they relate to particular specialties or situations.
As with previous editions of this book, our purpose is not to tell counselors
how to counsel their clients, but to establish, as clearly as possible, the per-
missible bounds of conduct within which the counselor can perform his or
her job effectively and legally.

Similarly, this book also is not intended as a substitute for the considered
opinion and advice of a lawyer or the lawyer of an employer, who may also
be available for advice concerning the particular circumstances of a case in
the context of local laws and customs. We must emphasize again that each
counselor has the obligation to become familiar with local laws and customs
of the profession, as well as the AACD Ethical Standards, and to give reasoned,
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informed con-sideration to the situations that may present themselves-in day-
, to-day practice.
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Chapter 1

THE COUNSELING
PROFESSION

An estimated 120,000 to 140,000 professional counselors work in America in
a variety of educational and social service settings. Although no specific body
of law governs the profession exclusively, courts and state legislatures have
made inroads in this area in recent years. Fifteen years ago, when the first
edition of this book was published by what was then known as the American
Personnel and Guidance Association, the focus was primarily on the potential
legal concerns of counselors working in schools. There t-iere few court deci-
sions directly involving school comelors, and even fewer state or federal
statutes, to provide guidance as to the limits of permissible conduct toward
student counselees. Counselors were viewed by the public, and viewed them-
selves, as an "emerging profession"; therefore, lacking clear legal direction
or a code of professional ethics, many well-meaning counselors ventured into
counseling situations with serious ramifications.

At that time, for example, limited school budgets did not support the
growing demand' for professiowds such as school psychologisis and st,cial
wot kers, and school counselors increasingly were called upon to fulfill these
roles. Because school counselors are not usually licensed to provide thera-
peutic services, as are psychologists and psychiatrists, this demand for in-
creased services from counselors created a number of potential legal pitfalls.
Civil rights and confidentiality problems posed further complications. The
heavy emphasis on helping counselees from a humanistic viewpoint, which
necessitates a very personal relationship, was also examined as a potential
basis for legal liability in cases where a student might be harmed. Finally, the
first edition recognized the conflicting responsibilities of school counselors to
students, their parents, and society as a whole, of which the school is an
important part. These issues were addressed in the first edition of The Coun-
selor and the Law to provide some d:rection to guidance and other school
counselors.

The counseling profession of the 1990s is significantly different from the
"emerging profession" of the 1960s and early 1970s. Perhaps the most striking
differences arc in the variety of employment settings where counselors prac-
tice and in the types of human concerns with which they now deal. A majority
of practicing counselors are still employed by educational institutions, both
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public and private, but growing nu:nbers of counselors am also found in
mental health agencies. rehabilitation agencies. Lin i ectional facilities, publk
employment agencies, community agencies. health c a: e facilities. in ivate Ina( -

dee, business, and industry. They help clients with concerns such ds persondl
and social_development. career and educational guidance, mental health. b
giene. physical and vocational rehabilitation, unempkyment o: underem-
ployment. sreentry into scaml or the work force, substance abuse. fanni?

planning and marriage problems, parenting, aging, diid abuse, and spn r
concerns. In short, virtually all facets of personal, social, career, and educa,
tional needs are addressed by the varhrus professionals who p: actice under
the title "counselor." Most professional counselors haw master's degrees in
counseling and may also be licensed o: certified by the state in which they
work, or by a national board such as the National Board for Certified Coun-
selors.'

Counseling now enjoys other hallmarks of a mature profession as wc11.
In 1983 the American Personnel and Guidance Association responded most
visibly to the growth and change in the pi ofession by changing its name io
the American Association lot Counseling and Development (AACD). AACD
now represents more than 55.000 professional counselors, counselor educa-
tors, and other Imman develoument specialists in 16 national specialty divi-
sions, with 4 regional assemblies and 56 state branches. In addition to its far-
reaching efforts to meet the prokssional needs of counselors. AACD has also
invol:r.J itself in other areas that demonstrate the maturity of the profession
as a whole. The first is the development. t efinement and expansion of profes-
sional ethical lt.ndards by w hick to judge the conduct of counselors. and the
establishment of a structure fin disciplining members w ho violate those stan-
dards (see Appendix A). A formal procedure fur receiving complaints of
member misconduct, for conducting impartial hearings and appeals, and to:
imposing appropriate disdpline has been developed and implemented through
AACD's Ethics Committee. This voluntary self-reguon h memkrs is widely
heralded as a hallmark of an active, mature profession.

Another hallmark is the establishment of a legol defense fund that, in
appropriate circumstances, pros ides limited funds or amacc ct.nue ("friends
of thc court") briefs to support counselors who are defend;ag a lawsuit. This,
too, has been refined and expanded ancl is now known as the AACD Legal
Action Program (see Appendix C. AACD has also implemented a legislativ e
grants program to proside funds to states that arc conskkring credentialing
statutes for counselors. Finally, AACD committees and reined corporate en-
tities have been cre.-ted to respond to various external and internal changes
in the counseling profession in the an:as of licensure, credentialing, accred-
itation of training programs. government relations, and public mlations, to
name a few.

What all this means to a counselor faced with any of a wide variety of
legal entanglements is this. Counseling is largely view ed today as a mature,
diversified profession, with established standards gov et ning the proiessiondl
conduct of its members. As a resalt, the conduct of counseling pi ofessionals

2
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will be scrutinized both from within and witnout the profession in light of
these established standards for preparation, competence, conduct, and, most
important, for the care provided to clients.

Note

1. Other certification bodies include the National Academy of Certified Clinical Men-
talllealth Counselors, the Commission on Rehabilitation Counselor Certification,
and the National Council for Credentialing of Career Counse!ors.
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Chapter 2

OVERVIEW OF THE
LAW AND ETHICS

There is no question that the law has become an all-pervasive part of American
society in this century, affecting virtually every aspect of our employment,
community, leisore, and even family relationships to some degree. By pro-
viding a brief outline of the legal system and some common legal terms and
concepts, we hope counselors will gain a fuller understanding of the impact
of our laws on the counseling profession, and the issues to be considered
when potential problems arise in practice.

Legal issues are to be distinguished from ethical considerations developed
by the profession that should be applied in professional practice. This chapter
is designed to help counselors understand and appreciate the differences and
relationships between the two.

AMERICAN LEGAL STRUCTURE

The American legal system as we know it today evolved from the common
law system of Engla,id. Our ancestors brought with them from England a
detailed code of regulations to govern their behavior that formed the basis
for law in the New World. Americans also are governed by the U.S. Consti-
tution, which established our tripartite form of government to initiate, ad-
minister, and enforce laws passed by the Congress of the United States (federal
laws) and the several states.

Within this structure, laws governing our society derive from two sources:
laws passed by governmental bodies such as the Congress or state legislatures,
and "rules of law" made by the courts in interpreting the Constitution, fedeial
and state law, and the common law. Law made by courts, sometimes called
Iudge-made law," takes into account the relevant fac:s of each particular case,
the applicable statutes governing the situation, and decisions from other cow t
cases (called "precedents") that might.hear on the facts of the case bcfore the
court. This all-inclusive approa.-1 to interpreting individual cases results in
an ever-changing body of la w , within the overall framework of the Consti-
tution, that reflects the changing character of our society.

In appropriate cases courts also consider standards of conduct relevant
to a particular profession, as ye mentioned in chapter 1. Taking the customary

5
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conduct of similarly situated professionals into account s% hen interpreting the
particular facts of- a case has been an importantsafeguard for both the public
and the affected-professionals in many cases.

This all boils down to the concept that our body of laws is dynamic and
ever-changing. It is not possible to predict accurately the result of any par-
ticular case that might be presented in the future, but rules of law guide the
analysis of situations that may develop. It -isthose general rules of law that
We attempt to present in the remaining chapters.

CIVIL LAW AND CRIMINAL LAW

Within this structure there are two distinct types of law: criminal law and civil
law. Basically, criminal-or penal law includes acts that are prosecuted by the
government, not private individuals. Crimes are punishable by fine, impris-
onment, or death, and include offenses such as murder, rape, theft, robbery,
assault with a deadly weapon, and the like. Individuals can also be prosecuted
for aiding and abetting someone who has committed such crimes, or for failing
to notify proper authorities in some situations when they have-knowledge of
such crimes.

Civil law generally includes everything that is not criminal in nature
concerning the civil rights of individuals or other bodies. Violations of civil
laws are enforced-by private persons bringing suit against the violators in a
court of law. Most of the law involving counselors falls into this category,
which is discussed at length in chapters 3 and 4.

THE COURT SYSTEM

Federal Courts

The federal courts were created by Article III of the Constitution and have
the power to hear cases "arising under this Constitutioti and the laws of the
United States.' There are two situations where cases may be brought in federal
courts. The first is where the case arises under the laws of the United States,
or presents a question of federal law (federal question jurisdiction)? The
second is where the case involves citizens of different states and the amount
in controversy exceeds $50,000 (diversity jurisdiction).' These are the only
types of cases that may be heard in federal courts, and the limitation is im-
portant. Potential litigants have the option to bring theit claims in either state
or federal court if the jurisdictional requi-ements of the federal system can
be met.

State Courts

Most state courts are patterned after the federal system, with trial courts, a
middle-level appellate court, and a supreme cour as the final arbiter of de-
ci;ions involving state and federal laws that affect the residents of the state.
The names of these courts may vary from state to state, but their function is
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essentially the same. They can hear both civil and criminal cases arising unc1-7
,either state or "federal laws, and their decisions are binding on the residents
of the state unless overturned by a higher court within the state, or by a
federal court.

Appellate Process

In both.the state and federal court systems, cases originate in the trial court
(called the Federal District Court in the federal system). Both parties put on
their case at this level,-witnestes are heard, evidence is taken, the relevant law
is applied to the facts, and a decision is rendered either by a judge or by a
jury. Finally, the judge assigns the appropriate remedies t.c, the parties.

Parties may have the right to appeal decisions of the trial or-district court
to the intermediate-level appeals court. In the-federal system, thise 13 courts
are called the United, States Circuit Courts of Appeal. Their funclion is to
review how the law has been applied to the facts of each- particutat case and
to determine whether the trial court made any errors inits decision that should
be overturned, reversed, or sent back to the trial court fin additional findings
of fact. The state appeals-courts generally operate in a similar manner.

Finally, losing pa.fies can request that their case be heard at the third
and final level: either the highest court in the st_ate system, .lr in the federal
system, the United States Supreme Court. In addition, cases that have been
decided by the hibhest court of a state may move to the Ur ed States Supreme
Court through the process known as the "petition for certiorari," or asking
the Court to hear the case. The nine Justices of the Supreme Court then vote
to decide whether to hear the case and, if at least four Justices agree, the
Court will issue a "writ of certiorari" asking that the case be forwarded to the
Supreme Court. cases accepted by the Supreme Court generally involve issues
of federal law where decisions of circuit courts on similar issues conflict with
one another.

ETHICAL STANDARDS

In addition to the legal considerations that govern the conduct of all citizens,
counselors also are guided in their professional cond. ict by the AACD Ethical
Standards (1988) fkiapendix A). These standards illustrate for counselors "...the
behaviors to which they should aspire and give general guidelines for ad-
dressing difficult issues.' Although these standards are general in nature,
they provide an additional source of authority to advise counselors in their
daily practice. As set out in the preamble to the standards, "[Ole specification
of ethical standards enables the Association to clarify to present and future
members and to those served by members the nature of ethicti responsibilities
held in common by its members."5 Although not generally enforced by courts
of law, ethical standards are enforced internally through the Ethics Committee
of AACD. A complaint procedure has been established and penalties for
violations of the standards have been set.

1.6



Ethical decisions complement the legal parame :s but also cover issues
that tend to fall into the grey areas, not expressly prohibited, yet not specif-
ically allowed. They take into account the subtle variations of facts in each
situation and the reasonable approach to addre ing it. The concept of what
is ethical also changes with the maturity and perspective of the counseling
profession and society at large. For example, as information technology plays
a larger role in practice, questions concerning its impact on client confiden-
tiality arise as well. There are no clear answers to all the specific issues as yet,
but it is likely that in the future the AACD Ethical Standa ds will address a
variety of topics we cannot yet even imagine.

As noted,previously, AACD has also published the Ethical Standards Case-
book, Fourth Edition (1990), "to provide specific examples to illustrate art
clarify the-meaning and intent of each of the standard's.' The book present,
typical situations a counselor may face in practice and anaylzes the eth:Lai
considerations involved in each situation. Counselors are well advised to s.lidy
the iinplications of these analyses carefully and to apply the rest:It.s to their
perso.-ial practices.

ETHICS AND THE LAW

The ethical standards of a profession are generally enforced through the
internal procedures of the professional association, not specifically by courts
of law. Yet, in the absence of any C.' Zar statutory authority or case law precedent
to gtgcle a court in a case involving the conduct of a counselor, courts may
apply the standard ef cart given by othe- similarly situated professionals, in
thii case other counselors. Courts may also look to the self-imposed standards
of the profession to determine liability. Although no appellate court has yet
turned to the AACD Ethical Standards for guidance in resolving a case involving
counselor conduct, it is possible that this will occur in the near future. Thus,
cotinselors should act in accordance with the standards of counselors in their
local community, and thoroughly study and follow the AACD Ethical Standards
where they apply as a means of avoiding potential liability. just as courts have
utilized the ethical guidelines and standards of care developed by the legal,
accounting, and medical professions, a court could find that a counselor has
breached his or her professional duty to a client on the ba...., of the counseling
profession's own internal ethical standards.

Refer.mces

1. U.S. CONST. art. III, §2,
2. 28 U.S.C. §1331.
3. 28 U.S.C. §1332.
4. Huey, W. C., & Remley, T. P., Jr., Eds. (1988). Ethical and legal issues in school

counseling. Alexandria, VA: American School Counselor Association, p. 1.
5. American Association for Counseling and Development. (1988). Ethical standards.

Preamble. Alexandria, VA: Author.
6. Herlihy, B., & Golden, L. (1990) 4_ :CD ethical standards casebook, fourth edition.

Alexandria, VA: American Association for Counseling and Development, p 1.
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Chapter 3

THE COUNSELOR-CLIENT
RELATIONSHIP:

PROTECTING CLIENT
CONFIDENCES

it is wideiy recognized that the effectiv eness of the relationship between oun-
selor and client hinges precipitously oo a fulcrum of trust. Unless the client
has complete trust in the courkelor, it is unlikely that information can be
freely exchanged betweeo the two, and the purpose of the relationship will
be frustrated. Complete trust can be established only if the client believes that
his or her communications with the counselor will remain confidential.

In its common usage, confidelitiality is dependent upon the individuals
involved. Without some controlling dut, toward a person who shares infor-
mation, the recipient of that information may keep thv confidence as re-
quested or divulge it to others at his or her discretion. At one time or another
virtually everyone has "promised not to tell" some secret or confidence. As
described in this chapter, however, conlidentialay is a legal term. More appro-
priately, it is called privileged communication, an exchange of information be-
tween two people in a professional-client relationship, in which the confidential
relationship has been expressly recognized by statute or by common law. It
arises in the context of a proceeding in a court of law, where the professional
will not be compelled by the court to reveal protected or privileged client
communications.

COMMON LAW BEGINNINGS

The concept originated in the early English common law when it became
obviousthat clients would not talk freely to their lawyers if they feared their
secrets might be revealed in a criminal trial if their lawyer were forced to
testify. To promote free exchange of information in this situationtn excep-
tion to the rule was carved out prohibiting lawyers froni revealing their clients'
confidences in court testimony. This privilege was later extended to the hus-
band-wife relationship in the interest of preserv ing family harmony. No priv-
ilege was recognizefl in early common law for communications between

9
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,physicians and their patients, or between priests and penitents. But, because
these relationships were judged to be dependent upon free and complete
,conimunications, they are now sanctioned by state law in many American
jurisdictions.'

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

Although- ethical practice ,dictates that client confidences not be revealed,
except in limited cases -(described more fully below), professional-client con-
fidentiality is recognized primarily in the context of raising a "privilege" against
revealing information that was disclosed by a client in confidence. This occurs
only WOn thaprofessional is called as a witness in a court of law. For the privilege
to,appIy, the, communication must have been made in confidence, with the
indicated desire that it remain so. This desire need not be explicitly stated,
however;-a simple action such as closing the office_door so that a conversation
can:remain private would indicate a desire for secrecy. The communication
gimeraIly,must not be made in the presence or hearing of third persons if it
is to be judge& confidential, unless there is some- confidential relationship
involving, the third person as well, for example an interpreter, a spouse, or
perhaps another employee or counselor who is involved with the client.

Over the years the rule of privilege has been narrowly extended to cover
other relationships, but it will be recognized by the courts only when it is
expressly provided by commoa law or state statute. For example, Rule 501
of the Federal Rules of Evidence provides that in cases in federal courts, the
privilege against testifying will follow the federal common law, as it is inter-
preted "in the light of reason and experience."2 In all civil actions and pro-
ceedings the federal courts will apply, in most cases, the law of the state where
the action arose. But some flexibility isziven to courts in determining whether
a privilege against the disclosure of communications should be recognized in
the absence of a statute granting the privilege. Courts look to a balancing of
interests test: Is the public policy of requiring every person to testify to all
facts inquired into by a court of law outweighed by the competing public
interest in the particular relationship sought to be protected? Four criteria
are generally recognized in judging whether the privilege should be granted:

1. The Communications must originate in confidence that they will not be
disclosed.

2. This element of confidentiality must be essential to the full and satisfactory
maintenance of the relation between the parties.

3. The relation must be one which in the opinion of the community ought to
be sedulously fostered.

4. The injury that would inure to the relation by the disclosure of the com-
munications must be greater than the benefit thereby gained for the correct
disposal of litigation [emphasis in original]. (8 Wigmore 22853)

Only if all four of these criteria are present should the privilege be granted.
Although the courts generally recognize and apply these criteria in cases

10



before them,4 judges are reluctant to expand the privileges in the absence of
state legislation. 'State legislatures are also reluctant to broaden the scope of
the privileges, which .has resulted in an interesting mix of relationships that
are recognized as being entitled to confidential privilege. For example, in
some states the privilege is accorded the accountant-client relationship, yet
denied to counseling agencies and rape victims or to juvenile home staff and
juvenile offenders. In New York, the privilege was granted in 1985 to social
workers, their employees, and to employees of a social work agency.5 In other
states counselors, and even psychotherapists, are not accorded this privilege.6
Thus, in states where the counselor-client relationship is not expressly rec-
ognized by statute as privileged, a counselor could be required to testify
concerning information received from a client. (It should be noted that the
counselor's own thoughts and, impressions may still be protected, however.
See "Reportkand Records" in this chapter.)

Within the scope of the Federal Rules of Evidence and Criminal Proce-
dure, the federal courts could further expand recognition orprivileged com-
munication so that it would apply to the counselor-client relationship. These
rules permit some discretion to the courts, in the absence of legislation to the
contrary, to apply the privilege "in the light of reason and experience." State
courts with similar procedures may also have wickr latitude in extending
privileges beyond those expressly recognized by statutes.

Thus, there are two schools of thought concerning the extension of the
privilege to the counselor-client relationship. On the one hand, the judiciary
probably has the discretion to appraise the relationship, to determine that it
meets the four criteria set out by Dean Wigmore as the basis for a confidential
relationship, and to rule that.communications within such a relationship are
to remain confidential. Others believe that this expansion can come only
through legislative action, and that those who want to ensure the confiden-
tiality of the counseling relationship must look to state legislatures. Some states
have taken the initiative and enacted statutes that guarantee confidentiality
in several counseling relationships. A number of states also recognize the
privilege for clients of psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers, and sexual
assault victim counselors. Counselors are urged to determine the scope of the
law of privileged communication in the state(s) in which they practice and to
advise clients accordingly.

Given this diversity of thought on the question of confidentiality in the
counseling relationship, what should a counselor tell a client who says, "I have
a problem I'd like to discuss with you; will you keep it strictly confidential?"
The answer depends on a number of things. In the great majority of coun-
seling situations, no information will ever be revealed to the counselor that
could become important to a court of law. There need be no restriction to a
client, for example, in disclosing incidents relating to self-development. Coun-
selors t:an tell their clients that they are bound by AACD's Ethical Standards
(see Appendix A, standard B.2), which state that "the counseling relationship
and information resulting therefrom must be kept confidential, consistent
with the obligations of the member as a professional person." Counselors have
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the obligation to keep all information relating to the counseling relationship confidential
exept When required t^ testif:y or provide information to a court of law, or in the
limited situations described below.

-Furthermore, in states that do recognize the counselor-clieat relationship
as privileged, the counselor may not be forced to testify in a court of law
under most circumstances. Counselors should stay alert to changes in the
statutes of their states that might affect such privileged communications. They
should also keep informed about recent court opinions concerning counselor
privileges and of the scope of the privileges allowed by the courts.

WHOSE PRIVILEGE IS IT?

Both the legal privilege and confidentiality clearly belong to the client, and
the professional counselor has the duty to protect those client rights. On the
Other hand, the client may choose to waive the privilege and reveal information
on his or her own and can authorize the disclosure of any confidential material
to anyone. A counselor is obligated to disclose information when requested
to do so by the client, but only information that is specifically requested, and
only .to the individuals or agencies specified by the client. Many counselors
request written authorization from clients before they will provide informa-
tion. Although this is not a legal requirement, it is good practice to protect
the counselor if a question regarding permission arises later. Counselors, like
other professionals, may be held liable for money damages for the unauthorized
disclosure of confidential client information.

WAIVERS OF THE PRIVILEGE

In addition to the voluntary authorization to waive confidentiality, clients may
be held to have waived the legal privilege of confidentiality if they have
voluntarily communicated the same information to someone elsefor ex-
ample, a roommate, colleague, or friend.7

In some situations the privilege does not apply to client communications.
These are incidents where the client initiates an action against the counselor
before a state agency, such as a licensing body, or in a court of la-w in a
malpractice action. In effect, the client waives the privilege in these situations
by putting his or her own condition in issue in the case. Along this same line,
a defeLlmt who claims insanity as a defense in a criminal case cannot alco
claim the physician-patient privilege and withhold evidence of his or her
condition because it is relevant to the defense of insanity.

REPORTING CRIMINAL ACTIVITY

Generally speaking, there may be situations where the public interest in dis-
closure of client-confidences outweighs the rights of clients to keep commu-
nications privileged. Where a counselor determines that a clear and imminent
danger exists to a client ,ome third person, for example, the counselor
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patient poses a serious danger of violence to others, he bears a duty
to exercise reasonable care to protect the foreseeable victim of that
:(langer."

llat the court also noted that the confidential nature of the counseling
relationship is critical to its success and ought to be preserved.

We _an that the open and confidential character of psychother-
apeutic dialogue encourages patients to express threats of violence,
few of which are ever executed. Certainly a therapist should not be
encouraged routinely to reveal such threats; such disc!osures could
Seriously disrupt the patient's relationship with his therapist and with
the perSons threatened. To the contrary, the therapist's obligations
to his patient require that he nor disclose a confidence unless such
disclosure is necessary to avert danger to others, and even then that he do
so discreetly, and in a fashion that would preserve the privacy of his
patient to the fullest extent compatible with the prevention of the
threatened danger.12

Consequently, the court concluded that the psychotherapist-patient privilege
ought to be preserved, but only to the point where the competing public interest,
such as preventing imminent danger to a reasonably identifiable person, inter-
venes. Of course, this vises a difficult call for the counselor who may have
honestly misjudged a client's threats or may have made an unwarranted warning
to an intended victim. The counselor might be sued for invasion of the client's
right to privacy. To circumvent this, some states have enacted statutes limiting
the liability of a counselor in this type of situation. To avoid potential liability,
it is important to understand the limits of the Tarasoff court's opinion, and any
subsequent decisions or legislation in your state.

Tarasoff held that liability would attach where the psychotherapist reason-
ably believed, or should have believed that the client posed a serious danger to an
identifiable potoutial victim. In the first instance, the counselor must make the
judgment that the client poses a serious danger. Second, there must be an
identifiable potential victim. This standard was also used in a New Jersey case,
McIntosh v. Milano (1979),13 a Michigan case, Davis v. Duni (1983)fl and an
Illinois case, Eckhardt v. Kirts (1989).15 In the subsequent decision in Davis v.
Lhim (1988), the Michigan Supreme Court enumerated some factors a mental
health professional should consider when deciding whether a client might act
upon a threat to a third party. These include the clinical diagnosis of the
patient, the context and manner in which the threat is made, the patient's
opportunity to act on the threat, the patient's history of violence, the factors
that provoked the threat and whether threats are likely to continue, the pa-
tient's response to treatment, and the patient's relationship with the potential
victim.16

The courts, in several cases, have declined to impose liability in the ab-
sence of a readily identifiable victim.17 However, the Vermont Supreme Court.
ruled that a mental health professional who knows that a patient poses 4 risk
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clearly has an ethical obligation to disclose privileged information to proper
authorities.9 Whether there is a corresponding legal oblig ' , report sus-
pected or potential criminal activity learned in the counsel ci.itionship is
!ess obvious. Some states require professionals to report cases of suspected
child abuse, for example, but these requirements vary widely from state to
state. Counseling professionals may also be required to report potential cases
of homicide or suicide. More recent attention has focused on reporting drug
abuse and on warning partners of AIDS victims.

Reporting criminal activity revealed in a counseling session may not be
a violation of confidentiality obligations in certain circumstances. For example
the Missouri Court of Appeals held in 1989 that a psychiatrist's anonymous
call tO a local crime stoppers unit did not violate the statutory physician-patient
privilege. In this case the patient revealed during therapy that she had robbed
a service station that day. The psychiatrist revealed only the patient's place
of former employment when he called crime stoppers, knowing it would
precip;tate an investigation. The patient was later arrested and convicted. On
appeal, the court upheld the conviction, ruling the psychiatrist had not vio-
lated the privilege, because the law creating the privilege applies only to in-
court testimony.9 Here again, it is imperative that counselors determine the
extent of the law in the state(s) in which they practice and make a good faith
effort to comply with reporting requirements.

46

DUTY To WARN?

Despite the privilege recognized for psychotherapists and their clients in some
states, the California Supreme Court shocked practicing therapists across the
country when it ruled in 1976 that a therapist who knows or should have
known that a patient poses a "serious danger of violence" and does not exercise
reasonable care to protect the intended victim Gt. notify the police can be held
liable (Tarasoff v. Regents of the University of California). I°

This case involved a graduate student at the University of California at
Berkeley who revealed in counseling that he intended to kill a young woman,
Tadana Tarasoff, because she had refused his advances. The psychologist
considered the threats to be serious and called campus police. They detained
Poddar, -the student, briefly, but released him because he seemed to be ra-
tional. They neither notified the police nor warned Tarasoff. The psychologist
also reported his concerns to his supervisor, a psychiatrist, who directed that
no further action be taken. Shortly thereafter, Poddar murdered Tarasoff,
and her parents sued the psychologist, the psychiatrist, the university coun-
seling center, and the campus police.

The court found that certain duties and obligations arise on the part of
a counselor from the special relationship with his or her client and that this
"relationship may support affiimathe duties for the benefit of third persons."
According to the court:

... once a therapist does in fact determine, or under applicable
professional scandards reasonably should have determined, that a
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to an identifiable person or group has a duty to protect that pet son or gioup,
,from danger presented by the patient in Peck v. Counseling Sewn(' of Addison
County, Inc. (1985).18

Subsequent courts !we held that the duty to w ai n extends to "forseeable"
vktims of the client who may nut be specifically identifiable, but nonetheless
would be likely targets if the client were to !lecome violent ot carry tin ough
on threats.° The Arimna Suprenic Court rec. ,tly used this standard as well,
finding liability on the part of a psychiatrist fin failing to protect a fineseeabk
victim within the "zone of danger," that is, subject to probable risk of the
patient's violent conduct.2°

The Colorado Supreme Court has gone so fat as to I eject the "foreseeable
victim" analysis altogethei, holding that a psychiatrist has a duty to exercise
due care to determine w hethet an in% oluntal ily committed !my chiatfic patient
poses an mweasonable risk of serious bodily harm to others if mieased.21 In
this case a police officei was shot and killed by a former hospital patient who
was being escorted out of a comenience store w here he had created a dis-
turbance. The court concluded that the releasing psychiatrist had not gi% cii
due consideration to the in opensities of the patient, to extending the tet m
of the patient's commitment, ot to placing appt opriate Londitions on his
release.

These cases demonsti ate that the courts continue to grapple with the
issues of confidentiality and the (uty to w ai n potential %ictiins of iolent
patients and clients. Theiefore, it is (i itka! that counselot s stay infol med
about .he legislathe and judicial changes in the statets) iii w hich they in actice.

AIDS CASES AND CONFIDENTIALITY

Of all the issues in% oh ir.g a duty to wat n on the part of a counselin , pet haps
the most difficult in% oh es a client m ho has been diagnosed with a commu-
nicable disease, particularly the human immunodeficiency lirus (HIV), or
AIDS. In light of Twasoff and subsequent cot.i t decisions, do counselors ha% e
a d uty to warn a sexual partnet olan HIV-posithe client: Tile balance between
in& idual prhacy and public welfare is indeed delicate in this situation. Un-

tunately , thei e is nu deal answ el that will Ws el all cases nationwide bec,r,se
of varying state interpretations of Tarasoff and state legislation.

Tarasoff established a duty to "pro:ect" an intended % ictim from "vio-
lence," not to "warn" a consenting adult partnet ur the risk of transmissiwi
of a disease from a sexual act. 1::%en if the decisivq is extended to the rii of
HIV infection, it does nut necessarily requite worning sexual partners. Iii
Florida, fin example, %ocational rehabilitation counselots are explessly pro-
hibited from disclosing the fact that a client has tested posithe, nen to othei
state or local agencies w ot king with the client. Com ersely , counselors may be
required to warn partners in some jurisdictions, with a cm respi,nding release
from liability for such breaches of confidentiality.22

AIDS research poses an additional problem for counselors. Public health
reporting laws conflict w ith the duty to maintain confidentiafity where re-
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searchers are required to report all AIDS cases, and in some states sel opus-
itivity to HIV antibodies. Researchers should routinely ensure that broad law
dam are not disseminated unnecessarily to agencies to help reduce the pos-
sibility of public access to identify ing infol illation. Application fur a certific.ue
of confidentiality from the U.S. Public Health Ser% ice is another means of
protecting the confidentiality rights of research subjects:2 As should be ob-
vious, counselors must carefully research state laws and r egulatiuns go% el ning
this issue before disclosing such information.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH PARENTS

School counselors are generally bound by the pro% isiuns of the Family Edu
cational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA),1" the implementing rep-
lations:25 and local state an, Jim)l board policies concerning disclosure of
educational records (see discussion concerning I ecol ds and reports). Within
the context of these controlling provisions, counselor s must exercise disci ei;on
as to the extent cf information to be released to parents from their persor.al
records of confidential counseling sessions. In mail), cases it is educationally
appropriate to discuss the substance of such sessions with pal en ts and teacliers,
but there inay be times when counselors would choose not to do so. Unless
compelled by school board policy, how e% em , counselors al e nut required by
FERPA to make a%ailable their personal I mut ds um disclose the substance of
confidential student counseling sessions to parents.

Questions have also arn concel ning contact w ith noncustodial par ents
of children and re% ealing infut mation to them fi um student i ecol ds ui con-
fidential counseling sessions, particular I> w hen this occur s u% el the objections
of the custodial parent(s). It is clear under the policy of FERPA that, in the
absence of a court older to the curium , noncustodial par ents ha% e the same
rights to access student educational recur ds as du p.11 ents hu ha% e custody.
This is consistent with the social pdicy considerations that the pal ent, e%en
though not having custody of the child, still retains the rok of parent anu
would presumably take custody upon the death of the custodial 1)arent.2n

Furthermore, it may be imperathe that a counselor contacl the noncus-
todial parent in some situations w her e ftilui e Lu do so could cause hal nr to
the child. Under Twasuff, counselor s ha% e a duty to pi otect other s
Ivhich is consistent with the school district's duty to act in the best interests
of the child and w uuld require contacting the noncustodial pment to pi otect
the welfare of the child.

GROUP COUNSELING AND CONFIDENTIALITY

Group counseling poses additional problems fur mainuining conlidentialky.
Standard B.2 of the AACD Ethical Standards advises counselors to "set a norm
of confidentiality regarding all group participants' disclosures." This means the
counselor has the affirmative ethical responsibility to explain to the entire group
at the outset that everything said within the group is ro remain confidential.
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Generally speaking, however, the le ii concept of privileged cominuni-
cation does not apply to group counseling. Despite the clear indications that
such' therapy is effective in proper situations, the privilege has not been ex-
tended to confidences revealeckyhere more than two persons are present,
except where there is a statutory exception. Unless specifically granie,di y
statute, all members of a counseling group should assume that they could be
called to testIfy in court concerning any information revealed to the group
in counseling sessions.

COUNSELINZ PUBLIC OFFENDERS

One of the largest problems facing counselors of public offenders- and to
some degree, counselors in ou.,:r institutional settings) is the persistence of
role conflicts that "relate to the custodial orienwtion of most prisons and other
settings in whiCh these counselors work" (Page, 1979).27 Among the many
diffkulties Such counselors face is adhering to an ethical rode that stresses
confidentiality. A client may wish to discuss particular problems, such as drug
use in prison, which could cost the counselor his or her job if the problems
are not revealed to prison authorities. Counselors in prisons and prerelease
centers may begin to view their primary responsibility as ensuring that-dic
clients obey the rules and regulations of the workplace and of society. They
are also required to report to the courts or prison authorities on their clients'
progress. These conflicting roles make it difficult. to maintain client confi-
dences. As one observer commented,

When counselors fail to abide by confidentiality requirements. public
offenders who seek counseling generally begin to see coun-,eling as a
game. These public offenders begin to present themselves in positive
ways to their counselors in hopes of receiving positive recommendations
that may favorably affect their lives. Often, they also begin to make
other members who might be in a group therapy with them look bad
in order to impress their couns..'m Unless material presented by clients
in counseling is confidential, and unless counselors can be trusted to
protect their clients' welfares, counseling services offered to public of-
fenders often become a sham. (Page, 1981, p. 59)28

Despite these conflicting job requirements, public offender counselors
still have an ethical duty to maintain their clicAts' confidences, a duty that is
essential to the effectiveness of the counseling relationship. Counselorsshould
be sure to disclose to clients the information required to be included in periodic
court reports and should clearly inform clients that information relating to
criminal activities must be reported. Information included in periodic ref. ts
should be limited to the minimum that is requested, and client confidences
should be protected whenever possible. Standard B.18 of AACD's Ethical
Standards (see Appendix A) admonishes counselors who are engaged in a
work setting that requires a variation from the general ethical standards,
including the standard of confidentiality, consult with other professionals
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whenever possible to consider justifiable altei natives. This may provide less
intrusive means of complying with job reporting demands while preserving
the .confidentiality of the counseling relationshiP.

Prison counselors also encounter periodic threats of violence or harm to
others by clients in counseling sessions. As is the situation for a counselor
,outside a,prison, the counselor must-first determine if the threats of violence
are real, involve a plan-and weapons, and can be carried out. In such a case,
the TarasoffdetiSion would mandate that the counselor take appropriate action
to warn the intended victim(s) or take steps to prevent the client from carrying
out the plan (Scott, 1985).29

REPORTS AND RECORDS

It is important that counselors understand that there are ethical and legal
reasons to maintain accurate counseling records and a corresponding duty to
keep such records confidential. Counselors are reminded, however, that cir-
cumstances may arise when these records may be required to be disclosed to
clients or third parties. Consequently it is imperative that all client records be
kept accurately and professionally, and it is recommended that required busi-
ness records be maintained separately from any clinical notes that may be
taken. It has been pointed out that clinical records are not lef.tally or ethically
required in most cases unless required by the employing agency (Remley,
1990).39 Once such records are preserved, however, counselors should un-
derstand that they may be disclosed at some future time.

The AACD Ethical Standards have several provisions dealing with recoris
and reports. These include not releasing identifying information to others
when providing general information concerning counselors' practice (stan-
dard A.6), requiring that counselors establish a records retention and dis-
position policy (standard B.2), and the comment that records may have to be
disclosed to a third party in emergency situations pursuant to the "duty to
warn" cases (standard B.4).

Standard B.5 admonishes:

Records of the counseling relationship, including interview notes,
test data, correspondence, tape recordings, electronic data storage,
and other documents are to be considered professional information
for use in counseling, and they should not be considered a part of
the records of the institution or agency in which the counselor is
employed unless specified by state statute or regulation. Revelation
to others of counseling material must occur only upon the expressed
consent of the client.

Standard B.6 also requires that computer records be limited to necesary
and appropriate information, destroyed once they are no longer needed, and
that only appropriate persons have access to the records.

These standards together set out the confidential nature of the counseling
records that counselors have both an ethical and a legal duty to protect.
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Counselors should recognize, however, that the records the; create might.
eventually be disclosed to the client or some third party, whether by consent
of the client or by couft order. For an ovet view of appropriate record-keeping
guidelines, see the article by Remley in the Ethical Standards Casebook (1990),
pp., 162-169.

There are three particular situations in which counselors are required to
disclose-theirrecords. The firSt was discussed previously, when the counselor
has a "duty to protect" an intended victim from a client's violent propensities,
or where the qunselor believes the client is a danger to him- or herself.
Records might be provided to another mental health professional or to an
attorney representing the client for use in commitment proceedings.

The second is where the.client requests that records be disclosed to some
third party, or to him- or herself. Although the counselor creates the records,
the client has the right to inspect and obtain copies of the records a profes-
sional keeps about the client, and to request that copies be sent to other mental
health professionals, insurance companies, or others. As discussed earlier,
however, counselors must exercise care not to release information to third
parties without the consent (preferably in writing) of the client.

Finally, counselors must make their records available when required by
court order, even if they believe this will violate their professional ethical
responsibility concerning the confidentiality of the counseling relationship.
Certainly they may protest such orders, and advise their clients to do so as
well, but counselors may not refuse to comply with a court order.

Counselors who work in schools, colleges, or universities that receive
federal funding are bound by the record-k ping guidelines of the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 kFERPA), mentioned previously.
Sometimes referred to as the "Buckley Amendment," this law was designed
to protect the privacy of students by giving students or their parents the "right
to review all official records, files and data related to their children." FERPA
also provides that such records not be released to third parties without the
-written permission cf the student or parents.

For purposes of FERPA, educational records generally include all records
kept by any employee in an educational institution. However, records made
by and kept in the sole possession of a "physician, psychiatrist, psychologist
or other recognized professional or paraprofessional acting in his professional
or paraprofessional capacity . .." are excluded from the disclosure require-
ments of FERPA, except that notes may be provided to other treating profes-
sionals or reviewed by a physician of the student's choice (34 C.F.R. sec. 99.3).
Maintaining counseling records in a locked cabinet, accessible only to the
counselor, should meet this requirement.

COURT APPEARANCES

Counselors may be called to testify in court in a variety of capacities. Whether
called as an expert witness, a witness of fact, or a party, the counselor must
keep in nind the protection of the client's privacy rights. Although required
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to answer truthfully the questions posed in court, counselors should not vol-
unteer additional information concerning a client. Furthermore, counselors
appearing in court in any of these capacities will be under the direction of
an attorney, and should plan to consult in advance with that attorney to discuss

- planned testimony, as well as any concerns about confidentiality (Blail, I 984).1

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PRACTICE

A counselor's duty to maintain client confidences is clearly central to the
development of an effective counseling relationship. Yet counselors may fin:
that duty to be in direct competition with their obligations to report certai,
criminal activity, to reveal client information in the wake of privacy laws, or
to warn potential victims of a client's violent intentions. This chapter has
illustrated some of the many situations in which, counselors must balance
competing duties. It is critical that counsleors make their decisions based on
complete, timely information, and on a case-by-case basis. In this rapidly
changing area of the law, counselors can protect themselves from potential
liability in several ways.

First, counselors should know and follow the AACD Ethical Standards to
the extent that they apply. Although they do not cover all potential situations,
the standards are the best source of information on acceptable conduct for
counselors. The advice t : other professional counselors may also be instru-
mental in avoiding p. sible pitfalls. Many agencies or institutions also have
in-house attorneys to advise staff on matters that arise in the course of em-
ployment. They should be consulted, where available, for advice concerning
specific situations.

Second, counselors should keep records and reports current and accurate
and carefully preserve any authorizations from clients for release infor-
mation. Clients should be made to understand the concept of confidentiality,
its limits under applicable state law, and the counselor's other professional
responsibilities as well. It is also important that the staff of the counseling
office, including secretaries and student interns, fully understand the concept
of confidentiality and abide by its dictates. Clear policies should be developed
and followed for thc retention and destruction of client records.

Third, counselors should discuss cases only with necessary professionals
and other parties in a manner that preserves the confidential nature of the
information. Counselors should take care that such conversations are not
overheard by other people not directly involved in the care or treatment of
the client. If there is doubt as to whether certain information should be
disclosed, the matter should be discussed with a supervisor or independent
legal counsel before the information is disclosed.

Finally, counselors should consider liability insurance coverage, discussed
more fully in chapter 6. Such coverage cannot prevent a lawsuit and possible
liability, but it can provide for the payment of legal fees and costs, as well as
for damages in the event there is a judgment against the counselor.
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Chapter 4

AVOIDING CIVIL LIABILITY

A successful counseling relationship demands that the client have unques-
tioncd confidence in the counselor. That aspect of this unique relationship
spawns a host of duties or responsiblities the counselor must fulfill if he or
she is to gain and maintain the client's trust. Hence, these duties and respon-
sibilties are crucial to the counseling relationship itself.

There is also no doubt that, in fulfilling their role, counselors must ex-
ercise "due care," or face liability in a civil suit for failing to perform their
duties as required by law. Civil liability, stated simply, means that one can be
sued for acting wrongly toward another, or for failing to act when there was
a recognized duty to do so. Judicial relief is usually in the form of money
damages awarded'to the injured party.

When one assumes a professional role, one is expected to respect legal
standards of professional competence and preparation, and exercise a level
of care in dealing with clients, called "due care." For some professional re-
lationships, such as those between lawyers and clients or doctors and patients,
a large body of law has produced a fairly accurate delineation of exactly what
those standards might include. Although there is not a large collection of
pertinent decisions involving counselors, we can draw on existing law as it
applies.to other professions and relate that law to the counseling situation to
establish guidelines for the actions of professional counselors.

For counselors, the primary area within which civil liability is found rests
in the law of torts. "Tort" is an interesting word. Few people outside the legal
profession ever come in contact with the concept. Brought to England with
the Normans, the word "tort" means a wrong that legal action is designed to
set right. It is a legal wrong against the person, property, or reputation of
another individual, and it can take various forms. It may be the unintentional
violation of an obligation ono person owes to another, such as a counselor's
obligation to use all of his or her care and skill in dealing with a client. This
violation is called "negligence." Alternatively, it may be a direct, possibly in-
tentional abrogation of some persons' legal rights, such as the invasion of
privacy through illegal search. Furthermore, counselors may be held liable
for the defamation of a client's character; assault; battery; intentional or un-
intentional infliction of emotional distress; or other intentional torts. A coun-
selor may also face liability for non-torts such as copyright infringement, or
breach of contract. These areas also will be explored in g.tawr detail.
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PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

Before discussing the concepts of tort liability further, it is important to un-
derstand the concept of professional competence. Just what level of profes-
sional preparation and competenLe is required of a counselor obviously varies
depending upon the kind of counseling he or she practices. Four general
areas of professional competence were outlined by Robinson and Gross (1986).1
These include; professional growth through continuing education; maintain-
ing accurate knowledge and expertise in areas of specialization; accurately
representing professional qualifications; and providing only those services fbr
which one is qualified. These areas may be investigated by state and profes-
sional regulatory boards for varying counseling areas and are supported by
the AACD Ethical Standards.

For example, the standards specify that "the member neither claims nor
implies professional qualifications exceeding those possessed and is respon-
sible for correcting any misrepresentations of these qualifications by others"
(standard A.4). Thus if a client calls a counselor "doctor" and, the counselor
does not possess that degree, the counselor is ethically obliged to bring the
error to the attention of the client-immediately. The standards go on to state
that "Members recognize their boundaries of competence and provide only
those services and use only those techniques for which they are qualified by
training or experience. Members should only accept those positions for which
they are professionally qualified" (standard A.7). As Robinson (1988)2 ex-
plained, "... it is not enough to read about or to attend a seminar on new
techniques or approaches or special client problems. Only through specific
training (advanced educational coursework) and experience (under close su-
pervision) are new skills and areas of expertise developed."

It is crucial that counselors follow these ethical standards and consciously
strive to work within the limits of their own professional training. Although
this seems to be an ethical position, it is also important from a legal standpoint
as part of the analysis of a claim of negligence or malpractice. There is a
subtle difference between the terms negligence and malpractice. In a negligence
case it is alleged there was a duty, which was breached, and which proximately
resulted in injury to another person. Using a "reasonable man" standard, the
courts will look to how a reasonably prudent person would have acted in the
same situation to determine if the person who breached the duty should be
held liable for the injuries. There is an element of foreseeability implicit in
this analysis in that a reasonable person is expected to foresee the probable
results of his or her actions, including probable injuries that may result. A
similar analysis covers the liability for professional actions.

MALPRACTICE

Malpractice is the term that primarily concerns most professional Lounselors.
"By definition malpractice is professional misconduct or any unreasonable lack
t. skill in the performance of professional duties" (Lovett, 1980).3 It is im-
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portant to recognize that professional malpractke is regulated by state law
and usually applies only to specified, legally certified, or licensed professionds.
Psychiatrists and psychologists are generally specified in state professional
malpractice laws, but other counseling professionals may not be included and
cannot technically bc sued for malpractice. Other counseling professionals,
however, can still be held liable for their actions based on a negligence theory,
infliction of emotional distress, or other torts. The following analysis of mal-
practice is therefore applicable to unlicensed counselors as well as recognized
licensed or certified professionals.

There are several principal situations in which malpractice has generally
been found: (a) the procedure followed was not within the realm of accepted
professional practice, (b) the technique used was one the counselor was not
trained to use (lack of professional competence), (o) the counselor failed to
follow a procedure that would have been more helpful, (d) the counselor
failed to warn and protect others from a v iolent client, (e) informed consent
was not obtained, or (f) the counselor failed to explaiu the possible conse-
quences of the treatment.1

In order for a counselor to be held liable in tort for malpractice or
negligence, three conditions must exist:

A duty must be owed the plaintiff by the defendant.
That duty must be breached.
There must be a causal link between the breach and the plaintiff's injury.'

The "duty" owed by the counselor is premised on the existence of a
"fiduciary relationship- between the counselor and client, one that fosters the
highest level of trust and confidence. The client kis the right to expect the
hig:test level of care-from the counselor, and the counseloi has the obligation
to provide that standard of care.

The primary problem in a malpractice suit is determining w hich standard
of care to apply in order to ascertain whethei a counseloi has breached his
or her duty to a client. Profes.ional malpractice is genet ally judged by whether
a reasonably prudent , amelw in the same or similm circumstance would have
acted in the same manlier as the counselor did. If the answer is "yes," liability
generally will not be found. Howev er, when the counselor holds him- or
herself out as an expect in a particular discipline, that person must then meet
the standard of care required of an expert in that area. Psychiatrists will be
heid to a higher standard of care, foi example, than master'b level therapists.
Unfortunately, as a diverse profession, counseling has little history to apply
in judging counselor-client relations and requit ed standais: uf Lire. Until such
a tradition is defined, the courts will continue to borrow standards from
related professions, such as psychology, psychiatry, medicine, ot law, to mea-
sure counselor performance. Professional codes of ethics and normal practice
standards will form the basis of such measurement, but courts will continue
to balance the injury to the client against related standards as well.

For example in a 1985 case, Hord: v. Bins, the Court of Appeals of Illinois
held that a licensed soci .. worker engaged in the practice of marriage coun-
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seling was required to exercise a degree of skill and knowledge normally
Rossessed by members of the social work profession practicing in the same
field. Therefore, he had a duty to both the wife and husband he was counseling
to be aware of basic psychological principles such as the "transference phe-
nomenon," the mishandling of which was sufficient to allege a breach of the
therapist's duty. The court also held that the husband had standing to bring
a malpractice action for the social worker's mishandling of the ti eaunent of
the wife, resulting in the social worker's becoming romantica"y and emotion-
ally involved with the wife and having sexual relations with her, because this
frustrated the purpose of the treatment, which was to improve the couple's
marriage. The husband would also be entitled to recover acwal damages for
loss of consortium and emotional distress if it were proven that !here was inten-
tional malpractice.6 It is interesting to note that the court also :ooked to the
state licensing statute and to the code of ethics of the National Association of
Social Workers in determining the minimum standards of prc tessional con-
duct to apply in this case.

In a similar case in Maine (Rowe v. Bennett, 1986)7 the court held that
a social worker, employ ed by a community agency to counsel persons with
alcohol-related problems, had a duty to provide care in accordance with
the- standards of practice applicable to similar professionals engaged in
counseling and psychotherapy. In this case the counselor became ins oh ed
emotionally with her patient's companion, w hu also came for counseling
sessions. Although the social wom ker referred the patient to group therapy
and discontinued individual counseling sessions, the social worker and the
companion continued their relationship and began living together a few
months later. The "acute reactive depression" the patient suffered was
found by the court to has e been, principally caused by the social worker's
breach of duty to her patient

Generally speaking, counselors can limit their exposure to liability by
meticulously following the AACD Ethical Standards, keeping informed re-
garding state and local laws, continuing professional education to keep cur rent
on techniques in the field, maintaining appropriate business records, and
regularly attending professional meetings. Carrying liability insurance cov-
erage is also recommended for any practicing professional in the event. a suit
is filed. Even if the counselor is ultimately exonerated, the costs of a trial can
be staggering.

Counselors generally deal with clients in individual sessions, group set-
tings, or in crisis inters ention. In ,aly of these situations, counselors can be
held liable for failing to exe cise the requisite skill and care. This is an ex-
tremely vague concept, howes er. What does it mean w hen a counseloi is told
that performance will be judged in lelation to the degree of skill normally
exercised by people w ith the same professional qualifications? What standai ds
are set for "skill" and "care"? Because the degree of care, the degree of
expertise, and the degree of counselor control os er the client differ slightly
in each of these three major counseling situations, each should be considered
separately.
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Individual Counseling

No matter what_ the setting, a one-on-one counseling relationship involves a
client who has some problem or difficulty and a counselor who, on the basis
of training and experience, works ,for a solution or a course of action to
alleviate the problem. In each case, regardless of the outcome, a professional
undertakes to render services to another person, which, under certain cir-
cumstances, could form the basis of an action for malpractice. In legal terms,
the principle is this:

One who undertakes,, gratuitously or for consideration, to render
services to another which he should recognize as necessary for the
protection of the other's person or things, is subject to liability to the
other for physical harm resulting from his failure to exercise rea-
sonable care to perform his undertaking, if
a. his failure to exercise such care increases the risk of harm, or
b. the harm is suffered because of the other's reliance upon the
undertaking.8

In other words, the counselor is responsible for bringing to the counseling
setting the skill and care of a counselor practicing in that area. (See Horak v.
Biru, supra.) Counselors need not promise specifically that they will conduct
themselves in this manner. It is the profession itself that implies that a coun-
selor will do so.

A relatively recent case illustrates this point. In Bogwt Iverson (1960),9 a
Wisconsin counselor was reponsible for "counseling and !esting ... for personal,
vocational, educational, scholastic or other problems:* His duties also included
counseling "those students torn by conflicting feelings, which cause worry and
social ineffectiveness" (p.229). Over a 6-month period, the counselor did exten-
sive work with Jeannie, employing aptitude and personality tests. He grew fa-
miliar with her personal, social, and educational problems, as well as her conflicting
feelings and social ineffectiveness. After extended counseling, he telt Jeannie
had made all the progress she could, and he terminated the counseling sessions.
Six weeks iater Jeannie committed suicide. The counselor was sued by the parents
who alleged (a) that the counselor failed to secure emergency psychiatric treat-
ment after he was aware, or should have been aware, of Jeannie's incapacity, (b)
that he failed to advise Jeannie's parents of her problem, and (c) that he failed
to provide proper student guidance. After considering these allegations, the
court. ruled the counselor was not liable.

The court did not accept the claim that a duty devolved on the counselor
to detect that the student might be contemplating suicide, had become incapa-
citateJ, or even that she needed psychiatric treatment. Thus the counselor's
failiire to advise Jeannie's parents of her problem and his failure to provide
corrective guidance were not relevant. Because he owed no duty to perform in
any such manner, his failure to do so was not actionable in a court of law, "as
a teacher cannot Ix charged with the same degree of care based on such knowl-
edge as a person trained in :nedicine or psychiatry could exncise" (p. 230). It
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is, also clear that. the court in this case felt that the parents' allegations did not
show a breach of duty on the part of the counselor. In other words, the parents
would have had to show that a person with the background and training of the
average cou nselor "should have known" that Jeannie was going to commit suicide
before he or she could have been held liable.

Another factor in this decision could well be the 6-week lapse of time
between the end of treatment and the girk suicide. A counselor cannot (at
least according to this court) be expected to predict that a suicide will take
place 6 weeks in the future. So, although a duty existed to use care, the
counselor was not held to have breached that duty. Warning signs of im-
pending suicide were held to be beyond his knowledge.

Counselors will not always be excused so easily. Suppose that, in the pre-
ceeding case, Jeannie had become extremely agitated when the counselor told
her he was terminating the counseling sessions, and had made statements in-
dicating she had suicidal tendencies. In that situation, the fiilure of the counselor
to inform Jeannie's parents or to advise her to seek professional help would
likely have been ruled actionable. The counselor's special training probably would
be considered to have aradt him competent to recognize very obvious signs of
impending mental or emotional breakdown. A failure then to take action may
be held to be a breach of the duty owed to the client. Having thus established
a duty, and a breach of that duty, the court could find the counselor liable.

Counselors should consider also the ramifications of the Tarasoffw decision
(discussed in chapter 3) to cases of this nature. In that rase, the court ruled that
when therapists determine, or should determine, that a patient poses danger
of violence to another, they have an affirmative obligation to use reasonable care to
protect the intended vktim. Presumably this argument could be extended to cover
cases where the client poses a clear danger to self .ts well, giving rise to a duty
to take steps to warn those who can effectively protect the client from harming
him- or herself. Not all courts would agree to this analysis in cases involving
suicide, however, and at least one court (in Bellah v. Greenson") specifically
refused to extend the Tarasoff duty to this situation.

It should also be remembered that the Tarasoff decision concerned a
psychiatrist with years of extemive training. It could be effectively argued
that the case does not apply to other counselors or psychologists, despite the
professional training and aspirations of such counselors. On the other hand,
the AACD Ethical Standards direct all counselors to take action when a "clear
and imminent danger" to the client or others is perceived (standard B.4).
Notwithstanding the confidentiality obligations, if the counselor perceives
such danger, he or she has an ethical obligation to notify authorities, or refer
to appropriate specialists. Combined with the Tarasoff analysis, such ethical
duties could be persuashe to a court in a negligence or malpractice auion.

Duty to Supervise

The concept of a counselor's duty and the measure of care required of him
or her should also be explored within the framework of traditional school
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law, particularly dealing with student supervision. More so with counselors
than with other school personnel, the duty to supervise frequently involves
students with "special needs," whether they be emotionally disturbed, under
the influence of drugs or alcohol, or otherwise incapacitated. Once such con-
ditions are made known, or become obvious, the counselor must exercise
greater care and supervision than might generally be &ie. If an incapacitated
or disturbed student is under the control or supervision of a counselor, the
counselor should be careful not to let the student go his or her own way
without making some provision for the studev.'s safety. Such ayrangements
should be commensurate with the degree of the student's incapacity. Accord-
ing to Professor Seitz (1964):

If A teacher or administrator contemplates sending a young child
home during school hours, she should, as a reasonable prudent per-
son reflect upon whether she is exposing the child to dangers to
which the child would not be exposed if it were dismissed at the
normal hour. For instance, if the child would be exposed to a very
dangerous crossing when no patrol help was on duty and it was
injured, it would place the teacher in a precarious position as respects.

The test to be applied to the counselor is thus what any reasonably pru-
dent person would do to protect a person who, because of conditions beyond
'his or her control, is exposed to unusual dangers. This includes the knowledge
that the student is incapacitated or disturbed, as well.

Responsibility for Improvement

Generally speaking, courts will not find counselors negligent merely because
the client fails to improve during the counseling relationship or if the approach
the counselor chooses proves to be erroneous. Courts have ruled that no
presumption of negligence arises from a mere mistake in judgment, if that
mistake is the type that could be made by the most careful and skilled prac-
titioner of the counseling art. Again, however, the counselor will be judged
according to standards applicable to the counseling profession in his or her
area)3

Only under rare circumstances, if ever, can a counselor give and be held
to an assurance of improvement. Basically, the counselor pursues a course
dictated by the ethics and, standards of the profession. This has been recog-
nized in cases dealing with psychiatric treatment. For example, in Johnston v.
Rodis (1958), the court held that a physician's statement that he could cure a
disease could seldom, if ever, be regarded as a warranty. There is every reason
to believe this rule would apply to a counselor who, in the absence of some
ill motive, advises a particular course of acdon that is later found not to have
worked. No clear guidelines exist in this area, even in the field of psychiatry,
and no appellate courts have ruled in cases involving alleged malpractice
arising from such assurances."
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Consultation and Referrals

When a counselor determines that a course of therapy or ut.ament is not
effective for the client, or if the problems presented are beyond the compe-
tence of the counselor, there is a,clear professional, ethkal duty to terminate
the counseling relationship or to seek consultation (standards B.11 and B.12).
Although no courts have yet imposed it, there may be atnrresponding legal
duty to refer or consult when the counselor is not competent to meet the
client's needs.15 At this point, it would seem that a client could stistain a cause
of action for malpractice only if he or she could makea case thac improvement,
of which there was a substantial likelihood, was prevented because the coun-
selor breached the duty to refer the client or consult with ancaher professional
concerning treatment. This would be exceptionally difficuk to prove, but in
at least one case involving a physician who failed to refer a patient with Graves
disease to a specialist, liability was found.'6

Group Counseling

Group therapy has developed into a widely accepted means of treatment for
a variety of counseling needs. It is believed thal patients learn to understand
and communicate more effectively with peers, .M that they are better able
to put their anxieties or fears into perspective than could be achieved through
individual counseling. As the use of group counseling expand::: however,
counselors must be well trained and skillful in their use of this technique, and
must face the possibility of legal challenges arising from the group setting. It
is not easy to determine the exact dangers the counselor will encounter in the
use of group therapy. No case law has been developed in this area as yet, so
analogous situations must be probed in an eflon to determine the future
direction of the law.

As we have already noted in chapter 3, the legal concept of privileged
communication generally does not apply in the group setting, except where
there has been a statutory exception. Consequently, it must be assumed that
any member of a group, or the counselor leading a group, could be called to
testify in court concerning information that may be resealed during group
sessions. As a result, the counselor has the responsibility to inform all group
participants of the need for confidentialits , and the absence of legal privilege
concerning group discussions.

The counselor's relationship to the clients in a group session is the same
as in individual counseling sessions: the rendering of servke to another. Should
the counselor fail to bring to that relationship the skir id care of a qualified
counselor practicing within the expert discipline of tlu drofession, the coun-
selor may be liable for breach of the professional duty to clients. The legal
requirement of care in the group relationship is more complicated than for
the individual counseling setting, however, for several reasons. First, the coun-
selor may be responsible for forming the group and selecting the members.
Once the group is formed, the counselor bears the increased duty of super-
vising the multiple interactions among the various group members.
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Standard B.I of AACD's Ethical Standards (MS) (Appendix A) points
out that a counselor's primary obligation is always "to respect the integtity
and promote the w ellare" of clients. But, "in the group setting, the kounseltn
is also responsible fot taking reasonable precautions to protect inch% iduals
from physical and/ot psychological trauma resulting flow interaction w ith
the group." The Ethical Guidelines fro, Grout Counseloa (1 98O)' (see Appendix
B), provide further guidance in this area and admonish counselors "... to
give considerable attention to the intent and context of theit actions because
the attempts of counselors to influence human beha%ior tin ough group %%tit k
always have ethical implications" (Preamble). We would add that group work
carries additional legal obligations as well.

Counselors must constantly oaluate the size of the gioup, its appropri-
ateness for each particular membet , whethet to i efer int..Alual members of
the group for special help, and whethet to In ing in an Aditional counseling
professional to assist in the group sessions. Counselors must also be alert to
unanticipated encountets within a 1;1 oup, and be pi epated to handle poten-
tially explosive situations with a high dew cc of professional skill to protect
each indicidual group 'umbel. This i equit es extensi%e oailling and prepa.
ration to avoid potential liability for negligence.

The Ethical Guidelines fot Gump Counselors pi (Aide an excellent discussion
of the responsibilities of the counselot in 1;1 oup win k. both in to ms of pm-
iding adequate in for mation to clients and in plot, iding wimp counseling
sen ices. The guidelines so ess the need to in (Tate clients adequately befn e
they ento the gt oup so they are fully infonucd, sci ceiling membet s beim e
they are admitted to a 1;1 oup, setting a not tu of confidentiality among gt oup
members, in otecting 1;1 oup clients ft mu undue in essu IC 01 coo tion. t I eating
each membo of a gimp iodic idually and equally. and ptopel follow 'up for
group monbos ho choose to lea% e the gioup p1 ematut ely. The gukly!ines
also emphasize the need fin adequate pi ofessional P1 epal atitm ptiot to the
use of group therapy. as w ell as ongoing assessment of the group expel ience.
Because a court may take such professional standat ds into account w hen
judging w hethet the actions of a 1;1 oup counselor ha% e been negligent, Lunn
selors should become familim with these guidelines and make o ery efftn t to
provide services accordingly.

One additional note of caution should be sounded ho e. As ill all coun-
seling situations, the group counselot has the obligation to I main objecthe
and use good inofessional judgment with all gioup membets. It ma) be
difficult to abidc by these dictates w ith sonw gutty nimbus fi ow time to
time. Considei the expo ience of one expel iented 1;1 oup leader w Ito became
so angry with a gt oup iiien.L. aftet I epeated pet sonal and physiutl attacks
that he felt compelled to I eturn the attack physically. Recognizing that these
feelings %iolated his plofessional responsibility to the 1;1 oup as w ell as to thc
disrupthe client, the counselot inuuediately sought tl,s, hclp of .t pi ofessional
colleague to deal with his ow n anger and ft usnation. A less expo ienced
counselor may nut have acted SU I esponsibly and a 111.111/1.10kc action could
have resulted.

3 I
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Crisis Intervention

C7isis intervention, or crisis management, tts a counseling tethniquc is unique
and, of course, generally arises out if an emergency situation. The iierson
needing assistance may be only a short. step from death 01 serious injury md
the counselor serv es merely as a buffer, hoping to avert tragedy or hold off
self-destructive acts or impulses until appropriate medkal ol psychiatric treat-
ment. can be provided.

In a crisis intervention situation the counselor generally has no real con-
trol over the person seeking help. Like the Dutch boy who saved his village
with a finger in the dike, the counselor serves as a resuio , tutempting to hard
off disaster until help arrives. It would be difficult to blanw either boy or
counselor if the hole should prove too large to block effectively with thc plug
one has in hank.. The general legal principle dm( appfies to rescuers is this.
A person is responsibk for harm to another old) if 1hr Muir to moose countable
care increases the risk of harm to anothet.' The counselor offers to listen to the
distressed person, provides Ivor& of entouragement tit suggestions, tind lhts
a duty to use his or her training and skill to assist the distressed individual
until therapy or medkal treatment can be pi u ided. This does not mean that
a counselor is responsible for knohing c history cm P oblems of the person
being counseled that are mo roealed during the crisis inter% ention. Conse-
quently, the counselm hill be subject to a negligence suit old) the counselor
fails to use reasonable care in counseling and that failure inueascs the i isk
of harm to the pet son. Even if the counsekn did not use leasonable Late, the
counselor will not be held liable fin negligence unless that Ulm t: aLw iliLleased
the risk of harm or left the person in a worse position than before.

It should be noted that we have not used the term "dieut- to describe
the person being counseled in crisis into vendon because that denotzs the
existence of a relationship betheen th. uisis intervention coutiseloi and the
individual in need of assistance. If such a i elationship exists, the Lounselm
may be held to the same standard or (Al c described pi o knish foi the coun-
selor-client relationship. So, fin example, imnsidet a Lutifisclut %%hi) oils on
a crisis intervention hot line one night each heek. One cv ening he takes a call
from someone by h hose voice and difficulties he rccogni/.es as a client. In
that situation the counsdoi may hav e a gleatel duty t haul family members
or provide immediate assistance because the pi eexisting pi ofessional rela-
tionship hould be presumed to have prov ided thc tounseltn hith sufficient
knowledge to render real assistance.

MALPRACTICE IN PARTICULAR SITUATIONS

Birth Control and Abortion Counufing

Most counselors w ho ork ith minors h ill be coati unted %Nith 1i:quests tot
information and advice concerning birth connul and abut lions at sunie puha
in their careers. Counselors employed by state helfare and family planning
agencies certainly deal hith suth iequests on a daily basis. In fact, many SW le
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welfare systems include funds for dissemination of birth control information
to their clients. We know that tens of millions of people in this country have
used contraceptives for scores of years. In addition to this obvious pubhL
acceptance ofthe practice of birth control, sex and family life education classes
are now mandated in many state school systems. Many local jurisdictions have
established adolescent health clinics that are empowered to dispense birth
control and family planning information to minors who seek their services.
Furthermore, in the aftermath of the AIDS epidemic, public service an-
nouncements on radio, television, and in magazines openly discuss the use of
condoms and advocate "safe sex." Minor children are confronted with these
messages on a daily basis.

Unfortunately, despite the widespread avaiiabiiii; of this iliformation,
many students fail to take advantage of the service., nr to LJ the information
effectively. The resulting pregnancies take their toll on health education and
social services, and particularly on the emotional and psychological well-being
of the teenagers who become pregnant. More than one million teenagers
become pregnant in the United States each y ear, and approximately 42%
decide not to have their babies. One small school system in an urban com-
munity recently reported ov er 150 pregnancies in 1989 among its total K-12
population of about 9,000 students. It is apparent that counselors will continue
to field queries concerning contraceptis es and abortions in the foreseeable
future, so it is important to understand the appropriate boundaries of assis-
tance that may be given.

Counselors are generally free to inform clients of the availability of birth
control methods without fear of legal liability and to refer clients to family
planning or health clinics for more information. Courts has e generally struck
down, as unconstitutional, statutes that impose criminal penalties on those
who disseminate birth control information. For example, Title X of the Public
Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. §§300-300a-8) provides for federal funding of
family planning serv ices. Under the regulations for that statute, such agencies
are required to notify parents of an unemancipated minor within 10 days of
dispensing prescription contraceptiv es to the child.'" This section of the reg-
ulations was struck do% n in Planned Parenthood Federation v. Heckler (I 983).2"
Counselors are adv ised to encourage family involv ement in such counseling,
but to require notification of parents impinges on the confidentiality rights
of minors, according to the court.21 Other sections of the regulations under
Title X have been upheld in court, particularly the nondiscrimination pro-
vision:22 In Planned Parenthood Association v. Schweiker (1983), the court ruled
that minors could not be discriminated against on the basis of their age in
the provision of family planning serv ices." In a feis states, however, coun-
selors might still be held accountable for pros iding such information to minors
without the consent of their parents. The Utah Supreme Court, for example,
ruled in Doe v. Planned Parenthood Association of Utah (1973)21 that parental
consent was a prerequisite to providing birth control information and devices
to minors because the prime responsibility for the moral dit ection of Lhildren
rests with the parents. The court said that others may not interfere or su-
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perimpose their standards un minor children vs ithuut the consent uf parents.
Consequently, birth control fur adolescents remains a highly emotional issue
in many communities, and parental consent may still be the preferr ed a% enue
in some jurisdictions.

Referral to a health clinic ur physician is always appropriate when minors
request contraceptive or abortion information or advice. If the counselor
decides to provide birth control information, it must be both accurate and
complete, and it is important that the client fully understand the information
given. Some school boards prescribe that information concerning abstinence
also be provided, so it is important that counselors bc informed uf local rules
and statutes in this area.

Advising minor children concerning cuntraceptiv es is tu be distinguished
from counseling such clients about abortions, particularly w here the client is
already pregnant. Counselors must be cautious nut tu impose their uw n views
on clients in this highly emotional area. Tu counsel effectiv ely , they must be
aware of the current state of the law concerning abortion and exercise great
care to provide accurate information to clients. A brief look at recent opinions
of the United States Supreme Court is necessary tu understand curl ent federal
law relating to abortions.

In 1973 the Supreme Court legalized abortions under certain conditions
in its landmark decision in Roe v. Wade.2; Before that decision most states
prohibited abortion by law, except where necessary tu sav e the life ur hcalth
of the mother. Grounded in the Fourteenth Amendment's concept of per sonar
liberty, the Court found that the right to privacy "... is broad enough tu
encompass a woman's decision whether ur nut tu terminate her pi egnancy
The Court alsu established a trimester test fur determining the per missible
parameters of a woman's right to terminate her pregnancy.

In 1976, the Court struck duw n portions uf a Missouri statute lestricting
abortions in Planned Parenthood Associatron of Central Mr.ssuurt L. Danforth.2 In
that case the Supreme Court r uled that a blanket provision in the law requiring
parental consent to perform an abortion un a unmarried nnnur dur ing the
first 12 weeks of pregnancy is unconstitutional. According tu the Court, the
state had no significant interest in restricting such procedures, hich should
instead hc left to the judgment or the attending physidan.

That same year, however, the Court upheld the Massachusetts abor tiun
statute, w hkh alsu required parental consent prior tu per fur ming an abur tnm
on an unmarried minor (Belloth v. Band, 1976)? Such statutes pass consti-
tutional muster, according to the Court, if they per mit a man hu is capable
of giving informed consent tu obtain a corn t order ithuut parental cunml-
tation where the court is cons inced it is in her best inter est. The Sup erne
Court also upheld a Utah statute requir ing a physician tu "notify if possible.'
the parents or guardian ur a minor patient pi ioi tu performing an abtatit.n
(IL L. v. Matheson, 1981).29

In a second chalknge tu Missouri's abortion statute in 1983, the Sup enre
Court again struck duw n portions uf the law, but this time upheld the revised
parental consent clause (Planned Parentlwod A.oLiatron Aalnroft)." As re. ised,
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the statute allows a pregnant minol to go to jus enile court to obtain permission
to have an abortion despite parental disappros al. Because the pro. ision does
not allow the juvenile court to deny such a petition unless it first finds the
minor not mature enough to make her own decision, the Court ruled that
this meets the constitutional requirements. Another 1983 decision, this time
challenging Akron, Ohio's, abortion ordinance, sets out se% eral aspects of the
constitutional requirements on the isstw (Akron v. Akron Centel for Reproductwe
Health, Inc.)." Extensive portions of the Court's opinion in-this case are in-
cluded in Appendix D to provide counselors with a summary of the Court's
position until 1989.

The Sunreme Court reconsidered the abortion issue in 1989 in Webster
v. Reprodua. Health Semices,'2 but did not specifically overrule Roe v. Wade,
when it upheld a Missouri statute restricting the as ailability of publicly funded
abortion services. The Missouri statute also requires physicians to test for fetal
viability at 20 weeks, two thirds of the way through the second trimester of
a pregnancy. Furthermore, the preamble of the Missouri statute expressed
the intention of stopping abortions. According to the Court, the language in
the preamble did not bind anyone, and the public funding of abortions was
never constitutionally protected any,way , so upholding the Missouri statute
had no affect on Roe v. Wade's constitutional issues.

There were ses eral opinions in Webstet that addressed the constitutional
question of whether the state can prohibit abortions, yet only justice Scalia
wrote that he would os erturn Roe altogethei . The other justices still uphold
a woman's constitutional right to prisacy and to Lunn ol hem pregnancy as set
out in Roe v. Wade, although there is sonic indication that the pragmatic
ti:mester test might be discarded in fas ol of a fetal %iability test in future
decisions.

The Webster decision highlighted, hosses ci, that states do !hue the right
to regulate abortions undei Rue v. Wade, and ss ill continue to do so. In the
wake of the decision, the Pennsyls ania General Assembly passed a sweepIng
reform of its abortion statute." The Penns) Is ania law permits abortions based
on a physician's "bee clinical judgment ... in light of all factors reles ant
to the well-being of the w oman,- ap to 21 weeks gestational age, and thereafter
only under certain circumstances. The lass lequil es infmmed consent pi iom
to the procedure and specifies the content of the information to be pm os ided.
It also requires pal ental consent prior to perfuming the procedure on a
minor, but requires pm ompt judicial detel mination on petitions to conduct an
abortion w ithout pam ental consent. Spousal notification is also genet ally re-
quired, except in limited situations. Filially, the lass specifically pm ohibits abut
tions based solely on the sex of the fetus.

Another aspect o.'" this question comet ns the 'judicial by pass" around
parental notification an,1 consent w hen a minol seeks an abm tion. In the past,
the Court has upheld site sututes that require parental notification and
consent so long as, like tilt Pennsylsania statute, there is a judicial cm:nue fol
a teenager to secure an abortion when it is not in the best interest of the
teenager to inform her parents. During the 1989-1990 tem m the Court has
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been asked to considel two cases in% Qk ing states' attempts to eliminate this
"bypass" from a law , and st hethel it is necessary to infol n, both pal ents, ev en
a divorced or abusive pal ent. The question may also ai ise st hethel teenagers
have the same constitutionally protected i igl.. u i hat.), in the euntext of the
abortion decision as do adults.

Three particulat concepts are important to counselors. First, the right to
an abortion is guaranteed by the United States Constitution. States may reg-
ulate the performance of abortions, howev er, to protect the health and safety
of their citizens (presentl) a trimesto test, restricting abortions during the
third trimester except w here the life- ot health of the mother is in jeopardy ).
Furthermt.rit, sta.,s are nut obligated to prov ide public funding fut abortions.

Second, the Lourt has ruled that parents of an unmarried pregnant minut
have some rights to knots about and consent to an abortion. But there must
be some means by which a minor can prove het maturity , demonstrate in-
formed consent to the procedut e, and, despite pal ental objection, obtain a
court order permitting an abortion.

Finally, physicians are the proper persons to ad% ise pregnant w omen on
the abortion procedure and assist in the:it decision making. Such duties eau
be delegated to other individuals eithet supen ised by the physkian 01 'spe-
cially trained to pros ide all the infol mation needed and counsel the in egnant
client" under the Aloun decision. That case cleat ly I ecognized the i ole coun-
selors play in ensuring a woman's inf untied consent, but emphasized that they
must u,tv e the necessary paining to enable them to counsel the:it clients ef-
fectively, be they minors ot adults. Furthermot e, states may estab:sh mini-
mum quaiifications for sueh counselot s." This is eunsistent s ith standat d
B.12 of the AACD Ethiad Standouts (1988), w hkh dit eus a eounselot to av oid
or terminate a counseling telationship if the counselot determines he or she
is unable to be of professional assistalke to the client. In tit- ease of a pi egnant
client seeking abortion adv ice, a knowledgeable lefen al would ix pm udent.

Prescribing or Administering Drugs or Treatment

Although it is sometimes diffkult to apply genet al IA ineiples of law to a specific
situation, in nu area of lass is it easiei than in the in esu Iptien m idninistm atiom
of drugs. The federal guy ernment and all states, m ecognizing the potentially
dangerous characte- of all drugs, hay e established statutes , esti kting the
prescription or admmi,iation of chugs to hulk iduals in the ntedical field
who are specially trained to do a proper job. In fail, anyone ho is nut a
licensed physician 01 psy titian ist s ho prrso ibes oi admini!,tels (Amu oiled
substances is, in reality, practicing medicine ithout a lkense.

As has been seen in prey ions negligence es, coun3elot s om ()them pmofes -
sionals are held to the duty of reasonable care um skill in the:: ocation. Uncle !
that standard, a counselot is pluteued in his ot het professional eapacky ,

even if mistaken in judgment, so lung as thP counselot eN em Liscs reasonable
care. Where the wunselor steps out of the wunseling field into the field of
medicine, however, the counselor Vid ill be judged by Cie mut e rigut ous stan-



dards of the medical profession. A _cordingly,, counseloi who pros ides med-
ical services to a client is not using due care if he or she is not trained and
licensed to administer the treatment that is reasonable and proper under the
circumstances. Even in a emergency situation, counselors should never rec-
ommend or administer drugs, and one who does so cannot always rely on the
Good Samaritan laws for protection. A first aid specialist, nurse, or emergency
squad should be summoned if emergency treatment is necessary.

Sexual Misconduct

Standard B.14 of the AACD Ethical Standards clearly establishes that "sexual
relationships with clients are unethical" and admonishes members to "avoid
any type of sexual intimacies with clients." Despite considerable publicity in
recent years, many clients still du not know that sexual relationships between
clients and counselors are unethical ancl, in some states, illegal. Clients who
have-been victims of such relationships clearly have the choice of filing ethical,
administrative, or legal complaints against their former counselorsind this
process has been recognized as a positive and healing experience for some
clients." Furthermore, lawsuits based on sexual misconduct are becoming
more common and may be financially rewarding to certain clients. The terms
of many malpractice insurance policies now routinely exclude coverage for
sexual misconduct, limit the damages that will be paid, or pay only for the
legal defense of the counselor, but not fur any damages that may be al% arded.

Generally, clients alleging sexual misconuuct must prove in court that
there was sexual contact between the counselw and the client, that the clitm
suffered some emotional injury s a result of the contact, and in some states,
that the contact occurred under the guise of treatment. in several states,
however, a sexual relationship ben% een counselum and a client is sufficient
grounds for a claim of negligence, whether it occurred under the guise of
treatment ol not. It is also possible that the spouse or companion of a client
who has engaged in sexual relations with a couns-lum Inay 'ming a malpractice
action and recoer actual damages.'" Counselors should also be aware that
there may be criminal penalties ful engaging Tn sexual Idations with clients,
as described in chapter 5.

Other Civil Actions

Illegal Search and Seizure

Potential c il liability fol illegal sea, ch and se:zul e usually al ises only in the
school setting and AV ill generally affea only scho:)1 wanselors. Particular ly as
counselors become more inv oh ed with disciplinaly proceedings in schools,
they are increasingly requiled to search either the person of a student, um his
or her locker or dol mitor m own. In .so doing, the counselor risks invading
the student's constitutionally piotected lights to privacy and to Ii eedum from
unreasonable search and seizure as set forth in the Fourth Amendment. The
Fourth Amendment applies to federal and state goci mnent officials and is
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enforced by means of the exzlusionlry rule, whereby evidence obtained as
the result of an illegal search may not be used as evidence in a court of law
(Mapp v. Ohio, 1961)." If a counselor is asked to assist the police in conducting
a search, either with or without a warrant, the counselor may follow reasonable
orders free from fear of future legal action. The counselor in this setting is
funcioning only at the request of duly constituted author ities and presumably
has not initiated the search.

Individuals privacy rights also are guaranteed by the Constitution, and
any "illegal search by a private individual is a trespass in violation of the right
of privacy. ... Any intentional invasion of, or interference with property,
property rights, personal rights or personal liberties causing injury without
just cause or excuse is an actionable tort" (Sutherland v. Kroger' Co., 1959).58
As a general rule, teachers or counselors have always been considered "private
persons' in the jargon of search and seizure. The only "professional" rec-
ognized under the law was the law enforcement officer. Like any other private
person, the counselor is not liable for an alleged illegal searchof a pupil so
long as the counselor acted with reasonable judgment, and was motivated by
reasonaHe cause, without malice, and fur the good of the pupil. Thus, coun-
selors were generally excluded from cut erage uf the Fourth Amendment's
proscriptions, but could be sued in tort fur int asion uf prit acy unless these
criteria were met.

In New Jersey v. T.L.O. (1985)", howet er, the Supreme Court ruled that
public school officials, including counselors, ale insu mentalities uf the state
and are subject to the Fuurth ' mendment commands. As the Cuurt wrote,

In carrying out searches and other disciplinary functions pursuant
to such policies, school officials act as representatives of the State,
not merely as surrogates for the parents, and they cannot claim the
parents' immunity from the strictures of the Fourth Amendment.

Despite the fact ,hat counselors and other public school administrators
are "representatives uf the state" and .0 e them efule bcund by the parameters
of tile Fourth Amendnu.nt, this dues nut mcan that All searches are imps oper.
Courts use a balancing of inter ests test tu deter mine whether a search is
"reasonable" according tu the facts presentel As une court concluded, al-
though a student "has a constitutional inter est in fi cedum fi um gut er mental
intrusion into his prit acy ... the State has .11. interest in educating childl,:n
and to du so it is necessary tu maint.tin um der in and al uund the classroom'.
(Interest of L.L., 1979).4"

The Supreme Cour t gat e school officials bl odd power s tu search students
suspected of carry ing weapons, dealing dr ugs, ul iulating other law 5 01 school
rules in the New Jew, case. The opinion adopts the position that the Foul th
Amendment's prohibition un unreasonable starches and seizures applies tu
searches conducted by public school officials, as sten as by law enforcement
officers. Furthermore, students hat e legitimate expectations uf pritacy . But
the Court also recognized that schools hate an equally legitimate need tu
maintain a learning environment fur all students. In uldei tu meet this ;atter
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need, the Court ruled that the legality of a student search "should depend
simply on the reasonableness, under all the circumstances, of the search."
Whether a search is reasonable will depend on whether

... there are reasonable grounds for suspectinz that the search will
turn up evidence that the student has violated or is violating either
the law or the rules of the school. Such a search will be permissible
in its scope when the measures adopted are reasonably related to the
objectives of the search and not excessMtly intrusive in light of the
age and sex of the student and the nature of the infraction. (New
Jersey v. T.L.O., 198541)

As demonstrated by the case I -Iv, school authorities, including counselors,
stand in a unique position when it comes to searching school premises. Search
warrants are unnecessary to access a student's locker or dormitory room so
long as the official has "reasonable suspicion to believe" that illegal substances
or items capable of undermining the order and good health of the school
environment may be concealed there. Counselors are advised to avoid searches
of students to the extent possible, but where this is not possible, counselors
must be 'guided by a standard of reasonableness, as determined by all the
facts ei the case.

le should be noted that the policy of a public high school requiring all
members of, the band to submit to a search of their luggage prim to embarking
on a conc.:re trip was ruled unconstitutional by the Supreme Court 9f Wash-
ington. Although the court recognized a statistical probability that some con-
traband would be found, the school officials lacked any reasonable belief that
drugs or alcohol were hidden in the students luggage (Kuehn v. Renton School
Distrkt No. 403, 1985).42

Another source of potential chil liability for counselu. is found in the tort
action called "defamation." Defamation embodies the important public poky
that each person should be free to enjoy his oe het eputation unimpaired
by false or defamatory attacks, except in certain cases where a paramount
public interest dictates that individuals be free to write or speak without feat
of civil liability. Violations of this right form the basis for the action, which
turns on whether the cummunication or publication tends, or is reasonably
calculated, to cause harm to the reputation of another." At common law,
defamation was In oken down ;nto o separate actions. s/ap./et, a spoken or
uttered word that defames a person, and libel, hith is a defamatory w riting.
For most purposes today the two frnins are treated as one action.

Although there have been major changes in the law of defa,nation in
recent years, for the purposes of most counselors the law is fairly cleat . The
key elements of a defamation suit brought by a pri%ate persun are as follous.

(1) the information must be defamatory, that is the party must be
exposed to hatred, ridicule, Lontempt, or pecuniary loss, (2) the de-
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famatory information must hav e been communicated to anothel pin
son other than the person defamed by the information; (3) the party
defamed must be a living personmd (4) the person defamed kust
have suffered some type of injury or loss. (Lovett, 1980, p. 4)"

In addition to obvious injuries such loss of a job, honor, or an award,
damages in such a suit may also be based on mental suffering and loss of
reputation. Some states also continue to recognize the common law action fur
slander, in vv hich a person could be held liable for any communication that
(a) imputes to another the commission of a serious crime, (b) imputes that
anothel has some loathsome disease, (c) imputes that a woman is unchaste,
or (d) adversely affects a person's business, trade, or profession.

The primary areas in which counselors are exposed to liability fur clef-
amation are in the publication of records, in letters of referenceAn recom-
mendation, and in "louse talk" that may be untrue or damaging to the client
as revealed to a third party. Consequently, counselors must be aware of the
limitations that must be placed on v,ritten 01 verbal statements concerning
clients. If the client can be identified from the information provided in a
conversation ol writing, even though the name is carefully vy ithheld, the
wunselor may become the uncomful table subject of a 1,msuit claiming dam-
ages as the result of that indiscretion.

The majoi defense to a defamation action is tit,: truth of the statement
or information communicated to a third party. In many states this is an
absolute defense to the action, just as at common law , although some states
also requite the statement to hay e been in good faith and fin a legitimate
pur pose. Counselui s ho make ti uthful statements about clients w ithout sonic
legitimate purpose, or based on i umois, co,. find themselves subject to a
defamation suit just as for any other gossip.

If truth were the only defense to a defamation action, wunselors would
find themselv es subjected to fiequent lawsuits. The law lecognizes that in
many situations the interest., of the immediate participants ol of society at
large dictate that bona fide communication to odic" s should nut be hainsti ung
by the fear of lawsuits. In these cases, the law has created "priv ileges" to
allow counselors and (Alms to make communications that, except fin the
particalar occasion or Ui cumstances under wlut.h they w ci e made, would be
defamatory and actionable. In other words, in certain cases society kis a
greatel interest in flee communication dm.. an indiv idual has in his ol her
concern fur personal i eputation.'" Such pi iv ileges ale granted by statute in
almost all states fur the propel dischai ge of official duties, and are to be
distinguished from the priv ileged communications discussed in chaptel 3
concerning confidentiality. In that disuission, pi iv deg is analyzed otec-
dun from revealing client confidences should a counselui be called to testify
in a court of law. This is a light that belongs solely to the client and binds
the counselor to silence. When the tel m pi iv ilege- is used in connection with
defamation actions it desuibes a pi iv ilege to communicate, %%hiLII protects the
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counselor against money-damage defamation suits. The two privileges are not
analogous.

When privilege is discussed in connection with defamation there are two
types of protected communication: that which is abwlutely privileged and that
which is qualifiedly privileged. Absolute privilege is based on the concept that
the public interest, in unimpeded communication in certain cases completely
outweighs society's concern for an individual's reputation. It is the occasion
or circumstance under which the communication is made that. is privileged,
and absolute privilege is designed not to protect the public servant, but Ao
promote public welfare. Thus membxs of the legislature, judges, jurors,
lawyers, and witnesses may sr rk freely in the exercise of their respective
functions without fear of:prosecution:17

Qualified privilege exists in situations in which society's interest in un-
hampered communication is condaionally hunted by the general mores as to
what is fair and reasonable according to the practical necessities of daily life.
Stated another way, certain individuals have a right to receive confidential
reports or information based on their positions that is not appropriate for
publication to society at large. Generally, any statement made in a reasonable
manner by one who is carrying out duties for a legitimate purpose will be
protected by the qualified privilege. Counselors are frequently called upon
in the course of their professional duties to make statements concerning clients
to other people who have a corresponding duty or interest in receiving that
information. For example might be necessary to inform a colleague, or a
parent, that a client's difficulties stem from the use of illegal drugs. A pro-
spective employer may request general infoi mation about a client or seek
specific information concerning ability or character.' Counselors ma) need
to notify a social service agency of problems in a family to ensure the safety
of a client." So long as such communications are made in good faith, ex-
pressing the facts as known to the counselor, and are published only to those
who have a proper interest in receiv ing the information, they vv ill be protected.
However, if the information is published improperly or excessively (through
gossip, for example), or if the communication is maliciously motivated, the
privilege could be lost and a court could find liability.

Juries are commonly instructed tu review five elements of communica-
tions to determine w hethei a communication-is qualifiedly priv ikged. They
are:

The communication must be made in good faith.
It nmst promote an acceptable interest.
The statement is limited in scope to this 1,urpose.
The occasions for transmittal must be proper.
Publication must be in a proper manner, and only to pioper parties.'

If all five conditions pi ev ail, the communication will be considei ed pr iv ileged,
nd even a false statement will not be actionab!e in a defamation suit.
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If the statement is published excessively or with inalice, howe% the
prMlege will be lost. Malice is defined legally as bad faith or action taken
because of an unacceptable motive. Many jurisdictions hold that malice in the
moral sense (hate, vindictiveness, animosity) need not be shown to for it the
privilege. It is sufficient to show that a communication was made "without
just cause or excuse" that is in "reckless dist egard of the rights of others.""
Using this standard, a court would consider whether the counselor had
ercised sufficient care in ascertstining the truth of the information passed on
to a third party.

For example, in a libel action brought because a credit information com-
pany had inadvertently disseminated false financial information to subscribers
and did not attempt to correct it, the jury awarded the plaintiff danuges foi
injury to his reputation. Because reporting credit information to subscribers
creates a conditional pri% ilege, it would be necessary I'm the plaintiff to show
that the credit company's actions were the result of malice. The court held
that the negligence or carelessness of the credit company constituted malice
because its conduct amounted to conscious it idifference and reLkless disregard
of the rights of the plaintiff. Counselors must also be cautious about client
information disclosed to others. If false information is etel transmiued to a
third party, corrections should be made as soon as possible.

Counselors who actin a professional manner and are Lautious stuout Llient
information communicated to third parties will generally Ls: pi otected from
defamation actions by the qualified prhilege. Here again, the AACD Ono!
Standards provide excellent guidanLe for pm okssimial counselo; s in the dis-
closure of client information.

Invasion of Privacy

Despite the truthfulness of a dcfaul4wIy statemuit stud the qualified mull unity
granted in the counseling situation, a counselut may still be held liabk in an
action for invasion of pritacy if derogatory infot mation is LommurtiLated to
a third party who has no need or prhilege to recehe it. The action is based
upon undue interference in the affairs of an indhidual tinough exposure (A
communication of his or her prhate affairs. The injury may result from
truthful, but damaging, publicationsmd the pc:150n In Urging the suit need
not prove tnat he or she has suffered any special injuries. During the 1960s
and 1970s the dangers and injustices caused by the wmpilation and dissem-
ination of data and files on the personal and business affait s of millions of
Ameriums were exposed. There are numet ()us stories of bot11 set ions out! ages
and humorous foul-ups caused by erroneous material in %aim's data and
credit department computers. Unfor tunsuely, ti i% ial 01 et roneous matet ial
can haunt and harm individuals throughout their lives.

The problem is no less se% ere in the context of eduLational recur cls and
testing. Several court cases ha% e a(Idressed these concerns ot er the years and
established a "balancing test" to weigh the imasion of an indi% iduars p1 ha.)
against the public interest ia the information. In Memken Ctesman 1973),
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for example, a school district proposed to use a testing program to identify
potential drug abusers among its eighth grade students. The court found that
the public's interest in trying to prevent drug abuse through this means was
outweighed by the potential harm to the students from lack of informed
parental consent and lack of strict confidentiality of the results. The court
Concluded as a matter of law that the testing program violated the right of
the students and parents to privacy, a right guaranteed by the Bill of Rights.52

The Congress acted to correct such situations in the educational arena
through passage of the Education Amendments of 1974, which contained the
"Protection of the Rights and Privacy of Parents and-Students Amendment,"
otherwise known as the Buckley Amendment", discussed in chapter 3. In
introducing the bill, Senator Buckley (R-NY) stated:

Many schools do not ask parents' permission to give personality or
psychiatric tests to their children, or to obtain data from the children
on their parents or family-life. Some of these tests include questions
dealing with the most personal feelings and habits of children and
their families. Some of these data, in personally identifiable form,
[are] given to other government agencies or to private organizations.
Some of it ends up on Federal computers in the caverns of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare ...5I

Counselors working in educational institutions should be thoroughly familiar
with the textA;f-the-Buckley Amendment and the student rights and consent
requirements specified in the regulations that accompany it."

Counselors employed in all fields are subjeLt to potential liability for
invasion of privacy if they administer tests without first fully informing the
client of (1) the criteria to be used, (2) w hat skills or factors the test is designed
to measure, (.1) the possible uses of test results, or (4) if they fail to explain
the test results. In response to the consumer L ovement, for example, New
York and other states have enacted legislation requiring testing agencies to
provide various notices to test subjects and to disclose fully the factors outlined
above." Counselors should keep these criteria in mind when conducting test-
ing and protect the written records of that testing.

It is also irnportam to note that although must educational research and
testing, public surveys, and obsers ations of public behavior are specifically
excluded from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Service's regu-
lations concerning research on human subjects, the full force of the regula-
tions may be held to apply in some cases w here test responses are recorded
in such a manner that the identities of the subjects can be discovered. This
shows the degree to w hich that department believes subjects ale entitled to
privacy."

The amfidentiality of records also poses a problem for counselors because
of concerns about the invasion of privacy. The questions as to w hat should
be included in a student or client record, and who might have access to that
record, can generally be answered by the rules concerning defamation. First,
reasonable care must be taken to ensure that the contents of the record are



accurate. My counselor w ho makes an entry designed to unfairly injure the
client would run a serious risk of a lawsuit, even if the information were true.
As the court in A.B.C. Needlecraft Co. v. Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. (1957) concluded,
the malice necessary to destroy a qualified privilege can consist of such reckless
disregard of the rights of another as to constitute the equivalent of ill will."
Entering misleading or false information, or failing to make adequate cor-
rections of such iP,Iforatation could meet this lower threshold definition of
malice.

Second, the contents of records should be made known only to those Mu-
-have a legitimate interest in them (for example, parents, professional colleagues,
prospective employers) as defined by statute, regulation, or as established by
a written release of information signed by the client or a parent. These general
rules are, of course, subject to more specific regulations cm laws that may
govern records in a particular state institution, agency, or school system.
Cotmselors will not generally be held liable in a suit for invasion of privacy
if required by law to disclose information, or if the disclesure was not mali-
cious, and was made to serve certain m erriding competing public interests,
such as health regulations or (in the wake of the Tarasuff decision) protecting
a potential victim.

Breach of Contract

Another area of potential liability for counselors is contract lafl. Contracts
may be created in two forms. express contracb and implied contracts. Most
people are familiar with the express contract. Usually written documents,
express contracts are signed by the parties and spell out the understandit
as to the rights and responsibilities of each. Express Lunn acts made orally a
just as binding on the parties, although pros ing the ter ms of the agreement
at some later time may be difficult.

Implied contracts arise either through the relationship of the parties I

as a result of of the parties that create a contractual relationship. Fol
example, a counselor may expressly m implicitly pi omise certain t esults oi
benefits of counseling to a client. The counselor may agree to pro!, ide treat-
ment for a certain number of sessions, at a set time, or for a set fee. All these
aspects of the relationship form the basis of the contract c% ith the client, and
may give rise to an implied contract. If the counselor , absent some justification,
fails to uphold his or her end of the bargain undo the contract, the counselor
can be held liable for the breach of the contract in a sMt by the client. The
counselor may be held liable for any damages suffel ed by the client as a lesult
of the breach, including direct, incidental, and consequential damages (IAA ett,
1980, n.1)."

Other considerations may be c iewed as terms of the counselot -dient ton-
tract as well. For example, one commentator suggested that public know ledge
of the ethical standards of the medical profession and the secrecy pi m isions
of the Hippocratic oath would be slfficient to justify a patienCs belief that a
physician must keep patient information confidential Consequently, disclo-
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sure of suckinformation might be treated s a breach of one of the terms of
an implied contract between a physician and patient!'" To extrapolate from
'this theory, a counselor could be held liable for breach of an implied contract
with a client for distlosure of confidential information to others, in addition
to tort liability for invasion of privacy or defamation.

Courts may also view professional advertising as terms of an express or
implied contract with clients. For example, a firm including such terms as
licensed, bonded, certified, or the like in directory advertising will be held to
fulfill those terms, or be found in breach of contract. Along this same line,
deceptive or misleading advertising may simultaneously give rise to an action
for violation of state deceptive or fraudulent, advertising statutes.

Counselors should exercise care in all aspects of a client relationship, of
course. Special attention should clearly be given to items that may form the
basis of any contract with a client, whether express or implied. To protect
themselves, counselors may benefit from written agreemems detailing such
items as the number and timing of sessions, fees, and payment terms. A
counselor should never contract with a client comerning specific results or
outcome of treatment, howeser, which may prose impossible to achieve.

Copyright Infringement

As we have mentioned preimily, the is idespl ead use of mkrocomputers has
proved of immeasut able benefit to counselors and administrators worldwide
in recent years. Many agencies and instkutions now commonly preset-se coon-
seling records and data on computer data bases and use computers to facilitate
client assessment and research. With the efficiency of this wonderfitl tool,
however, a host of concerns haw des eloped of w hich counselors should be
aware. Many of these .ne addressed in the 1988 roision of the AACD Ethical
Standards and relate to the potential misuse of information, confidentiality,
client misconceptions, counselor training, .a.curacy of computer-based pro-
grams, and the validity of test interpretations, to name a few. Certainly other
ethical areas wait to be addressed in this area as well.

Another important considelation foi cotabelors ss ho use computers in
record keeping and testing is the application of fedo al copy I ight 'aws and
licensing agreements. Most adults are aware of the general prosct lptions on
plagiarism and the protection fol written and aegis e works offered by copy
right laws. Such protections also extend to testing mato i.ds, scoring keys,
normative tables, and report fornb, howeser, and to other computer software
applications, according to the 8th Circuit Court of Appe-als. In Regents of
Univers* of Annesvia v. Applied Innowtions, Inc. (1989)61 the court ruled that
the development, reproduction, mat keting, ...rd distribution of software fur
scoring the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Imentory (MMPI) infringed
on the University of Minnesota's copright of the test because it included
copyrighted portions of the instrument. Obs;ously, nut ffl counselors are
engaged in the do elopment of such scoring software, but this proscription
applies to users of such programs as well.
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According to a recent article in the AACD Guidepost, "Bootlegged com-
puter programs pose a serious threat to the rights of copy right holders and
to the integrity of testing itself."62 It was also pointed out that the use of
bootlegged programs deprives test creators of revenue to which they are
entitled and, perhaps more importantly, could lead to the promulgation of
defective products that could adversely affect client treatment. Counselors
are cautioned to comply with copyright hms and licensing agreements when
they purchase computer software just as they exercise care to c:..mply with
copyright laws in written or other materials.
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Chapter 5

AVOIDING CRIMINAL
LIABILITY

Certainly few counselors ever anticipate that they might become defendants
in a criminal action simply by practicing their profession. Fortunately, very
few ever do. But counselors should-be aware of certain occupational hazards
that could lead to criminal liability. The ideal for professional counselors is
to maintain a-cf.-2in distance between themselves and their clients so they
may advise the clients in a professional way. Occasionally, however, situations
arise that might lead counselors to go much further in protecting their clients,
or to provide emotional support and comfort, than the law allows. In
such cases, the counselor may unwittingly risk criminal liability .

Criminal liability resulting from the professional practice of counseling
might result in a variety of criminal charges. We shall discuss four of these
charges in this chapter:

Accessory to a crime;
Failure to report suspected child abuse;
Contributing to the delinquency of a minor;
Sexual misconduct.

ACCESSORY TO A CRIME

Although counselors are honor-bound to protect the integi It) and IN omote
the welfare of their clients, they also hare an obligation to society at large that
may override their duty to the indiv idual client. The law makes it clear that
one who advises or encourages the commission of a crime Lan be charged as
an accessory to the crime, even though the person took no active part in its
commission. This is called "accessory before the fact,- and an indis idual con-
victed of such actis ity faces criminal penalties. The elements of the offense
include the -following: (a) o idence exists that the defendant in some
contributed to the crime by aiding or adv ising the alleged perpetrator, (b) the
defendant was not present w hen the crime was committedind (c) the alleged
perpetrator is convicted of the crime or admits to hav ing commiued the crime
(State v. Woods, 1982).1

There is precedent that merely concealing know ledge that a felony is to
be committed does not, without more, make the part) concealing it an ac-
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cessory before thc fact.' Thus a counselor s% ho learns timing a counseling
session that a erime is to be committed ma) not has e to i es cal that know ledge
ro authorities, but counselors should be cautious in this pay area. Particulai ly
in view of the Tarasoff decision oce chaptel 3), counseltn s must i each a balance
between the confidential communications of a client and the need to pi esel se
the safety and well-being of society. Although ther e is no hal d-and-fast i ulc
to follow, if a counselor belies es a client is about to commit a crime that would
threaten the safety , health, or %veil-being of otheis, or s% otdd threaten their
property, the counselor has a duty to present the act fi ow occurring. This
may be an actis e duty that extends to contacting local law enforcement au-
thorities or the intended sictim, or it ma) be limited to attempting to dis-
courage the client, depending on the circumstances of the case.

One thi.. should be dear from this discussion. A person need not pal
ticipate personally in a crixinal act to be charged with an offense. Depending
on the law of the particular state, if a counseloi learns a client is about to steal
or destroy property, seli 01 others% ise deal in drugs, hal m or injure anothei
person, or supply infork..2tion or paraphernalia that would assist someone
else in committing a criminal offense, and if the wunselor does not take
adequate measures to pi es ent the offense, the ctilinseloi can be held u iminally
liable as an accessory before the fact.

A person s% ho assists cm aids a felon aflei a uime has been committed,
knowing that the crime has been committed, may be similal 1 chaiged as an
"accessory after the fact.'" An accessory aftei the fact is generally defined as
'one who, knowing that a felony has been committed by anothei, i men es,
relieves, comforts or assists thc felon, in in an) mannel aids him to escape
arrest or punis' ment." Threc elements must be met to lendel one an ac
cessory after the fact:

1. A felony must have already been committed;
2. The person chal ged as an accessol ) must ha% c know ledge that the pu son

he or she is assisting committed the felony; and
3. The accessory must hal boi in assist thc felon, intending to shield the felon

from the law.

Evidence that a person helped to hide a felon, lent the ehon money, gas e
ads ice, pros ided goods, offel ed transpor tat ion, blocked the path of pui suci 5,
or gas e false infol mation tending to miskad authol itics has been held suf-
ficient to sustain a cons iction as accessory aftel the fact.' It would be inac-
curate, how ev er, to say that on) affn mane assistance in iehef automatically
results in char ges that one has been an accesstn ). Evut thosc acts just enum-
erated hase nut alw ays been sufficient to justify con% iction lici c dale is no
evidence that assistance was plus ided with thc intention of "hal bin ing or
assisting" the felon.'

The law does not distinguish between a II lend helping a Ii lend, .tnd
business associate assisting another busincss associatc, ui. fol uui pui poses,
a counselor aiding d client. The u iminal ohibition s gutual in ilium e, and
there is no exemption lin counselui 5 undu the law. By apply ing tilt body of
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case law to the counseling situation it is deal that a umnselw ho disco% ci s
that a client has committed a clime has the obligation to ti y to peisuade the
client to turn him or hei self in to law enfoi cement a uthol itiesind must
refrain from helping the client to hide from the police.

FAILURE TO REPORT SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE

As discussed in chapter 3, certain communications between Lounselois and
their clients may be consideied "prhileged", that is to say, they will be plo-
tected from the requirement of disclosure in a cum t of 1,1 iii SOIlle jul isdic-
dons. In addition to this prhilege, it is genei ally agieed that all communications
between a client and counselw should i main confhlential. Although this
concern for confidentiality is impoi tant to the counseling lelationship, It has
been demonstrated that there ale times %%hen the needs of society outweigh
the right of an indhidual to keep communications umfit ential. One of the
clearest examples of this balancing test is in the case of sm,p ted child abuse.'

Many state laws now require timely, good faith reporting of cases of
suspected child abuse, and the failure to do so may lead to plosecution.
Although this primarily affects school counselw 5, it is imperathe that all
counselors who work with families and chikh en be a%% aue of the slope of the
law in their local jurisdictions. Many school (Hsu icts ha%e attempted to nim-
imize the potential for impropel I epw ts by Jchool counselot s by establishing
procedures for a team re% iew of Lases befw e lepol ting." Despite such mea-
sures, the area is a difficult one fol co-nselois. and thei e is I eal potent al fin
erroneous reports and abuse of the system.

To further confuse the situation, statutes %al y widely by state, and au-
thorities disagree mer the definition and appi opi iateness of the standaids
used to determine emotional abuse, sexual abuse, 01 neglect.' Consequently ,
it is imperathe that counselois deal ly undei stand the scope of the law in then
jurisdiction, be alert to possible Lases that fit within the statutol y definitions
of abuse or neglect, make a good faith effot t to detel mine that lepolts of
abuse are factual and acun ate, document me case as fully as possible fin the
record, consult w ith othei appi opt iate school pusonnel tpi incipal, teachei ,
nurse), and keep the best intei ests of the child in mind %%hen making the
report to the child protective services agency.

Counselors Can play U1 important iole in establishing w I itten school dis-
trict procedures for I eporting Lases of suspected child abuse fot staf. f. Stith
procedures should be thin otiglil I e% ies ed by legal counsel befol e imple-
mentation. They should set out the state statutoi y and legulatoiN I etiuii e-
merits, a procedural chain of lepol ting between the po son suspecting the
abuse and the protecthe so %ices agency, and a communication line between
the agency and the school to in o ide feedback and nionitot mg to in otect the
child."

Once a report is filed it is also possible that the Lounselw w ill be called
to testify in a later court p oceeding. Counselw s would be well-advised to
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consuk with school legal counsel ot anothei local attoi Ile) pi ioi to such ap-
pearances to be adequately prepared.

CONTRIBUTING TO THE DELINQUENCY OF A MINOR

This topic is of primary concern to school counselors ay.! those who Iv ork in
practice with families and children. Othei counselors also should be au are of
the potential for contributing to the delinquency of a minor, ho'.eei, and
that a variety of acts can subject one to criminal liability foi the offense. The
majority of prosecutions for contributing to delinquency deal Iv ith people who
patently attempt to subvert the morals of a juvenile. Even where such acts
are unintentional, however, a counselor may not always be protected.

Contributing to the delinquency of a minor is nut a cuannon law offense.
All states have enacted legislation of some form to protect childi en from any
variation of the Fagin-Oliver Twist relationship.I2 Unfortunately, must state
legislatures have not defined the specific conduct that constitutes the crime,
and many jurisdictions lease it to the jury to determine hether a defendant's
conduct was criminal." A broad definition of the offense might include any
actions that tend to injure the health, morals, 01 welfare of juvenileL, or that
encourage juveniles to participate in such actions. There is no certainty as to
what constitutes this immoral conduct from state to state, however.

State courts are also divided on the question of intent. The traditional
view is that a guiky intent, or mem sea, is a necessary element of the offense,
but some states do not require mens rea. It ;s in ;hese lattei states that the
danger of a counseloi's inadv ertently cros:ing the boundaly of acceptable
conduct is greatest. It is assumed th t counselors would neei ddiberately du
or encourage any act that would harm a minoi . It is the inadvertent act,
committed in the mistaken belief that it is legal, and, Inure important, th... it
is in the best interest of the client, that causes concern. It is nut possible in
this book to analyze the laws of each state, so to avoid such liability counselors
must research the law in the state(s) in which they practice, and keep atm east
of any changes in the statutes or cases that may occur.

SEXUAL MISCONDUCT

As described in chapter -I, a sexual relationship ben% een a counseloi and a
client is clearly unethkal, and may form the basis of an action fol p1 ofessional
malpractice or negligence. In many states such coi.duct also constitutes a
criminal offense, although a separate criminal suit must be pi osecuted. The
laws vary among the states in the requirements of this offense as Iv ell. In
Minnesota, fur example, sexual conduct sh ith d paticnt is pi ullibited i egaidkss
of the client's consent." Some states also pi osecute such ielations as rape, oi
statutory rape in the case of a minor client. hi each case specific penalties are
prescribed as punishment, and in some swum victim compensation may aku
be required.

It should be obvious that sexual ielationships between professional coun-
selors and clients ate nev er appropriate. It should also be obvious from this
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chaptet that counselors ho conduct thenisch es in .1 pi okssional iii,u .tcl ,
and attempt to abide by the guidelines set out in the AACD Edina Siandaal,
are unlikely to incin ci iminal liability in theil actice. It is impelati%e that
counselors take evea y oppol tnnit infin m themsek es of the Ims in die
state(s) whew they pi actke, and keep informed of changes as they occul
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Chapter 6

THE PRIVATE
PRACTITIONER

Counselors, like ev cry one else, must make the impul tant decision, at one oi
more points in life, whethel to practit e as an employ ee ol in a pi it ate capacity.
This decision will be guided by a tariety of fl!cturs, nut the least of w Inch are
the personality of the individual (including the extent to which he ol she is
willing to take risks), marital and family status, financial cilcunistance, and
security needs. Fol some, the steady income and whet security iesulting hum
being :mployed by anothel is of pal amount impol tance, hei eas foi otherb,
the freedom of being "one's own boss" is the ov erriding factor.

At the same time, counseloi s desil e to pul sue then cat eel s as pi nate
practitioners face an array of choices poSed by fedel al and state law and
manifested in a jumble of govel ninental i equii ements and ful ins that ate
spared those who elect to let then employ el cope with those I espootibtlines.
The purpose of this chapto is to pm ov ide sonie guidance tin ()ugh the legu-
latory labyrinth lot those who ale contemplatii,g ol have chosen the !utile of
private practice.

OPERATIONAL FORM

As mundane as it may seem, one of the must fundamental choices the pi hate
practitioner faces is the option of opelational ful m. A tin eshold decision is
whether to function for profit ()I as a lumpo fit entity . Man% set uces pi ov ided
by the counseling profession can be (and ate) housed in noliplofit ol gam-
zations, and this approach can offel a host of advantages, not the least of
which is tax-exempt status. Howe% ci , a sepal ate poi tion of this chapto is
devoted to tile nonplofit apploach, thus the assumption Is made at this point
that the practitioner will function as a business, in a fin-plait capacity. .

Although inany practices are incol pot ated, this is by no means manda-
tory. Another option is the unincom poi ated, sole -plow ietol ship. Of Louise,
where two or more umnselois ate in the same pi actice, the altet nativ e to
incorporating is forming a pal tnei ship. Again, w huhu one pi act. ;ces alone
or as part of a group is a matun that ith oh es pet sonality and economic
circumstances, rathel than simply considel ations of law. But w hethel one
chooses to operate a counseling pi..ctke in one business lot iii i athel than
another is very much dictated by legal considerations.
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A chief determinant in this regard is pelsonal liabilit> ol, mule accurately,
the avoidance of it. As a general proposition, the corporate fulin provides a
shield against personal liability. This is the Lase regal dless uf iNhethel the indi-
vidi.al involved is a director, officer, ur employee of the corporation. Undel the
lawohe wrporation is a separate legal entity that bears its ma liability. Hence,
the -assets of the individual tn individuals involved are gmerally injimine from
the reach of creditors and others who may initiate lawsuits.

The principal factors determining the business toi in are likely tu be the
perceived exposure to personal liability, the tax aspects (discus:ion follows),
and the stringencies uf creating and maintaining incorporation under the
appropriate state's law. In some instances, sume oi all uf any potential legal
liability can be addressed by insurance. If the choke is the corporate form,
the incorporators must adhere strictly tu the law of the state of incorporation,
usually the state in which the counseling function is pi ineipally to take place.
If counseling is to be undertaken in une or mole additional states, the Lui -
poration will probably have tu qualify in the utlici jui isdietions in tn del tu
do business as a "foreign corporation."

It is in-mortant to stress that ineul anon is nut mandatory , There are
some disachantages to incorporation, but i ai ely ale the initial Lusts ol annual
filing fees one of them. Instead, the disadvantages generally lie 1% ith the
formalities necessary tu maintain the Lot poi ate kiln. Tlkse include sepal ac-
ing the financial records uf the shareholders and the (An pi ation, holding
regular meetings of sharehuliels and dit cum s, issuin. stuck and maintaining
stock transfer records, and Lling annual !elm ts. A tu the advantages offered
by limited liability, this feature lemains intact only as lung as the col im ate
formalities ale preserved. Eau e to adhel e tu these fin nialities Lan mean loss
of corporate status and thus loss uf the pi uteetion against pel sunal liability.

The corporate form is usually advantageous iNhere there ,ne lisks of tort
liabilities and where insul anee is inadequate, unavailable, 01 expensive an ad-
vantage that is rarely useful ful Lounseltns (see haptel I). Also, a col poiation
can itself go through banki uptey, meaning that pelsonal banki uptey need not
occur should the :make fail. Although a col ation Lan be an independent
borrower, howe% el, must lending institutions will not make loans to a closely
held corporation in the absence of one tn mule Ix:Isola guarantees.

In some states, if the Lot porate fin m is selected, the counseling pi make
may be set up as a "pi ofessional col poi ation," lathel than um ganized as a
standard business corporation.

The differentiation made thus fal between the pi i% ate in actitionel and
the employee should not obsetne a fundamental puint. An individual ol a
group uf indi% iduals may own the counseling "business"' and simultaneously
be an employee or employees of that business.

GOVERNING INSTRUMENTS

Regardless uf hich upelational limn is chosen, a busioess entity must be
governed by two upei acing insu un,ents. the document by which it is cleated
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and the one stating its opelatioihd i tiles. Rn i coi poi ation, the document by
which it is ereat.-:(1 is its "articles of incol polation," the colite,:!... of w hich ale
dictated prindpally by state law. A col pin at:un's Opel ating i ..fes ti e contained
in its "bylaws." For a pm wei ship, the cleating document is the "pal tnei ship
agreement," and a set 'Jf bylaws 01 othel !tiles ma) be pi umulgated to guide
its operations.

OWNERSHIP AND GOVERNANCE

Ev ery bush.ess has its owner 01 o nei s. One w ho has an owneiship intel est
in a business I as an "equit)," interest ill the entei prise. Ow peiship of a col -

poration is evidenced by stock. These shales uf ownersnip i1 e I epresented
by certificates. Withuut i stockholder s igi cement 01 whim I esti ictioll, shal es
of stock in a corponition may be freely tiansf-ei red. These shales ma) also
increase in value. In some cases, the featui c of tiansferability of ow nei ship,
coupled with the potential fin Mc! eases in equity,, is pel Lei% ed as an advantage
of the corpoi ate fin m. Par mei ship intel ests ale equity holdings also. Unlike
stock, fume% , pal tnel ship interests .0 e usually emu mix! ed by i esti ictions
in the partnership agreement as to transferability.

Both the col poi ate fin in and the pm tnei ship foi Iii utn p1 oduce eitliei
equaht of ow misfit!) 01 "majmity- (contiol) and '11611014y intelests. In
either situation, a holding of an imel est in a col imiation ot in a pal tnci ship
is an asset (perhaps u ith an mwmpatiying liability) to be !effected on the
holder's pei bona! financial statcHICIII. F..1 el y business entity must bc guy ci ned
by one o mule individuals. The wi puma: limn will be guy ci lied by a Wald
uf dhectols, with the boaid.s functions delegated to an executive committee,
office! s, .ind staff. In a pal tilel ship, each of the pal mei s nwy ha% e i gov erning
role or governance may be ested in an elected committee.

ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS

In fulming a business entity, a !minim of organitational folinalmes must be
followed. Among these u c 111 mganizational meeting, %itli its muccedings
recolded in minutes. At this meeting, an ulganizational ti MAUI e %%ill be
selected, bank acwunts audioi ized, and a law yel uid accountant I etained.
The cul puma; ft)! iii i ciluil es initial meetings of both thc shalchoklers and
the bum d of dh CLAM J. At the initial meeting of a cul pui ation, di ectois ()thei
than those named hi thc al tides of hami poi otion may be efected, as well as
the corporation's officers.

TAX CONSIDERATIONS

The choice of upciational fin m has immense fedend and state tux wnse-
quences. Although the acti itic-. of au uninun puiated sole pi up1 tetol ship ale
considered tu be among the actnities of the inAividual 'ALM administeis die
business, the LW potation and thc p.ii tnership ale both regal ded as separate
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legal entities. A corpolation is also genet ally iegarded as a sepal ate taxable
entity. By contrast, the partnership is not a taxabk emity but is a "pass-
through" vehicle whereby the partnership's income. tax deductions, tax u-ed-
its, and losses are transferred to the partners in theil personal capacities.

Consequently, one of the disadvantages of incorporation can be "double
taxation," meaning that the col potations net pofits are taxed at the col poi ate
level and then ,:istributions to the sharehoklers, in the form of dividends, ale
taxed to the recipie ns. (Dhidends paid by a corptnafion ale not deductible
items for the corptaation.) Double taxation tan be a% oided by causing (Hsu i-
butions to the ow ners of the enterpl ise to be treated as compens,ttion (saki
or bonuses), which are deductible Ite.ns fol the corporation, ol by electing
"subchapter S" corporation status fol the pi acme. One ad% antage of intol-
poration, from a tax standpoint, is the ability of a col potation to accumulate
profits for future use, taking ad% antage of tax I ates that ale usually lot% el
than those imposed on indi% iduals. Anothel ad% antage of mem poi ation is
the ability to create and enjoy the benefits of a vat iety of ietil emend, profit-
sharing, and deferred compensation plans.

The transfer of assets to a corporation upon fOl illation is not a taxable
event (see Internal Reenue Code (IRC) section 351). Theiefore, neithei a
shareholder nor the corporation t% ill experience any gain m loss as a result
of the exchange. Also, the assets in the col pul ation entel t% ith the tax basis
they had when ow ned by the shal eholdel s, and the basis in the stock lecened
by the shareholders is the same as it was in the assets transferi ed.

The tax aspects of a sok proprietorship al cieflected on a special schedule
of the indiv idual's personal tax letul n (Fol ni 1010, Schedule C). A col poi ation
files its own in-oine tax retui n m 1120). A partnel ship does not file a
tax return (because, as noted, it is not taxabk) but instead files an idol fliatiuii
return (Form 1065), w ith each pal tnel's allocable shale of incom..:, deductions,
and credits reflected on Si-hedule K-1. The infor mation hum this schedule
is transferred to each partner's individual tax return.

T a counseling practice that is likely to gel.el ate mime tax losses in the
early years (due not only to expenses in excess of income but also to extensi%c
tax deductions fol dein eciation and in%,:stnicnt tax ta edits lesulting flow
Initial acquisitions of fm nitule. equilnuent, and supplies), the fin egoing inay
seem to present a rathel stal k choke. Eithel incol poi atc fol liability put poses
but lose the ability to write off tax losses pet sultan) , oi enjoy the pass-tIn ougli
of the tax benefits but risk expostue of pet sonal assets to a lawsuit. III fact,
however, there is a way to have the advantages of both.

Although the option is not always applopl iatc ui e% en a% ailabk, a WWI-
seling practice can be mganized as a small business ol a subchaptel S wi -
poration (IRC sections 1371-1'379). This is a fedel al tax law concept, which
allows an enterprise to be ta eated as a cot potation undel state lawthe:10)y
preserving the shield against pet sonal liability yet 1,)e tleatcd as a pal mu ship
for federal tax law purposes. This means that the tax deductions and tax
credits experienced by the tan potation ale not frozen at the collimate le% el
but are passed along to the stockholdeis in theh persona', c, rtacities.
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To be an S corporation, a col ation must liat e these ant ibutcs. It :mist
have no more than 35 sharelmlders, hat e no not e than one class of stock,
be owned exclusit ely b) inch% iduals (to estates th ci tain n usts), and hat e no
shareholders tt ho are nonresident aliens. All slim elluldels must consent to
an election to make a corporation an S entity. The election is inatk at the
time of organization I'm the subsequent tax yea. 01 on ul beftne the fifteenth
day of the third month of the tax.thle )cal . Although this form can fl.t.e.
marvelous tax consequences as long as the tax losses ale flou ing, it is a classic
two-edged stt ord in that all income flottb tlu ough to thc stockhoklets foi tax
purposes, even if they do not actually take the money.

One other tax latt featui e for the small entel isc pertains to holt the
disposition of the stock is taxed. NI example, it het e the t equisite tt linen
plan has been adopted, the sellei of the stock at a gain tt ould pay tax at the
capital gain rates. Howe% el Ls a result of the Tax Refoun AL: of 1986, tt hich
repealed the capital gains deduction, capital gain is taxed at the same i ates
as ordinary income. It should be Iwted that, as this is it ritten, Congless is
considering legislation ti 1at ould cstui c a beneficial tax ticannent of capital
gains in relation to ordinary gains. If, on the whet hand, the sale is at a loss,
it can be characterized as an "indinat N.. loss (IRC section 1211). ro be efigible
for this treatment, a col pi ation must hat c less than $1 million in capital
after the sale of the stock.

Tax Deductions

Whe;,et er a counseltn's pi hate pi actice is conducted as a se:palate business
enterprise. such as a corpol atitm pal (net shiponost if not all of the expenses
incurred in the pi actice al c deductible as business expenses (I RC section 162).
Purchases of capital items it ill pi ()Lab!) git c i isc to dein eciation deductions
(IRC section 162) and investment tax ci edits (1RC bections 167, 168, 38).

If the business is a standal d coi potation, the tax deductions and tax
credits are claimed by the col pot ation itself. If the business fol in i3 a pal I.-
nership or an S col pot ation, these t.O. benefits flutt thu ough to the pal tnet s
or shin eholders. When the Lounselhig piaLtice is conducted as a sole pi o-
prietorship, the counseloi experiences the tax oenefits pelsonall).

Et en though the counselm may be an employee of a Lige institution in
of his ol het closely held un pui atiun, thc counselto may haul num ennbuiset1
expenses in umnection itith the employ mutt duties. Stone of these expenses
are tax deductible, st het eas othels, as noted, may hat e to be capitalized tt ith
the Lost I eLmeled tin ()ugh the dein edation alltmant.c. Othel expenses may
be permanently nondeductible, such as pia holm!. lit ing, oi family expenses
(IRC section 262).

A variety or deductkms ate atailabk tu enip,yecs to business outlets in
their ind it idual (.apacities h espectit e uf theil Jtiltlls in iclation to the 1,10111Lbs,
consequently they al c not discussed hoe. These items include deductions fin
medic I expenses, chat ttable conn ibutions (it hich can also be made by, the
business enterplise, holt et el), casualty losses, inlet est expenses, .m(1 taxes.
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In general, an indit idual can deduct all ordinary and necessai y- ex-
penses paid ur incurred in the conduct uf a thick oi business t1RC section
162). Employee business ucductions may now be claimed as itemized deduc-
tio s only. . Employee business expenses must be repol tea on Fut m 2106 and
itemized on Schedule A of Form 1040 in older to claim any deduction. In
addition, these expenses are subject to a 2% of adjusted gloss income flow ,

that is, in order to claim miscellaneous itemized deductions, such deductions
must exc.:ed 2% of the taxpay el's adjusted gross income. Business expenses
that may be deducted include the cost of navel, meals, and lodging while
away from home (IRC section 16200)), and certain expenses foi education,
automobile, organizational dues, office at home, entel tainment, and depi e-
ciable items. Business-related meal and enttalainment expenses me subjeu
to an additional limitation on their deductibility. In genei al, only 80% of a
taxpayer's meals and entertainment expenses are deductible.

Educational Expenses

An employee may deduct ail expenses fin education when undel taken tom
the purpose of (a) maintaining ol impi ot ing a skill it:mined in his um hei
employ ment oi (b) meeting the expiess It:gun ements of the employel um the
requirements of law imposed as condition tu the employee's letention of an
established employ ment ielationship, status, tn I ate of compensation (Income
Tax Regulation (Reg.) 1.162-5). Othel educational expenses ale considel ed
personal and du nut qualify as a business deduction. Nondeductible educa-
tional expenses are those that ale (a) lequiled uf an inch% idual in um del to
meet the minimum educational I equil ements ['um qualificaion it, his ol hem
employ ment or (b) fin education tItat is pal t of a plop am of study au indi-
tidual pursues that still lead tu qualification fui a nett employment I elation-
ship.

An employee Lan deduct expenses incurred fol mdi eshel Lotuses 01 tom
courses concei ning curl ent dc elopments, ucli as specialized institutes um
seminars, as well as fin academic courses, as long as the pit/pan' of study
does not lead to the acquisition of an mil ely nett skill. If an employ el reim-
burses tuition fees foi an employee mulled in an educational Louise that
will be beneficial tu a ulcer in the employ:.-i's business, the leinibuisement
is income to the employee. Because these amounts also eoustitute deductible
business expenses, huttet ci, they need nut be lepuited un the employee's tax
return. (If the employel pays the tuition fees dim ectly to the educational om -
ganization, the amounts are ompensatuly to the employeeand non-
deductible by the employee.)

If an employee u atels away from home pi imam ily to obtain educa:ion,
the expenses of which are deductible as business expenses, expendittu es foi
travel, meals, and lodging are also deductibk. Howeter, the pul nun uf ex-
penses attributable to incidental posunal actit ities (such as sight-seeing) is nut
deductible. Also, if the employee's reasons for ti at el away flow home are
partly personal, only the employee's expenditui es fin u at el, wea6, and ludg-
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ing that i elate dhectl) to the time aLtnalk spent itt eduiational put suits at e
deductible.

Travel Expenses

An employee may deduct expenses incutted iii u aiding, including tcasonable
,unounts expended fin meals, lodging. and incidental items such as telephone
charges, %He au ay ft ow home o% el night in the conduct of business (IRC
section 162(.)(2)). The genet al standat d ful deducting navel exp., es is that
they must ue reasonable and necessaly in the conduct ol, and uc dit ectlY
attributable tu. the employee's business (Reg. sectiun I .162-2(a)). If a tt ip is
undertaken fut inn posu iiet than business. ti a el fat es and incidental ex
penses al e cunsidel ed pet sunal expenses, and expenses lot meals and lodging
are deemed ii ing expenses. neithet of yy hich ate deductible. Nonetheless,
expenses Men rt ed yy hilc at a destination that ale Pt opel I) allocable to .111
employee's business ale deductible e% en if the tia el and expenses to and
ftom the destination ate nondeductible. Ti ay el expenses paid in Mull ted
an employee in connection Yy ith a u ip tu a poi essional cony enuon, seminal ,
ur similar meeting may be deductible. The business pin 1.ase must be the
primary purpose of the expense in ot del fin the deduction to be ay ailabk.

If a spouse accompanies an employee on a bwiness u ip, the expenses
dal ibutable tu tk spouse's tt a% el at e not deductible unless it can be adequately
shoun that his in bet i,t esence on the uip has a bona fide business put pose.
Performance by the spouse of some incidental set y ice, such as the occasional
ty ping uf nutes, Yy ill not qualify the expenses as deductible business expenses.
It has been held that, if the pt csence of a spouse on a Inisiness u ip cowl ibutes
directly to the success of the business, such as tin ought assisting the emplcyee
in establishing close pet sonal and business telationships n ith clients, the ex-
penses attributable tu the spouse's uavel at c deductible. It has also been helil
that it is nut enough if the alleged business 1function of the employ LC'S sptAIs .

is to be socially gracious.
Deductions fin nay el expenses (including meals and lodging) at e not

Alin% able unless the employee substantiates, by keeping adequate tecol ds ot
by pi u iding sufficient ea idence to cottobotate his in het u n statement. the
amount of the expense. the time and place of nay el. and the business pin pme
of the expense (IRC section 271(d)( Tt avel expensi must be substantiated
by an account book, dial), statement of expense. in sinan t ecut ti, eat 11
element of an expenditut c must be teem ded at in neat the time i is Mem led.
and each expenditine must be documented by teci.ipts. paid bills. 0:
evidence (Reg. section 1.27-1-3(c)(2)). Special t nits govern the dcdui tibility
of expenses inein led yy bile attending a cony ent. 4i, seminal. in snail meet
ing held in a fbreign country (I RC, section 271(11)).

Automobile Expenses

An employee can deduct the cost of maintaining an automobile if it is used
in connection Yy ith his in het business. The deduction is alloiy able only if the
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expenses are ordinary awl necessary, and only with i espect to thL poi lion of
the automobile expenses attributable to business, as opposed to pet sutra!, use.
The automobile expense (leduction can be ascet tained by (a) detet mining the
total amount of automobile expenses in.urt ed (luting the yeat undyed and
(b) computing the deduLtibk pin lion and multiplying that .anount by a pet -
centage based on mikage fin the year that reflects bu3 ess use. Cudet au
optional simplified method of wniputing the deductible lost of operating all
automobile, the expense deduction may be dem mined by using a standind
mileage rate. Form 2106 is used lot computing and teput dug deductible
automobile expenses under either approach.

Costs that qualify as deductible automobile expenses include outlays fin
gasoline, oil, lubrication, washing, i epah s, tires, supplies, pat king fees, tools,
taxes, license fees, and insulance. Deductible Lusts do not include the cost of
the automobile not replacements that eithei pulling the useful life of, ot
increase the %Atte of, the y chicle, the cost of those items must be i ecoy ci ed
through allowances fin depieciation. III computing deductibk cxpenses with
respect to an automobile used fin business, an einplpyee Lan include each
year an amount rept esenting a pol fioll of the dein eciation m %Ale of the
%chicle. This deduction is likewise confined to the poi tion of the cost of the
automobile allocable to business use. Special lid s liiiiit the ayadability of the
depreciation deduction in the case of luxin y automobiles OM. section 280F).

Office at Home Expenses

As noted, a deduction is usually not allowed lot pet sonal, liviiig, ot family
expenses. For this teason. expenses autibutable to al taxpaym's use of a pet-
sonal residence (odic" than fin intet est, Lel Lain taxcs, and casualty losses) ate
generally not deductible. If, how es CL, a pot don of an employee's pm sonal
residence is definitely and deal ly set aside Jr office space and is used exclu-
sively and regulinly as an office, at least pot lion of the expenses of the
residence allocable to the office space should be deductible.

ro take a deduction fin using part of a home fin a business, that pat t
must be used excluskely and i egulat Ly . (1) as the pi ilicilial place (if busiiwss
for any trade or business in which the taxpay et engages, (2) as a place to meet
in deal with patients ol clients in the nounal Louise of the taxpayei's tiade
or business, (3) in connection with the taxpayet's uadc ot business, if using
al sepal ate suuLtate that is not attached to the housc tesi&nce, and (4) in
addition, if the taxpayer is an employee, lather than self-employed, the busi-
ness use of the taxp..yet's home must be fin the come-Mulct of thc employet ,

based on a facts and circumstances test (IRC section 280(A)).
If, in the normal cum se of business, the taxi)ay er meets patients ot clients

in his 01 het home, (nen though the taxpayer may allso cal I) On business Lt
anothei location, the expenses fin the part t the holm; used exclusiyely and
regularly for this bus ,ess actiy it) are deductible. This applies only to office
yisits by clients, but dues not apply to a I (Mtn h her e the taxpay ci leceis es
phone calls. The part of the home that the taxpayel uses exclusiyely and
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regularly to meet patients oi clients does nut ha. c to be the taxpay et 's p1 incipal
place of business. Counselors .% ho maintain ,ffices in then home genei ally
meet this requirement.

This deduction in.ohes a prorated portion of certain nundi. isible ex-
penses of the residence, such as property taxes, depreciation or rent, heat,
electricity, other utilities, repairs, and insurance expenses. Starting in I"
e% en if the taxpay er is in business, the cost of bask. telephone sen ice, inelu&-.15
any taxes, may not be deducted foi the first telephone line in the taxpayer's
home. Long-distance charges directly related to the business use of the home,
however, continue to be deductible. A full deduction may be obtained f.
repairs made directly to. or items purchased specifically for, the home office.

E. en if home offke expenses satisfy all the foregoing requirements, the
allowable deduction for them cannot exceed the amount of gross income

ed from the business use reduced b, the allocable portion of the mort-
gage interest and real estate taxes deductions. These limitations do not defeat
the deductions that remain ayailable foi hunit-related deductions, such as foi
mortgage interest, certain taxes, and casualty losses.

Entertainment Expenses

Expenses for entertainment ai c genel ally deductible, subject to the 80`,C lim-
itation discussed aboye, if they qualify as ordinary and necessary business
expenses. The deduction %%ill not be allowed, however, unless the employ ee
is also able to establish that the expenditin e Ads directly I elated to the acti% e
conduct of business or. in the case of emu tailunent acti.ity dii ectly pm eceding
or following a substantial and bona fide business discussion. the item %%as
assodazed with the acthe conduct of business (IRC section 274 (.4(1,5-k), Reg.
section 1.274-2(a)(1)). In the case of a facility used in connection with entel -
tainment, it must be show n that the facility %%as used in imarily fin the flu -
therance of the employee's business (IRC section 274(a)(1)(B)1. La% ish ol
extravagant expenditur.s fut entenainment ate not alh..yed as a deduction
(Reg. section 1.274-1).

The term "entertainment" means any acthity that is gencmally considel ed
to Constitute aniusenielit ut mccl cation, such as tutu taining business clients
at night clubs, cocktail lounges, theaters counn s clubs, golf and athletic clubs.
sporting ey ents, and on hunting, fishing. tacation. and similal ti ips. It! satisly

the "directly related" test, it must be shown that k.0 at the time the expendituie
was made, the employee had Inure than a genel al expectation of del i%ing
income or other specific business benefit at some indefinitc time, (b) during
the entertainment pet iod to which the expenditute is itlated, the employee
acthely engaged in in icasonably expected to engage in a bona fide business
transacoon (e.g.i meeting or negotiations) for the put pose of obtaining a
business benefit, (c) thc p1 incipal char acter 01 aspect of the combined Imsiness
and entertainment to which the cxpenditute has I elated Nas the actke conduct
of the employee's business, and (d) the exptnditure has allocable to the em-
ployee and to a person or persons with %%hum he 01 she engaged in the active
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conduct of business duting the entel tainment. 01 % ith w hum the employee
would hate engaged in sach active conduct of business if it were not fut
circumstances beyond his ut het control (Reg. section 1.274-2(c)(3)).

An expenditure fot _rtainment will also be considered directly related
to the active conduct ot employee's business if it is established that the
expenditure was fur enteitaitnnent occurring in a cleat business setting di-
rectly in furtherance of such bnsiness (Reg. section l.27-1---2(c)(4)). In this
instance an employee must clearly establish that any lecipient of the entel-
tainment would hat e reasonabll known that the employee had nu signifkant
motive in incurring the expenditure whet than directly fin-Ebeling his ol het
business or that there was no meaningful personal 01 social relationship be-
tween the employee and the recipients of the entertainment.

An expenditure fin entet tainment ill genet ally noL be ',onside" ed to be
directly related to the actite eunduct of an employee's business if the entel-
taimnent occurred undet circumstances in ft hich thete was little en no

of doinj so. Such cileunistances might include (a) et ents at %%hid] the
employee was nut present, (b) sittnnions in which the distractions %tete sub-
stantial, such as a meeting 01 discussion at a nightclub, theatel ot spot ting
event, and (c) social gathelings, 01 gioups including people whet than basi-
ness associates, at places such as cocktail lounges, Lonna> clubs, gulf and
athletic clubs, or acation resorts (Reg. section l.274-2(c)(4)). An employee
may, howetet, rebut these IA esumptions b kL1 l establishing that suJi
expenditures stele directly related to the ,Ictitt conduct of business. A strict
reading of the law lequil es that, emit tt het e the enter tainment deduction is
otherwise established, an employee should tehain flout deducting that put
tion of the expense that he ut she normally would hate Npent in ctny UM,
such as the employee's put tion of a luncheon cm dinnu bill. This tule seems
to be enforced only in instances of abuse, however.

As noted, expenses of an entel tainment actit kv that dit cult 'Accedes ot
follows a substantial and b,na fide business discussion ale deductible if the
item was associated with the actite conduct of the employee's business (Reg.
section 1.27I---2(d)( I)). The entel tainment is considet ed sufficienth associated
with the actite conduct...of business if the employee establishes that he ut she
had a clear business put pose in making the expenditut e, such as to obtain
new business ot to meow age the continuation of an existing business tela-
tionship (Reg. section 1.271-2(d)(2)). Whethel any meeting, negutiat. n, ol
discussion constitutes a 'substantial and bona fide business (Liseussion- de-
pends on the facts and eneamstances of each case. It must be established that
(a) the employee actit el) engaged in a business meeting, negotiation, discus-
sion, 01 whet bona fide business tiansaction, othea than emu tainment, fui
the purpose of obtaining inco.ne or whet specific business benefit, and k b)
the transaction was substantial it. i elation to the Lille' tainment (Reg. section
l.274-2(d)(3)fin. Entertainment that. occurs on the same day as a substantial
and bona fide business discussion is considued to dit Led). 'Accede (A follow
the discussion. Otherwise, the facts and cheumstances of each case ale con-
sidued, including the place, date, and dulation of the business discussion,
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whether the employee ut the business assoLiates al e hum out uf town, the
dates of arrival and departure of out-of-tow n assudates, and the leasons hy

the entertainment did nut take plate un the day of the business disuission
(Reg. section 1.274-2(d)(3)(ii)).

An expenditure for a facility used in Lonnettion with entertainment may
also be deductible as a business expense. Personal or real property ow ned,
rented, or used by an employ ee ill be considered a "fadlity used in connection
with entertainment" if it is used fol or in connection ith entertainment,
unless such use is only incidental and insubstantial (Reg. section 1.274-2(e)()).
Examples of such property intlude achts, hunting lodges, fishing camps,
swimming pools, tennis coul ts, bowling alleys, automobiles, airplanes, aprt-
ments, hotel suites, and homes in aLition resorts (Reg. section 1.274-2(e)(2)(i)).
Examples of expenditures for entertainment facilities intlude depredation,
operating costs (e.g., rent and utility charges), expenses for the maintenance,
preservation, or protettion of a fadlity (e.g., repairs, painting, and insurance
charges); salaries or expenses for subsistente paid tu caretakers or guards,
and losses realized on a sale or other disposition of a facility.

As noted, in order to be deductible, the expenses of a facility used in
connection with entertainment must nut only be direttly related to the adise
conduLt of the employ ee's business, but the fatility also must be used pi
for the furtherance of such business (Reg. section 1.274-2(a)(2)). Again, all
the facts and cirtumstantes is ill be Lunsidered in applying the primary use
test. Generally , it is the attu.,1 use uf the fatility that establishes the deduLtibility
of expenditures with respett tu it, lather than its as ailability fur use or the
employee's principal purpose in aLquiring it. Primal) use is generally deemed
established if an employee Lan show use in furthel ante uf business in extess
of 50% of total use (Reg. section 1.273.2(0(4)).

DeduLtions based un entu tainment expenses are nut allowable anless the
employee substantiates by adequate reun ds 01 by suffiLient es idente Lur u-
[mating his or hel own statement the amount uf the expense, the time and
place of the entertainment, amusement, reLl eation, 01 use of the facility , :he
business purpose of the expenseind the business relatkmship tu the employ ee
of th. persons entertained or using the faulity k1RC section 274(d)(2),(3)).
Entertainment expenses must be substantiated by an attuunt book, diary,
statement of expense, ur siinilai leLold, cath expense muit bt returded at
or near the time it is Muir red, and eath item must be duLumented by reteipts,
paid bills, or similar es idence ful an expenditur.. of $25 01 11101e (Reg. J eLtion
274-5(c)(2)).

Substantiation Requirements

The Internal Resenue Sersite may lequire an employee to substantiate both
information conterning deductions based un expenses as may seem tu be
pertinent in detel mining tax liability. Ordinal ily, !losses ci , substal.:: ition uf
expense account information is required only of the following Lategui ies uf
taxpayers. (', those who are nut required to ,aLumnt to their employ el or
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who do not account, (b) those whose business expenses exceed the total amounts
charged to or received from their employer and w ho claim a deduction fin
the excess, and (c) those whose employers are deemed tu haY e inadequate
accounting procedures for the reporting and substantiation uf expenses by
employees (Reg. section 1.162-17). One method of substantiating expenses
incurred by an employee in connection with his or hei employ ment is du ough
the maintenance of a diary or record of expenditures, kept in sufficient detail
to enable identification of the amount and nature of an expenditure. The
employee should a6o preserve supporting documents, especially in connec-
tion with large or exceptional expenditures.

An employee who incurs expenses for business reasons may be w holly
reimbursed, partially reimbursed, or not reimbursed at all by his ui her em-
ployer. Certain requirements are impost d in connectit, with the federal
income tax return of employees. An employee need nut i epoi t on a tax i etui n
expenses incurred solely for the benefit of the employ el ful hich the em-
ployer is required to account, w hich are chai ged directly in indil may to the
emp.'oyer, or for which the employee is paid tin ough athances, i ennbui se-
ments, or otherwise, pros ided that the total of the amount of the payments
is equal to the expenses inui. red. How eyer, in this case, the employee must
state in the return that the total amounts chat ged tu ot I eceiY ed from the
employer as advances or reimbursements did nut exceed the employee's 01-
dinary and necessary business expenses.

Should the total of amounts charged tu or ieceived ;loin t;le empkyei
be in excess of the ordinary and necessary business expenses Mull ied by the
employee, and the employee accounts tu the employer lot the expenses, the
employee must include the ex..ess as part of his ur hei gloss income. Again,
the employee must so state in the tax return. floweYel , to cldun a business
deduction for the excess, the employee must submit a statement kForm 21OP)
as part of the tax return show ing the follow ing. (a) the total of any charges
borne by the employer and of a, other amounts lecei% ed front the employer
for payment of expenses, r% hether by means of athances, leinibursements,
or otherwise; (b) the nature of his or her occupation, (c) the numbei of days
away from home on business, and (d) the zotal amount of uldinaly and
necessary business expenses incurred, broken down intu broad categories such
as transportation, meals, and lodging while away fro.:1 burnt tn ti night, en-
tertainment expenses, and other business expenses.

If an employee is not required to account to an empluyet foi oi dinai y
and necessary business expenses, or, if requited, fails tu accutnn (Cm the ex-
penses, the employee must submit a statement as part of his ot lid I eturn
showing the same infoimadon as the employee who does not account to the
employer. Howeyer, tl .. difference in this situation is that the amounts of all
advances or reimbursements must be reported by the ,mployee as puss in-
come, and expenses incurred should be shown as dedut tions op lettn n,
with any excess of athances or reimbursements ovu expenss Acted as
income from "other" sources. Thus, an employee w ho is leindatused in thc
amount of his or 1 r outlays fin business pui poses, w htne the expendittn es
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do not exceed reirabursementsmd the employ ee to the eniph)% ci ,
is relieved of any obligation to I epoi t the expenses on the fedel al income tax
return.

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

The foregoing discussion is pi edkated on the assumption that the ..ounsd-i's
private practice is conducte,1 'ay means of a ful -plofit (business) entity. . Hon
ever, the work of the counselui may %%ell be appi opt iate fin another fin in.
a nonprofit organization. Ful counselois, the choke of opelational form in
this context is the nonprofit cur poi mint 01 unincol poi ated association. Thei e
is no such thing as a nonprofit partnership.

The unincorpulated nonprofit is fin tiled by adopting the u eating doc-
umenta "constitution--and thereaftel some operational rules, namely , by
haus. If the nonprofit col poi ation is the %thick, the go% el ning insu umems
are the same as discussed aboNe. articles of incut poi adult and by htns. Neal ly
all states have a nunplufit (ol potation act (to be contrasted with a business
corporation act) undel hich the nunplufit col potation may be funned. The
decision to incorpol ate essentially in% oh es the same considelations in the
nonprofit setting as in the for-pi ofit setting. Also, the go% ci nance aspects ale
the sante in that the nonprofit entity n ill ha% e a boat d of dii caw s and officei s.

A fundamental my thshould be dispdled at this point. To be nonprofit
dues nut, mean that the entcrprise cannot cal n d "plofit- in a financial 01
accounting sense. (Indeed, many nunin ofit ui ganizations c quite pi ofitable
in that regal d.) The basic dial duel istic distinguishing a rnmplufit fluni d foi
profit is that the foi mei cannot liae underlying equity holdeis (such as
shalehold, to %%how net ear nings ti e paid in the ful ni of somethhig akin
to dividends.

The nonprofit fol nt is the must appr opi iate if the counselui is motisated
Lss oy an objectie of building a business mid more by the pa ospect of op-
erating a pl ograni with emphasis on itseat ch, publications, seminal s, 01 the
pro% ision of certain ty pes of counseling set %ices. .1gain, this approach dues
not preclude a counseloi front "on nint,,- the entity in the sense of wnti oiling
its hoar d of directois oi iecei%ing money from it in the lot m of t (leasonable)
salary, if an employee, or othei payment, if an independent conu AAA .

Ther e are many advantages to the minim ofit form. In many instances,
the chief ad%antage is that the nunplufit organization can be exempt 1.1 out
federal incom axation (IRC section 501(a)). Foi the most pal t, tax exemption
is a% ailable to organizAti.0 kJ Phuse p1 up am 01 pi ogi ams dl t ithin the bounds
of %%hat. are consideled charitable, educational, oi scientific activities (1RC
section 501(c)(3))dthough the entity may als,, qualify as a social welfare
organization (IRC section 501(c)(4)). The meaning of the Lei m "charitable-

nhtnifiAd, it. can embi ace objectis es such as thc promotion of health, the
relit "..,t the distressed oi the impoverished, oi the ad%ancemcnt of education
or science. What is "educational- usually is a function of trainini; and insu
Lion, either of indi% itlaals 01 of the general public. The tem "scientifiC tends
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to be sy nony mous u ith leaeal ch. If an olganization can qualif toi tax-exempt
status under red.-% al tax law , thtic plobabh is a wmpal able classification fol
it undti- state law and, where applicable. under local law.

For those organizations that qualifs as dial itabk, educational. tn scientific
entities, a useful feature is the ability to atti act (owl ibutions that ale tax-
deductible by the donors. Tax tkductibi1it fbi chal itable gifts is not only
available for federal income tax put poses (IRC section 1701, but also fol estate
nd gift tax puToses (IRC sections 2055, 2522). Chalitdble fundidising (an

be an effecthe way to capitalize an mganization and to contilitie to suppol t
its financial veeds. (fitmeei , some states ha% c chai itable solicitation acts that
may require the organization to iegisto and to _port annually to the state.)
Organizations that qualify fol tax exemption often also ale eligible fol othel
advantages. For example. fin sonic olganizations, a meaningful asset is the
ability to mail at the special second-class 01 thu d-class postal iates.

Some tax-exempt olganizations must adhel e to Lea lain limitations that
usually are not otherwise applicable, such as consti aims on lobbying and
political actisities. Tax-exempts must rile an annual letuin %ith the IRS,
although it is an information t ettu n lathel than a tax letui ti s, IRC section
6033). If a tax-exempt olganization I eceis es I esemit flow a business dais ity
that is unrelated to its tax-exempt function, it may lime to pas a tax on that
business revenue (IRC section 511-511). 1. counselm does not necessal ily
lave to select wholly between the fin -pi (Alt oi nonplofit fol in. A counseling
ractice can be housed in a fol ofit entity. with a tax-exemet oiganization

affiliated with it.

LICENSURE

One aspect of pith ate pi actice of' pi hue _mei et o today's counseloi is the
matter of state licensule. At the pi esent, se% en states lime licensing laws
(Alabama, Arkansas, Florida. Idaho, North Cal ()find. Texas, and Virginia).
Howeser, there is interest in the subject ndito A ide. holu a legulatol y stand-
point, a state licensing lam usually pros ides ft,. the i)suance of a license to a
qualified professional counseloi . (An indisidual may be able to pi actice wid,
out being a professional counseloi how es ci , undet the supei Yision of a
professional counselm.) One of the pi CI equisims to qualificatiol, is that the
individual must pass an txamination,..onducted undci the auspices of a !Amid
of examiners. The license must bc renewed pea iodically. 1 he bum d of ex-
aminers is usually empowered to les oke oi suspend a licenst , oi to othel wise
discipline a professional counseloi in the eYent ofLei tain cii cumstan,es. Due
process requirements are embodied in the la,v.

These statutes also create the board of ex, s, state the eligibility of
those who may be appointed v) the boardind tic .ate its functions. State
licensing laws exempt flow theil UI sies% the counseling mils ales foi those
who function as employees. Thosc who set se within Lel tain stated pt of essions,
such as medicine, !at% , social w oiL and psychology, ate also exempted f
the requirements of these laws.
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Counselot licensing taus hay e come into being only in lecent yea' s (Win -
ner, Bi uolss, &Thompson, 19Ai and I elicit a tension in the i egulatut setting
between counseling and othei pi ofessiot is, chiefly psychology and social cot k.
Licensing laws also I eflect the emu gence of counseling as a pi i ate pia tice,
rathel than as solely the domain of employees of educational institutions and
othe. agencies. These protect coutoclots against those .,%hu c% (mid enjoin
their practice uc!css the counselot s can also qualify as anothel ty pe of pi ac-
tidonet, principally as psycholog'sts. Indeed, the (night of these laws includes
a court opinion holding that counselors cannot actice without a license in
psychology (Weldon v. Board al Psychologist Examiners, 1982).

The first counselor licensing v.as enacted in 1976 in the Connaun-
uealth of Virginia. This statute as the pi ()duct of intense wut k by the coun-
seling profession, and s;x ha% e subsequently been adopted (McFadden
& Brooks, 1984). The licensing moY ement, Y% hich c...:inues as a high pi itn ity
of the profession, is part of the linger e% olution of in ofessional identity, tele,
function, and preparation.

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE

It is hoped that the ftneguing pages do nut pi esent too bleak a legal pictute
fur counselot s. L.% idently , the ()ppm tunities fol finding a counselot to be liable
are on the inc.' ease, as ale the numbet s of people c% ho ale poised to sue in
pursuit of damages. Although the ultimate ansY% el is fut coutisclut s to conduct
themseh es in a nclimet that discom ages eY en the potential fin liability, the
foregoing pages indicate that this is not aluays a simple objectice. h.stnance,
however, is anothel affirmatke defense in ailable to counselots.

Counselors in e /genet aw al e of insu. ince in a Yin iety of contexts,
ranging frcm health and accident cocci age to oper ty, title, and life in,u1 -
ance p1 utection. Pi ofessional liability instil ance is anothu fut m of in otecoon
that is becoming mut t s idely inailabk and (mullion in the counseling j.I ofes-
sion. The tel m put' cmtloial lwbthti nmoont( actually co% er s (or should cocci)
two distinct ty pes of liability. . (a) malpt actice, the comic sion ,,f an unplufes-
sional act or faihn e tu act in the Louise of a .ounseltn's pi ofessional pet ftn -

mance 01 as a result of counseling dunes, and (b) injur y to anothet, in the
sense of a physical injuly. liisui ance policies ale a ailable that pr uide u-
tection fen counselot s should slessional liability,, tn the tin eat of it, al be.
Counselors should pay parti attention tu these feattn es of any pi ()les-
sional liability insurance policy

1. The scope of cover age (the par alp apIns) titled -Exclusions- may be a Lige
segment of the policy);

2. The monetary limits of coverage for liability;
3. The cost; and
4. Who selects Jegal counsel.

The American A..sociation fur Counseling and Deelopment. tin ough its
Insurance Ii ust, sponstm, a plan of pi ofessional and Pei scum! liabtlit.,
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ance for its m, nbers. Foi details of the program, u rite to the AACD Insui mice
Trust, 590.Stevenson Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22304
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APPENDIX A

Ethical Standards of the American Association foi
Counseling and Development (E)88)

PREAMBLE

The Association is an educational, scientific, and
professional organization whose members are dedi-
cated to the enhancement of the worth, dignity, po-
tential, and umqueness of each individual and thus
to the service of society.

The Association recognizes that the role definitions
and wink settings of its members include a wult va-
riety of academic disciplines, levels of acalemic prep-
aration, and agnicy salves Tlas dwersay reflects
the breadth of the Association's interest and influence
It also SW challenging compkxines in efforts to set
standards for the performance of members, desired
requisite preparation or practice, and supporting so

legal, awl ethical controls
The specification of ethical standards enables the

Association to clanfy to present and future mend,' rs
and to those served by members the nature of ethical
responsib ties held in common by as members

The existence of such standards serves to stimulate
greater concern by members far their awn prof essional
functmning and for the conduct of fellow profes-
sionals such as counselors, guidance and student per-
sound workers, and others in the helping professions.
As the ethical code of the Association, this document
establishes principles that define the ethical behavior
of Association members. Additional ethical guidelines
developed by the Association's Divisions for their spe-
alty areas may further define a member's ethical

behavior.

Section A: General
1. The member influences the des elopment

of the profession by continuous efforts to im-
prove professional practices, teaching, services,
and research. Professional grow di is commit-
mis throughout the member s careci and is ex-
emplified by the development of a philosophy
that explains why and how a membo functions
in the helping relationslup. Membu s must

gather data on their effectiveness and IX guided
by the findings. Members recognize the need
for continuing edmation to ensure competent
service.

'2. Me member has a responsionny both to
the individual who is seeVed and to the insti-
tution within which the service is performed to
maintain high standards of in ofessional con-
duct. Ile member strives to maintain the high-
est levels of professional services offered to the
mdividlials to be served. fhe member also strives
tc assist the agency, organization, or institution
in providing the highest caliber of professional
services. Ile acceptance of employment in an
institution implies that the member is in agree-
ment with the general policies and principles
ot the institution. Therefore the professional
activi. if the member are also in accord with
the objectives of thc institution. If, despite con-
certed efforts, the member cannot reach agree-
ment with the employer as to acceptable
standards of conduct that allow for changes in
institutional policy conducive to the positive
growth and development of clients, then to -
mmating the affiliation should bc seriously
considered.

3. Ethical behavior among professional as-
sociates, both members and nonmembers, must
bc expected at all times. When informatiop is
possessed that raises doubt as to the ethical be-
havior of professional colleagues, whether As-
sociation members or not, thc member must
take action to attempt to rectify such a condi-
tion. Such action shall use the institution's
chaimels first and then use procedures estab-
lished by the Msociation.

1. The membu neither claims nor implks
profe.ssional qualifications cm ceding those
possessed and is toponsibk for correcting any
min cin esunations of them. qualifkadons
others.

I. In establislmig fees fiu p1 ufessional
comothug sei tkes, wi.tattis must Luosititi tht.
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financial status of clients and loeality. lit the
event that the established lee stl mune ly iti
appi.opriat e for elient, assistanec must Ix pin
ided in finding Loin pal abk stl

acceptable cost.
6. When members provide id .nanon to

the public. Or to subordinates. pee., ot super
tisors. they have a respoi,,ilitt to caintic :hat
the content is general, unidentified diem in
formation that is a( cut ,11%.,. unbiased. and tut,
sists of objective. fl.ctual data.

7. Members recognite theit boundanes of
competence and provide only those scrvk.CS mid
use only those tedmiques fen yy !deli the at
qualified by training or experience. Membras
should only accept those positions lin which
they are professionally qualified.

8. In the counseling relationship. the Lunn
selor is ayt at c tlie Mummy. of the i elationship

.naintains respect fin the diem mid is tods
engaging in ads hies that seek to meet the
coutischn's personal needs at the ...xpraise of
that client.

9. Members do not condone oi clagagc iii
sexual harassment syhich is d tined as tichb
elate or u epeated Luminous. gest to, 5, en phi s
ical contacts of a sexual mum C.

1 0. Thc membei ay (rids blinging pcisomd
issues into the counseling iclationship. csirc
daily if the potential fur harm IN in sent.
Through awareness of thc in:game impact of
1,otn racial and sexual stet tent ping and ths
crimination. the counselot guards the indiy id
nal rights and personal dignity ol the skitt tit
the counseling telationship.

I I. Products m servitt,5 pun ided lis the
menthei by means of dams oorn 401100nm.
public lectures, denionsuatiovs. iii men ain
des, radio or tele% ision ptogtains. to other types
of adedia must meet the et itt I ia cited in these
standal ds.

Section B:
Counseling Relationship

This section refers to !names anti foot C.
(lures of bulb idual antrui
relationships.

The member must resuguin the need lot
client freedom of (Amite. Uodu ihitiss silk wn
stances tt licit this IS llot possibit. t lit Illtildrti
must appi ise clients of restrictions that may
limit their freedom 01 choice.

I. The membet's primary obligation is to it
spect the integiity and pt tnnotc the wellaic iii
the dient(s). whether the dient(s) is (ate) as
sistecl oi in a gt (nip
In a group setting, the membet is also 1 espon
sible for taking reasonable ptesautions to pl.,
met in(iividuals from ph) sical and, ol

psteliologrtal tr.as t.t -
non within the gum!).

2. Members make prod, s fin maintain-
ing willitleritiality iii tlic stolage and disposal
ol i ecords and follow an established t .1 e-
tention and (isposaion polw). I he t uug
idationsinp idol illation it:whim, tic_ic_-

li uni most Ix, kept tuitfitleittial, tollsIstt sit nith
tlit obhgations td the membet as a pi ott ssunial
person. lit a gt oup tuunseling scumg. the
entinselm must set a norm of sonlidentiality
egai ding all gt map pal t wants dist lust' es.
3. If ati unlit !dual as all tatty in a eumiseling

datitniship is ith another pi of CssiullaI 'lei Nun.
du, me mixt does nut emu into a counseling
itlationship nalitnit lust tumataing and C.
Cis tog the appow al of that calm pi olessional.

II dn. member (IINtuitis that IN III
stattiscling iclatstaiship aftei ihi. t tome

min% telatimaship tilt niembei must
gam titc tmistin of the othei ptolessional iii
ter inmate thit t tlatioiisliip. taillCSS the (ICAO CleLts
to to minate the other telationship.

I. When the client's t !Mon inditates that
theit is cltai and imminent thinget to the client
ot mhos, tin. incillbCt MUNI lake i eastmat qt.
per stmal admit or naftn In tespoInahle
nits. (a)listillation %%Rh othei ptufessitaials untst
be used Mime possible. I he assumption ul e-
sponsibility lot the client sts helms nil must be
taken only dn." cat did deliberation. I he client

lic intuit cd tia the u estiiiiption of t espon-
stinky as quickly .ts possible.

5. Recut ds ot the %moist:ling telatiooslim.
Including ante:in:it notes, test data, Loll e-
vomit:it e. taps le:to:dings. demonic data
stoi age. and utlici doetinictris ale to be con-
sider tel pi olcssitmal mkt illation lot nse iii

and do hut,tilth nut lit tunsiti-
LILA a pal t iii tht cholas of the institution
01 gency in which the counselor is employed
unless specified by state statute or regulation.
Rey elation to others of counseling mat etial
must occur only upon the expiessed «msent
of the client

6. In yiew of the extensit e data still age and
plut.f.s5ing t apatnn., iii ilic terniptitel the
member littlI Until C. that data inanitaincd till
a computer is: (a) limited to information that
is appt opt late and tictessal s lui the set
bung omitted. do tlestt tActl alto it is Octet -

mined that the mho illation is Ill) longei of .111)
%aloe iii pttnitling set %ices, and te./ !umlaut:di
in ter ins 01 aecess to appi tqn late stall membet

Nelsnes using
lilt 114st StrInplittl Ntetility nittlautiN at adabk-.

7. l'se of data (lensed horn a etninseling
clationship leo pin poses tri k miliseitn (laming

in I 11 shall lit tulifincti it, tumult that
t disgutsal (AMU C. foil prowl two id
the Identity of the Nubject
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8. The member most infot 01 the them of
tlie purposes, goals, techniques. t tiles of plo.
cedure, and limitations that mav Ale% t the
lationship At in !whit c the time that the
Lolinseling relationship is 1:7111.1 Id. VV11111 i,i I.
ing s ith minors or persons who ale iitiabk to
gis e tonsein, the inembel pi tutus these chints
best imerests.

9. In %leis of cum lllll n linstottcept Ions it
lated to the perceit ed inherent sanctity of ton,
puter-gencrated data and nal-lame reports. fin
membet must enstlre that the hem is plus tiled
is lilt info!' Illation .is part of thc counseling It
!alio iisliip that adequately explains the hooka
tions of computel technologs.

I 0. 'I'he membo scieul petits c
poop paint:gm:Its. opt:1.14111c st lu ii the On
phasis 15 oil self-nit& I standing and gust. th
tl gli self-disclosule. flit menthe. !MINI
manumit an awareness of the group pa.
pants' tompatibility tin onglitint the 111c ol

oup.
1 1. "lite membei may cl lll St ith

am Lahti tuulessionallv t onipciLin pLa son about
tt cliellt. 1 n choosing a consithant. the
most asincl placing the tonsultant ill a totillItt
of interest mutat llll that would pa cclink the
tonsultant's being a propel patty to the 1111111
bees efforts to help the client.

I 2. If the member detit mil.cs .ui itialnlity
to be of p10fess101i..1 a55151a1 Ito the chem. ilic
inembel 11111St eithel as oid initiating the
sent% i elationship tn immediately icillimate that
relationship. In Litlici Ls Lill. the incilibLi must
suggest applopi tate alici 11.111%15. t Fitt 1111.111lit I
must be knowledgeable al ic
SWIM-CS 111.11 satisfdtItg it fel Lan l.
initiated.) I II I lic cc lin tlic timid ilec lines lite
suggested i efet i al, the inclasca Is not obligated
to continue the I elationship.

I 3. When the member has otlict Relation
ships. particularly of an aillimustiativc. oapci

andAn es aluatis 1.. natuic n0151110.11

SCCklil1l, counseling scrs ices. the immix.: 111051
nut stile tis liii. tittlisclot 11/1111 silutliti It ki thi.
indit idual to anothci plofcsminsal. Only in III
stances when. such an alternative is omit datable
and %here the Mills tiluars satiation %attains
Lounischi% ititc, elation iiouhi tht IllClllLl LI,
tel Ink/ Mali] ...manse-lit% ...Imola
ship. Dual relationships with clients that lillllt
impair th member's objectivity and profmsiimal
judgement (e.g., as with close friends or relatives)
must be avoided and/or the counseling relation-
ship terminated through referral to another
conipetent professional.

I 4. The membei as old any ty pe of sex
ual intimacies st Ili* tiltIlls. StAltdi I dal lops
with clients are unethical.

I 5. All experimental of tiCatillilit
MUSt lig, clearly indicated to plospectiss Lop

lulu...1nd de is pi yeattlititis .111 to lit atIlie I cd
to by the member.

16. Whitt tompitto applii at , ale used as
a component Of I mooching set %ALS, Ott Ille111-
Lott must 11151.1.I. 1111.11. tap the them is itmllet-

e tinsmith. and 141%5n...illy tapablc oh
using the tompistit application. tIn tin. -

miter application is appropriate for the needs
of ilit hem. (C) the them understands the pul-
p's/SC optlaI llll of the tomputem apellea-
non. and I a folio% -up isf client us,. of .1

applleation IS is:milled to hoth Lot-
t (AA possible moblems unistonceptunts ist Ill-
.lf)i)lUI)li.ltt uscs and ,ISSI:SS

I 7. When the member is engaged in short-
ILI In gi imp treatment. ti awing pi op. rug..
mat album and odic] clatillinci -Is pt. ol womb
gioupss, the menthe] ensuies that the: c it
pm al....stoma assistant'. tIltaliAbit Ills and
follow mg the group experience.

18. Should dic inembel lx. engageil III a ..tu k
setting that tails for any variation from the alxwe
stalc1111111S, lilt WI-Mkt IS obligated to unison
is ith otlici ',tufts. lll %dualist.: iri/5511/it It/
t us idei mstifiable alternauses.

I). Fla_ iliculbci must ensuic that 1111.111kt:
of sai toils 1.11.1,11. 1 ill...ankt . mid
stieitic minima gt unps hare all Ss it/

applii talons used to slippott
min% Stl %Kt 1.111t1 that lilt ttglItIll of as allablt
lllll lllll tIt/tti HUI tilttt

agaitist the gtinsiss desci dux! abuse.
20. Wittll tulliplat I tIppilt,1111/115 .11 t. tits LI-

optil by the tilcitibti lot 1151 In lilt genital
ptibbt .5111 componci soil-
15.111. lilt mt. mkt Must emu! 1. dial. tat self-
help jItItli applitations e designed hunt
alit hstglllualulg to Illlatmini 111 .1 st.m.1-.1lont.1114111-
to.t ..15 uppostil to muillf'alig soft l,.lI t that ...15
ill %Malls designed to I equint siseport hum a
tounselin , self laclp I mulct applii atoms
ss all include %salmi dm pi tigt ant stalellients

gal ding IllItlititti 1.151 I 5glitt/IlltS1 stIggiSI-
It1115 lot mu% dic sof 155.11 1.,1 titIttl 11,111,11 of dn.

11111111 55 ilitIl self help piac i
applit anon, might nut In. appt opt idle, and a
111.51.1 11,111,11 of when awl otitiseling 511 -
%ILLS millgili IX. 611111-1 tt i tilt
fui applitation, 15 111 timbals Ilie
cations of thi. ilLsclopci tilt Ills el,spnient

..111114111Uil data. and siis.i.utIlIg occAtit es.

Section C:
Measureme, ': Evaluation

-1"lat primary I pow of educational and
psychological ilstfl Ig IN tU 1/11/5 Idt 111511 11,11.t
measures that are objective and interpretable

Litho tourism mist 05 absolute tem ins. I lic
iticinbci must teugilizt. tItc 111111 to 111111 VIII
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the stacements that follou as applt ing to thc.
whole range of appraisal techniques including
test and nOntest data. Test results constitute
only One Of .1 tatiety of pertinent soutees of
information for personnel. guidance. and
coutisding decisions.

I. 'Mc member must pros ide speeifk
entation or information to the exammects) pi ItA
to and following the test administration su that
the results of testing may be placed in proper
perspective with other relet ant factors. In so
doing. the member must reeognize the effeets
of scxioeconomie. ethnic.. and cult awl facto: s

on test scores. It is the membei's puifessional
responsibilLy to use additional tins alidated ;,.
tot mation carefully in modifying intei pi eta
don of the test results.

2. In selecting tests I'm use in a gis en sit
nation or with a particulai khent. the membei
must consider carefully the specifk talidit v.
reliability. and appropriateness of testt si.
General salitlit. reliability. and m elated issues
may be questioned legally as nell as ethkollt
when tests are used for vocational and edu-
cational selection. plat ement. .11 counseling,

S. When making any statements to tIn
public about tests and testing. the membei
must gke accurate infounati nn and as oid false
claims or misconceptions. Special efforts are
often tequired to at oid unu al ranted con
notations of such tel ins as IQ and glade
equisalent scores.

4. Int fe rent tests demand effluent testis
of competence for administration. sew mg. and
interpretation. Members must i ecognize the
limits of their competence and pet &um wilt
those fut t ions fut cc Well they at e plc pat ea
In panicalar. tnembets using computei based
.est interpretations must be n dined in the
co list ruct being measured and the specific in-
strument being used pito to using this type
of computer application.

5. In situations n here a compute: is used fol
test administration mid sewing. the mu:16cl is
responsible for claming that administt mum and
scoring programs function propel ly to lutist&
o lents with accurate test rest.lts.

6. Tests nmst be administeled male: tk same
conditions that nen: established in then man
dardizmion. When tests are nut administei ed
under standard umditions in when unusual
behasior or irregularities occur dm ing the test
ing session. those conditions must be noted and
the results designated as invalid or of ques-
tionable salidin. Unsupervised or inadequately
supervised test-taking. sudi As tin. use of tests
through the mails. is considered unethical. On
the other baud, the use of ilium unloas that at c
so designed or standardized to be self
administered aml self scored. such as inkiest
inventories. is to bc. encouraged.

7. Ilk meaningfulness ot test iesults used
pus llll icl. guidancc. and counseling I wit-

lams gencially &punk un the eNaltiltiee s un-
familiar ay unit the speeific items on the test.
Ant in un coat lung in dime anon ot In: test
materials can invalidate test results. Therefore,
test security is one of du. pi ofessionallobuiga-hulls of the swank.: . Conditions that pi oduee
utmost Lilo:Auk test lesulis by made is
to the examinee.

8. The purpose of testing and the expluat
use of tin. it:milts must fie made knussii to tile
eNamillec to testing. The comiselot must
ciisme that instilment limitations ate nun ;A-
cceded and that pet ludic t et len alitibul I eteM-
mg al1 made to piesent client ,ereinyping.

9. The examinee's welfare and explicit prior
mulct-stand:lig moat be the cltielia fin detel-
witinig thu. i ecilimeult S of the test lesulti. I lie
iiii.tnbci MUM, n'e that spc ib. niterpi elation
accompanies any i ekase of mills ichct.cl ciigt tin p
Its1 data. The Intel etation of le,t data must
Ix I elated to the ex. llllll lee a paructilat con-
cerns.

10. Meinocis tesponsibk lin makung deet-
stuns based on test I esults iiacc an understand.
mg of educational and psychological
ii maim eine iit, %Aid. Lulu la. mid teat lie-
search.

II. IIIL uiieiiibt t 1111151 I,. c.ttltiotis nhcii
(el pi eting dii. t csults of I eseat twin unients
imssessing insufficient let hnual data. The spe-
& h. initpusts tot the use of such luso umems

must be stated explicitly to examinees.
12. The ou mho must winced c hi Latition

%%limo attempting (o and met pet tile
pcitottii.mcc 1,1 tuntot it) group membets iii
tidal II t. 110I I el/I cselltell III ale
norm wimp cal st Inch the insti min in uas stan-
dardued.

Man compu(ei-baseil test tine: preta-
dims ate des eloped I)) the inemb.i to support
die assf-Sglictit piiness. iimc IIII:1116:1 MUNI '1/4
N W I. dual lilt. salidtty of suet, niter pl emu llll s is
cata..fislicil plan tic dm Lumlitelual thstlibti.

lll of such a C pine; appluation.
14. Ile inembei lecognues that test results

Iludy beeiline obsolete. I he menibet still alma
alai pa Ls tan dic 1111Wsc of obsoleti. teat

15. The membet niust gimlet against die iv
plopliation, !Loudmouth in modification id
published teats in pails theteot ss it I t

I. !caw-nicht and VII 1111$51U1 I tiouti die pi e-

Regoi thug die in quotation. pubheation.
and distlibutlult tit tests. lel etc:me should be
made to:

a.. "Standouts fin Lthic. llll nal and Psy chu-
lowed! Testing: resised edition. 1985.
published by the Alllet 11,111 Ps)i. tiuilogtc.ih
Association on behalf of itself, the Amer-
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1

tun Ecltit.atioual Researdi Assotkown and
the National lll ul of Measto einem 111
Education.

0. Ile Responsible UNC of Tcso. A Posinon
Paper oIAME('.AP(.,A,and NO1L." Alen
Jarman,' and Etrduahon HI Gualmar. 1972.
5, 385-388.

L. "Responsibilities of Users of Standat (hied
Tests: APGA. Guide/x(4, 0tobel 5. 1978.
pp. 5.8.

Section D:
Research and Publication

1. Cuiddines on rmarch with humatt sub-
Jects shall be adhered to, such as.

a. Edatal Pnaaplo in tia, Conduit of Ronnth
with Human Portu-ipanb,\V ashington. D.C..
American Psychologkal Assouanon. Inc..
1982.

b. Code of Federal Regulation, Title 45, Sub-
title A. Part 46. as currently issued.

L. Ediv-al Pnaopka of Payhologia, Ant..osan
Psychelogleal Association, Nourish #9.
Research with I lunian Participants
Family Educational Rights .ind nude
(the Buckley Amendment).

C. Current fetkral regulations and %alums fame
rights primes. acts.

2. In planning any rescareh acus its dealing
ss nh human subjects. the member llll dO'al
of and responsive to all lu111mcuil ethieal in in
ciples and ensure that the reseal ch problem. de.
sign. and execution arc In compliance unit
them.

3. Responsibility fin ethival lese.uell 'swum.
hes both the roupal ieseateliel uliik calms
msuhed in the research attiVE.ICS Ada c talut.d
obligation and full responsibility Cot thul min
actions.

4. In researeh both I all
ers are resrmsibk fin dm jjetts Malt t.
thoughout the expel mient. and dm) lllll st take
.111 reasonable pretautums to amid kdOsillg lit
junous psyehologieal, phymeal. co social effesas
on their subjects.

5. All researth subjects must be inhumed of
the purpose of the study except when withhold.

search the member must be responsible for or-

ing information or providing misinformation to
them is essential to the investigation. In such re-

rective action as soon as possible following
completion of the research

it can be dennuestrated dha jsunopanoti II I

no harmful effects on subjects and . ssulual
the investigation.

los oluntary parlittlattimt appopt I ate oialy

mention must be made cif all satiable,' and con

6. Participation in reseal ch must be volumarv.

7. When reporting reseatch le-sults. explicit

%NI.. -taut.

tIttums kutuit lb lo du. nib Lstug.itoi Ilial might
feet the outcome of tlu. imu Lsugalum ou JR
interpretation of the data.

8. The moldier must be icspouisibk lot con
.locting and lepton% investigations m a uiauiuic.
that minimizes du. possibility that tesults it ill lx,
misleading.

9. Ile memben has an oHtganoo to make
acadable sufficient ungmal rex.nell data to goal
itied others who may wish !plicate die studs.

10. When supplying aiding in the re-
search of another person. muting 1i:watch re.
sults, or making original data asailabk due care
must be taken to disguise the identity of the sub.
jects in the absence of specific a uthortratmu front
such subjects to do otherwise.

I 1. When conducling and reporting ie...
the mentheu r int be familial scull and go's. tel
ogilloon to Ines llll s cvotk on the topic. as %sell
as to observe all copy ngia LA. s aind follow the
principles of giving full uedit to all to whom
credit is due.

12_ Me menthe' must gist- due credit through
putt ship, as Lion kdgunclit. Itissitiult
JlatCHICHts. 01 otlICI appluptlatc to thou.
tam base contributed significantly to the re
scai cli amnLui jsulltatioi I. in act in dal to. scull ma. I b

011tliblItiO115,
13. I In. itioulat I tist tom lllll its mkt

members the results ol ans rese.nch judged to
be of look-mu/nal uu sueindk %Am. Results te
Ileums unf.,,,,tabh on usbututumi, inugimus,
Stl% oi or s1 Illtcicsa lllll
for such.rea

If sue. s agree to cooperate ssith aui
othet indisidu.a in tesearch and/or publicatim.
1°.1.1 inc ol dii uhltgatniti to cumin., n. aS inomist.1
iii IL.1115 of Wallis of VA foinbalat. and nal

1 ILL cumplctuicsi mid att mat. of
the Hulot Iratmn tenured.

15. Ethical practice recoil CS t11.1t autkiors not
sighiuunt tht. smut. HM100411111 L15Usfhilll
:+$111161 lit Wilk In fol snIniltanonis

Isv lbw 01 limn c put Inas. in .n1
anima. OlatIOSSLI pis IA8610611 tit Muslt tn gig mar
.)Lblitlal pail ut wank.* put Pal in publislittl itism k
sl Id not be submitted for publit anon n itluan
.1% k ledge mt. I it mai ptillilssitsli hunt da.
5 lot15 pIlblitat1011.
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Section E:
Consulting

Cultsult.MUU I 'ICU* it/ d imit datum Ally
lit,l is t.t.it .1 pl./ft:Wu/Ina licuptA dint : 1p uicc thug;
11011%011A, glusufs. ui >mut I Io nIttilb thu. WO
sultant is pros iding help to the 'lent(s) in &lin.
Mg and MA% al% a utak i elated plobk iii ol
putclitial istulActim is Al di41111
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I. The member acting as consilltam mast bast
a high degree of self-awareness of hoiher own
values, knowledge. skill' luf neals
in entering a helping relationship that ins tikes
human and/or organizatitmal change, and that
die kxus of the relationship be on the issues to
be resolved and not on the persmost plcsenting
the problem.

2 There must be mulerst.mding and agree-
ment between membel antl Limn Ica the pok.
lent definition. clung of goals. and predi
of rimsenuerces of interventions selecitd.

3. The member must be reasonabh certain
that sherhe or the organization reprcsented has
the necessary competencies and rt.NAIVIAS fin
giving the kind of help that is needed now Lti
may be needed Liter and that appropriate le
ferral resourees are mailable to the consultant.

4 The consulting relationship must be unt.
which client Alaptability and grusstii toward scff
direction are encouraged and cultisated. ;Lt.
member must maintain this role consistenth aml
not become a decision maker for the client ul
create a future dependeney ut the consultant.

3. When annotmdng consultant amilability for
sersices. the member colocientioush adheres to
the Associtaion's Ethical Standards,

6. The member must refuse a prisate fee or
other remuneration for consultation with pm--
sons ulio are entitled to thcse services through
the member's employing institution or agency.
The policies of a particular agency nias make
explicit provisions for private practice with agency
clients by members of its sCaff. lo sucli instances.
the clients must be apprised of other options
open to them should they seek private counseling
sersices.

Section F:
Private Practice

I The member should assist tlu. profession
by farilitating the asailability of tainnsding su
%ices in prisate as well ab publk settings.

2 In advertising sersices as a prisme math
timer, the met ther must admits& the sus nes
in a manner that accumtely informs the pit!
of plofessional sersices, expertise. and tet. t-
niques of counseling asailabk. A numilx.1 who
assumes .nt examtise leadersh;p role in the or
ganization shall not pern tit his.'her naroe to be
used in professional notices dart% periods wi
lielshe is not actively engaged In the prison
(ice of counseling.

3. The member may list the following. highest
relesant degree. ty pe ant: ksd of cutifkatiott
andfor license. address. telephone nambel. il
Gee hours, type and/or description of serskes,
and other relesant information. St.ch inforina
(ion must not contain falsc, mao. matt. mislead

mg ual. out -ol-cottn..St. iii dettints I Inatet tat
01 statements.

4. Mentlxis do not jumnt then af
with any in g.intzation it. :mil a isas that %soukl
intplv lendP 411U11 a.
that organic-anon.

5. Members nu:, j uuu iii partnetsinpun pa-
Vati011 with Other members andior other proles.
sionals pros Wed that unit membet ul the

tnetship cn tan potation makes cleat the sep-
ahne specdtics by name in compliance unit the
n4mkitions of the hxality,

6. A member has an obligation to withdraw
hum a counstIng telanonship if it is belies ed
that mull.: taent wall result in slot:mon of the
Ethical Standaids. If the mental in physical con-
dmon 0f die manbu renders it ddrKnit to WM'
Out al, /Mato c inuftamonal relationship in tl
tIut Inembet is dischmged by the chent betause
die WW1. hi% ielauctuship o no longer produe-
the fib dm them, then thc member ts obligated
to ter tip eintmeling relanunshy.

7. A member must adhere to the regulauuns
fin inmate piactue the locality where the Set-
% ICO are offered.

8. It Ls unethical to toe tnic s institutional af-
filiation to leeron clients fin ones prnate prac-
tice.

Section G:
Personnel Administration

It is recognized that most members are em-
phis ed in public or quasi-public institutions. The
functioning of a member within an institution
nut contribute to the goals of the institution
an. sue sersa il either is to accomplish weir
respatise goals or objectises It is theiefore es-
saint! that du. membu and du nonunion fintc-

m w ass to. w) make the nismutunial goals
speufie. aiwl public, tin make the member s con-
tribution to ntsututtonal goals specific, and
to hotel mutual accountability tot goal mines e-
ment.

To accontplish these oblectis es. it is recognized
that dm membel anthhe emphou must share
resptmsdnImes MO Imple-
mentation of personnel politics.

I. Members must define aim describe the pa-
minders and hods of then professional com-
petency.

2. Nfembeis must establish interpersonal re-
!alums mid working agr cent ans with supen. emus
and subordinates legal chug c sang ut chm-
ta: lelationslups. confidenualny, distinction be-
tueen public and moan. matet ual. manitename
and dissetummuut of mantled Information. work
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load. and accolmtability. Win king agree:mous Iii
each instance must be specified and made known
to those concerned.

3..Members must akn their eni plot ers to con
ditions that may be potentially disruptot or dain
aging.

4. Meinhers must inform employers of con
ditions that may Intik their effectoentss.

5. Members must submit regularly. to profes.
sional review and evaluation.

6. Members must be responsible for m-sers ice
development of self and/or staff.

7. Members most inform their staff of goals
and programs.

8. Members must pros ide personnel pra iices
that guarantee and enhance the nghts and isel-
fare of each recipient of their sel %Ice.

9. Members must select competent persons and
assign rsponsibilities compatible oith their skills
and exp.aiences.

10. The member, at the onset of a counseling
relationship, will inform the client of the mem-
ber's intended use of supervisors regarding the
disclosure of informattanconcerning this ease.
The member will clearly inform the client of the
limits of conhdentialits in the relationship.

11. Members, as either employers or employ
ees, dO not engage in or condone practices that
are inhumane, illegal, or unjustifiable (such as
considerations based on sex, handkap. age. lace
in hiring, promotion. or training.

Section H:
Preparation Standards

Members who are responsible for 'raining toll
ers must be vicled by the preparation standards
of the Assoc .orn and relesant Dissiontsi. ilic
member %hr. &unction. in the capacity of trainer
assumes unique ethical responsibilities that. he
quently go beyond that of the membei olio dues
not function in a training capacity. These ethical
responsibilirks arc outlined as folloos.

I. Members must orient students to pro-
gram expectations, basic skills des elopment. and
employment prospects plum to admissont to the
program.

2. Members in charge of !earning experi-
ences must establisi- programs that integrate at.
ademic stud, and supersised practice.

3. Members must establish a program ill
reeled taward des eloping students skills. knotd
edge, and self-understanding, stated ts hello ei
possible in competency or performar.ce terms.

4. Members must identify the les els of com
pctencics of their -andents ill ompliance ith
relevant Division standards. Th-se cornretencies

Must au.cuuuuiuuutiatu. die lhuatnoleasional as o ell
as the professional.

5. Members. through continual student eval-
uation and app.asak umst be duare of the per
scowl !initiations of the !camel tit i might impcxle
future p_tionnance. The instructor must not only
asstst the learner in securing remedial asststance
but also screen front the program those indo id-
iials who are tunable to proside competent ser-
vices.

6. Members must provide a program that
Includes training in research commensurate with
Inds of role functioning. Paraprofessional and
technician-level personnel must be trained as
consumers of research. In addition, personnel
must learn hots to esaluate then own and their
prol,ram-s effectOeness. Graduate training. es-
peually at the doctoral les el, would include prep
aratum for original research by the member.

7. Members must make students aware of
the ethical responsibilities and standards of the
profession.

b. Preparatory programs must encourage
students to odue the ideals ot Servile to OHIO Id-
tuts mid to souety . In this regard, direct fmanual
remuneration or lack thereof must not be al-
looed to osetshadoo professional and humani-
tarian needs.

9. Members responsible for educational pro-
grams must be skilled as teas hers and practition-
ers.

10. Members must present thdroughly varied
theoretical positions so that students may make
comparisons and have the opportunity to select
a position.

I I. Members must develop clear policies within
their tducational institutions regarding field
placement and the roles of the student and the
instructor in such Pacement.

12. Members must ensure that forms of learn-
ing ft/Lusts% on self understanding or grooth .tre
summary. or if required as part of the educa-
tional prograio, art made knoon to prospectoc
modems prita to entering da program. When
the educational prom-ain offers a growth expe-
nence with an emphaas on self-disdosure or other
relausely inmate or personal inwhement, tlic
member mum base no admuusuatice. supersi-
sory, or evaluating authority regarding the par-
ticipant.

13. The member will at all times pi-ionic stu-
dents onh clear and equally acceptable Aetna-
to es fin schl-undersuauidiiugor grooth expenenus.
Ilk member oil! AWOL students that they base

a i rght to accept these altel WOWS Mr ithout prej-
udice or penalty.

14 Members must eou,ltat an edutattonal
pr. sr- In in keepmg %sub die WI rent rde%Itt
guidelhus of the Association.
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APPENDIX B

Ethical Guidelines for Group Counselors (1989)

June I, 1989 Final Draft
Approved by the Aspciation for

Specialists in Group Work (ASGW)
Executive Board, jitne 1, 1989

PreamHz.
One charactensticof any prokssional group

ts the possession of a body of knordedge. skills.
and coluntarik. self-ptufessed standards km
ethical p.acuce. A Code of Faints consists of
tbose standards tom hate been formally i-id
publicly acknoMedged by the members of. a
profession to sera. as the guldelines. tor proles-
sional conduct. dis..harge of duties. am: the res-
olution of mom! dilemmas. By this document,
thc Association cor Specialism in Group Work
(ASGW) has iientified :he standards of con-
duct apropttate roc tiica i:-.1havior among
its members.

The Association for Spvia list ri Group Work
recognizes the bask contra= lit of its mem
bers to the Ethkal Ltandards f its parent or
ganization. the American Association for
Counseling and Development (AACD) and
nothmg in dim docu mem shail be construed to
supplant that code. These standards arc in-
tended to complement die AACD standards lit
the arim of group work by clarifying the nature
of edikal responsibility of die counselor in thc
group seuing a, i by stimulating a gr eatel con
cern for competent group leadership.

Thc group counselor is expected to be a
professional agent and to take the processes of
ethkal respondbility seriously. ASGW crews
"ethkal process" as being integral to fp utip ts (irk
and views group counselors as "ethica: agents.-
.;rwip cou nsdors, by their c ery nature in being
responsible and responsicc tu kea &limp
members, necessal ik embrace a certain poten
dal for ethicul vulnerability. h is incumbem upon
groupcou nselors to give considerable attention
to th intent and context of then actions be-
cause me attempts of counsekks influence

human behavior through group conk alwacs
has e ethical implications.

The t`ollownig edutal guidelines have been
deceloped to encourage etlikal behatior
group counselors. These guidelines are is ritten
for studtmts and practitioners, and are meant
to stimulate reflection. self.zxamination. and
discussion of issues and practices. They address
the group counselor's responsibility for pro-
idatg information about grolq. ork to clichts

and thc group counselor's responsibility fot
pi ()siding group counsding serckes to clients.
.1 fmal scaion discussim the group counselor's
Jesponsibilky fur safeguarding ethkal pracuce
and procedures for reporting unethkal belmc
ior Group counselors arc expected to make
knoun these standards to group k embers.

Ethical Guidelines

(ineratztanz and Proutdiv Wormahog- Group
counselors adequately prepatc prospeu c oi
nets group membris by procrding as much in-
fix mation about the extsting ot proposed gt (nip
as necessary'.

Minimally. information !elated to each of thc
following areas should be provided.

ta) Lilt I ante protedu reS. tIm par ameters of
thc group (.Apertence. group partrupa-
nun expeoanuns. methods of pay ment
twocre appropriate). and tet mmatton
procedures are explained by the group
counselor aS appropriate to the lecel of
maturity of group members and the u.-
turc and purpose(s) of the g r p.
Group counsdors Lace aNallablc fut dis-
tribution. a professional disclosure ',ate-
mem that includes information on thc
group counsehn s quah ion tttt s and group
M.l ckes that can be. pioided. paruculatly
as related to al,e nature ,id purposets)
of the spec& group.
Group wunselors communkate the rule
expectattubs. lights. and icsponsibil ics
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of group members and group tomtit.
lor(s).

(d ) The group goals are stated as etukiselt
as possibk by the group counselor in
chiding "whose" goal it is (the group
counselors, the institution's, the parent s,
the Iat%s, societ)'s. etc.) and the role of
group members in influencing or deter-
nutting the group's goahs).

(e) Group counselors explore with group
members the risks of potential life changes
that may occur because of the group ex-
perience and help members explore their
readiness to face these possibilities

(f) Group members are informed by the
group counselor of uousual or experi-
mental preceduces that might be ex-
pected in thex group experience.

(g) Group counselors explain, as realistkalls
as possible. what seniles tan and cannot
be provided within the particular group
struct u re offered.

00 Group counselors emphasize the need to
promote full pscchological functioning
and presence among group members.
They inquire from prospective group
members whether they are using am kind
of drug or medication that may affect
functioning in the group. The% (10 not
permit any use of alcohol andior illegal
drugs during group sessions and they
ilixon rage the use of alcohol andfor (Irugs
tie,tral or illegal) prior to group nieeMigs
which may affeCt the physical tu emo-
tional present e of the member or other
grour memlx -s.

1.i) Gump cotmselors inquire f prospee
toc group members whether they 'A.ac
eter been a client in counseling .,. ps.
chtherapc. J a prospectice group men,
ber is already in a cminseling relationship
with another professional person. the
group counselor ads ises thc prospeetise
group member to notify the other profes-
sional of their participation in the group.

(j) Group counselors dearly inform gioop
members about the policies pertai ]] i ll g to
the group counselor's willingness to con-
sult with them between gtollp sessions.

(k) In establishing fees for group counseling
services, group counselors consider the
Financial status and the locality of 111,1
spective group members. Group me.,
hers are not charged fees fo% group
sessions where the group wunselm is not
present and the policy of charging for
sessions missed by a group member is
clearly communicated. Fees for partki-
pating as a group member are coot acted
between group cout.selor and group
member for a spccili i period of time..

61 %Alp t iltitiselol silo Mt Ilk I c.oc fees foi
gi oup counseling senkes until the CNist
lug contiaeted fec StJueioIc haS exlin ed.
in the tient that the estAltshed lee su uc-
ture is inappropri ite for a pi ospc..to
member, group counselots assist m find-
ing comparable services of ateeptable cost.

2. Sereenmg ol Members: The group counse-
lor screens prospectice group members (when
appropriate to their theoretical orientation).
Insofar as possible. the counselor selects group
members whose needs and goals arc compati-
ble with the goals of the group who will not
impede the group process, and whose well-being
will not be jeopardized by the group experi-
ence. An ortentation to the group (i.e., ASGW
Ethical # ). is included during the
screening t..ocesS.

Screening may tieaccomphshed in one to lllll I.
wacs. such as the following.

(a) Indic 'dual inter-clew,
lb) C,r9up interview of prospective group

members.
Intel-clew as part of a team staffing. and

id) Completion of a written questionnaire by
prospector group members.

Coqidentralay. Group cou, aloes pritect
members bc defining clearly what confiden-
tiality imam, why it is important. and the dif-
ficulties insolved in enforcement.

tat Group counselto s take steps to protect
members by defining confidenualitc and
the limits of confidennalitc 0.e., when a
group member's .condhion indicates that
there f k an(1 danger to the
memirer. others, m pin steal propertc. the
groty counselor takes reasonable per-
sonal action ditikil iii ful nis responsible
authorities).
GroUp couosehas stress the unpin tance
of confidentiality ,nad set a m of con-
fidentiality regarding all gi a-up !holm-
pot (11541)51AM' . jilt Illiportance of
Maintaining con fidzotialUS is empha-
sized before the g begins Ind at

tunes in the group. The fact that
confidentiality catmot Ix. guaranteed is
death- stated.

itk ....etnaers are made aware of the diffi-
lllities In% oIled III cam...lig and emu r-
mg confidentiality in a group setting. rhe
counselor in %E. ides examples of how con-
fidenuality can non-malkmusly be bro-
ken up increase members aaareness. and
helps to lessen the likelihood that this
breach of confidence wilt occur. Group
tow!: n adorn, group members about
the pot:lanai consequet of in tenuon-
ally breathing confidentiality.
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(d) Grorp counselors can only ensure con
fidentiality on their part and not on the
part of the members.
(roup counselors video or audio tape
group session onl) with the prior consent,
and the members knowledge of how the
tape will be used.

(f) When working with nunors, the group
counselor specifies the limits of confi-
dentiality.
Partkipants in .a mandatory group are
made swareof any reporting procedures
reqe.red of ti,s group counselor.

(h) Grour counselors store or dispose of
group member records (written, audio.
video, etc.) in ways that maintain confi-
dentiality.
Instructors of group counseling courses
maintain the anonymity of group mem-
bers whenever discussing group coun-
seling cases.

4. VnluntatylInvoluniary Partuspotwn. Group
cou nselors inform members w hether pal tiu
pation is voluntary or involuntar).

(a) Group counselors take steps to ensure in-
formed consent procedures in both wl-
untary and involuntary groups.

(b) When working with nunors in a group.
counselors are expected to follow the
procedures specified b) the institution in
which they are practidng.

(c) With inioluntar) groups. et ery attcrupt
is ezzicie to enlist the cooperation of the
members and their continuance m the
group on a vcamtary basis.

(d) Group counsdors do not certif.) that group
treatment has been reei ed by members
who mere!) attend sessions, but did not
meet the defined group expectations.
Group members are informed about the
wnsequences for fading to paruupatc .11
a group.

5. Leaving a Group: Provisions are made to
assist a group merr.b.zr to ter minate in an ef
fective way.

ta) Procedures to be followed for A group
member who chooses to exit a group f3re-
maturely are discussed by the counselor
with all group members either before the
group begins, dunng a pre-screening In-
terview, or during the initial group ses-
sion.

(b) In the case of legally mandated group
..ou nseling, group counAor inforo.
members of the possibk consequehces for
premature self termination.
Ideally, both the group counselor and r he
member can work c 'pecan% ely to tie-
termine thc degree to which a group ex-

(e)

(g)

(i)

(e)

penence is productne ui counterpo
ductive for that indivalual.

(d) Members ultimately have a right to dn-
continue membership in the group, at a
designated tnne. ii the predeternuned trial
period proves to be unsansfactory.
Members have the right to exit a group.
but It ts importa.a that the) be made aware
of the importance of informing the coun-
selor and the group members prior to
deciding to lea%e. The counselor dis-
cusses the possible risks of kaung the
group prematurely with a member who
is consalering this option.

(f) Before leaving a group. the group coun-
sdor encourages members (if appropri-
ate) to discuss their reasons for wanting
to discommue membership in thc group.
Counselors intervene if other ..rembers
use undue pressure to force a member
to remain in the group.

6. Coercum and Pre.ssure. Group counselors
prom member riglus against pInsical threats.
intimidation, coercion, and undue pee: pres-
sure insofar as is reasonably possible:.

(a) It is essential to differentiate between
'therapeutic pressure" that is part ot any
group ar,d "undue pressure: which is not

er.Ir -mac.
(IN Mc purpose of a group is to help par

ticipants find thur own answer, not to
pressure them Imo oing what thc group
thinks is appropriate.

(e.) Counselors exert care not to coerce par-
ticipants to change in directions which
the) dearly state the) do not chuenc.

td) Counselors ha% c a responstbilny to mite
tene when others use undue pressure ea
attenipt to persuade members against then
will.

et) Counsdurs um:Acne wheal aoy menibu
attempts to act out aggre...aon in a phys-
icai-way that might harm another mem-
ber or themselves.

t.) Counselor-3 intervene when a member is
%erbally abusive or inappropriately con-
&mune to anothu nunbei.

(e)

7. lmposmg Counselor Values. (;roup coun-
selors develop an awareness of their own values
and needs and the potential impact they have
on the interventions likely to be made.

(a) Although group counselors take care to
aoul Imposing did. %alum ou members,
it is appropriate th., the) expose their
oh n beliefs, dements. needs. arid %alum.
when concealing them would create
priblems for the members.

AI)) There arc %alum nnphut in ny group,
and these arc ade clear to potential



members before they join the group. (Ex-
ampks of certain values include: expiess-
ing feelings. being direct and honest.
sharing personal material with others.
learning Imw to trust. improving inter-
personal communication, an(l deciding
for oneself.)

(c) Personal and professional needs of group
counselms arc not met at the members'
expense.

(d) Group counselors avoid using the group
for their own therapy.

(e) Group counselors are aware of their own
values and assumptions and how these
apply in a multicultural context.
Group counselors take steps to increase
theh awareness of way that theit per-
sonal reactions to members might in-
hibit the group process and they monitor
their countertransference. Through an
awareness of the impact of sterotyping
and discrimination (i.e., biases based on
age. disability, ethnicity. gender. race.
religion, or sexual preference). group
counselors guard the indi% idual rights
and personal dignity of all group mem-
bers.

8. Equitable Treatment. Gi oup comisdurs inakc
esery rea,onable effort to treat each inunbu
individually and equally.

(a) Group counselors recognize and respect
differences (e.g.. cultura racial. reli-
gious. lifestyle. age, disability. gen(ler)
among group members.

(b) Group counselors maintain an awareness
of their behavior toward mdnidual group
members and arn alert to the potential
detrimental effects of favoritism or par-
tiality toward an% parti ular group mem-
ber to the exclusion or detriment of an%
other member(s). It is likely that group
counselors will favor some members over
others, yet all.group membtrs deserve to
be treateu equally.

(c) Group rounselors ensure equitable use of
group time for each member by invitIng
silent members to become myolsed, ac-
.knowledgmg nonverbal attempts to com-
mumaue, and discouraging rambling and
monopolizing of nine 5y members.

(d) If, a large group is planned, counselors
consider enlisting another qualified
professional to serve as a co-leader for
the group "essioas.

9. Dual Relahm ships: Group counselors avoid
dual relationships with group members that
might impair their objectivity and professional
judgment, as well as those Much am likely to
compromise a group m temliu's .ibiln Lu r ii
ticipate fully in the group.

(1)
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(a) Group counselors do not misuse their
professional role and poise' as gioup
leader to ads mice personal or social con-
tacts with membeis throughout the du-
ration of the group,

(b) Group counselors do not use their
professional relationship with group
members to further their own interest e.-
ther during the group or after the .er-
mination of the group.

(c) Sexual intimacies between group coun-
selors and members are uuethical.

(d) Group counselors do not barter (ex-
change) professional sin vices with group
ntembers for services.

te) Group counselors do not admit their own
family members. relanym employees, or
personal f nends as members to them won ps.

if) Group counselors discuss with group
members the potential detrimental ef-
fects of group members engaging ni m-
utilate inter-memb, r relationships outside
of the group.

(g) Students who participate in a group as a
partial cotit.se requirement for a group
course art not evaluated for an academic
grade based upon their degree of partic-
ipation a. a member in a group. rut,-
tors of group wunsding courses take steps
to nnunnize the possible negatise Impact
on students when they participate in a
group course by separating course grades
from participation in the group and by
allowing students to decid, what issues to
explore and when to sto s.

(II) It is inappropriate to sac: members from
a class (or institutional aft .ation) for one's
pri ate counseling or therapeutic groups.

10. Use ol Techniques: Group counselors do
not attempt an% technique unless trained in its
use or under supersision by a counselor fa-
miliar with the intervention.

(a) Group counselors arc able to articulate a
theoretical orientation that guides their
practice, and they are able to provide a
rationale for their interventions.

(b) Depending upon the type of an inter-
vention, group counselors have tr.miimiimg
co llll nensurate with the potential impact
of a technique.

(c) Group counselors are aware of the I.c
cessity to modify their techniques to fit
the unique needs of carious cultural and
etImic groups.

(d) Group counselors assist members in
translating in-group learnings to daily life

; I. Goal Development Gioup wiinselois make
Ls ci y effort to assist members iii dcyelopIng
their personal goals.
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(a) Group coiutselors use their skills to assist
members in making their.goals spccifk
so that-others present in the group %%ill
understand the nature Gi the goals.

(b) Throughout the course of a group. gi oup
counselors assist members in assessing the
degree to which personal goals are being
met. and assist in revising any goak when
it is appropriate.

(c) Group counselors help members (Janis
the degree to which the goals can be met
writ tin me comext of a pat cular group.

12. Con.ultation: Grow; counselors do dop
and explain polkies aboin bet ween-sesaon con
suhation o pimp members.

(a) Group counselors take care to make cm
lain that members do Hot use bem Len-
session consult.mons to a old elan% ith
isst.es pertaining to the. group that ts
be dealt with best in the grcup.

(b) Group counselors ort,c memben s hi Ill nig
the issues diseussed during bemeen -ses-
sion eonsuknions row the group if they
pertain to the group.

(c) Group counselors seek out consultation
andior supervision regarding ethical con-
cerns or when encoumering difficulties
which mterfere with their effecm e func-
tioning as group leaders.

id) (;roup euunselors seek appropi late
professional assistanee rot Men ahn per-
sonal problems or ionflicts tha are likch
to hnpair their professional judgmem and
work performance.

te) Group counsekixdiseuss then group cases
only for profess's mal consultation and
educadonal purposes.

(f) Group counselors inform menthers about
policks regarding whether consultations
will be held confidential,

13. Termination from ate Group. Depending
upon the purpose of partkipation in the group.
counselors promote termination of members
from the group in rhe most efficient period of
time.

(a) Group counsek. nmintain .1 umsta
awareness of the progress made by eacI
group member and perhxlically invite the
group members to explore and reo al-
uate thew experiences in the group. It is
the responsibility of group counielors to
help promote the indepemlence of mem-
bers from the group in a timely manner

14. Eva:aation and Follow-up Group coun
selors make every attempt to engage in ongoing
assessment and to design follow-up procedures
for their groups.

(a) Group eounselors recoginze thc
Like of ongoing ass( smient of a group,

(b)

and thin aSSist (ambers m oaluating their
Own in ogress.
GI oup eounselors conduct in aluatuni of
the total group experienee t the final
meeting (or before termination). as well
as ongoing evaluation.

(c) Group counselors monitor their own be-
havior and become aware of what they
are modeling in the group.
Foliow-up procedures migIn take the form
of personal contact. tzlephone contact. or
written contact.

(e) Follow-up meetings might be with indi-
[duals. or groups, or both w deternune

the degree to which: to members have
reached -their goals. (ii) the group had a
posnue or negatue effeu on thc
pants. till) members couh1 profit from
sonic upe of referral. and (n) as mfor-
illation for possible modifkation of fu-
ture groups. If there is no follow-up
meenng. pros Bums are made asalUlt
fur induldual folio% -up meetings to any
member %du) needs to requests such a
contact.

15. Referrals- If the needs of a particular
member cannot be met %%iihni the type of group
being offered, the group counselor mggests
other appropriate professional referrak.

kai Group counsdkm are knouledgeabk of
local community townies for assisting
group members regarding prokssional
referrals.

(b) Group counselors help members seek
farther prok:ssional assistance. if needed.

16. Professional Dewlopment: Group counse-
lors recognize that professional grohth is a con-
tinuous. ongoing. developmental process
throughout their carter.

(a) Group counselors maintain and upgrade
their knowledge and skill competencies
through educauonal activates. clinical ex-
periences. and participation in rofes-
sional (1odopment activities.

(b) Group counselors keep alueast of re-
seareh findings and no% de t:lopniuns as
applied to groups.

Safeguarding Ethical Pradice and
Procedures for Reporting Unethical

Behavior

1 he preceding remarks hay e been ad% anced
as guidelines which are generally representa-
m e of etluc...A and prokssional group practice.

hey have not been proposed as rigidly de-
fined prescriptions. However. practitioners who
ale thought to fx unrcsponshe to the
etlucal uIaiI IIs.d.iJesctl iii this document
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may be subject to a revio% of their placates b%
the AACD Ethics Committee an kSGW peers.

For consultation and/or questions regarding
these ASGW Ethical Guidelines or group eth-
ical dilemmas, you may contact the Chair-
person of the ASGW Ethics Cot llll ittee The
name, address, and telephone number of the
current ASGW Ethics Committee Chaii per-
:son may be acquired by telephoning the AACD
office in Alexandria, Virginia at (703) 823-
9800.

If a 4roup counselor's behavior is suspected
as being unethical. the following procedures
are to be followed:

(a) Collect more informatton and in% esugate
further to confirm the unethical practice
as determined by the ASGW Ethical
Guiddines.

(b) Cc-I:front the individual with the appar-
cm violation of ethical guidelines for the
purposes of protecting the safety of any
clients and to help the group counselor
correct any inappropriate behaviors. If
saticfactory resolution is not reached
through this contact then:

(c) A compla:m should b.. made in writing.
including the specific facts and dates of
the alleged violation.and all relevant sup-
porting data. The complaint should be
included in an envelope marked "CON-
FIDENTIAL" to ensure confidentiality
for both the accuser(s) and the alleged
violator(s) and forwarded to all of the fol-
lowing sources:

I. The name and address of the Chair-
person of the state Counselor Licen-
sure Board for the respective state, if
in existence.

2. The Ethics Committee
do The President

9 0
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American Association foi Counschng
and De% elopment

5999 Stevenson A% enue
Alexandria, Vim giud.t 22304

3. The name and address of all private
credentialing agencies that the alleged
violator maintains credentials or holds
proLssumal membership. So,ne of
these include the following:

National Board for Certified
Counselors. Ittc.

5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22304

National Council for Credentialing of
Career Counselors

do NBCC
5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria. Virginia 22304

National Academy for Certified
Clinical Mental Health Counselors

5999 Stevenson Menne
Alexandria, Virginia 22304

Commission on Rehabilitatm
Counselor Certification

162 North State Street. Suite 317
Thkago, Illinois 60601

Amencan Association for Man Inge Ind
Therapy
treet. N.W.. Suite 407

Washington, D.C. 20006

American Psychological Association
1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20036

American Group Ps%chotherapy
Association. Ittc.

25 East 2Ist Street, 6th Floor
Ne. York, New Yoi k 10010
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APPENDIX C

AACD Legal Action Program (1987)

(Approved by AACD Governing
Council, April 1987)

(The Legal Defense Program was estabhshed
b) the APGA Board of Director3, December 8
10, 1977 and revised by the Board of Directors,

July 12-15, 1979. It was further revised by the
AACB Governing Council April 1987)

I. Statement ofPurpose
The A ACD Legal Defense Program for

AACD members was establis,hed by the APGA
Board of Directors at its meeting. December
8-10, 1977, to as4ist members in their legal
efforts to redress discrimination or unfair prac-
tices in employment related matters. In 1987,
the AACD Governing Council revised the pro-
gram and renamed it the Legal Action Pro-
p The kind of legal disputes for whkh
nanbers (heretofore deqned for the purposes
of this program as AACD niembers in good
standing with membership in at least one di-
vision, state or national divisions or state
branches) may request financial assistance a -

cases in which farts are at issue that are deemed
by the Revkw Panel to discrinimatc dearly
agaim., counselors in general or against the
counseling profession. Cases will nut be funded
if a counselor's perforniance, judement or
competence is at issue, ..,iless the Ri-viev, Panel
determines that the alkgations, evc n if prov en
accurate, do not constitute unpi ofessional,
unethical, or illegal conduct. Fur li.nding un-
der this program to be authorized, an actual
case must be pending. In dvil suitsi bill of
complaint and responsiv e pleadings must Ifgve
been filed. Ir i criminal suit, diarges must hav e
been filed. L, 'appellate cases, the appeal must
have seen filed.

The purpose of this program is to pro% ide
assistance to elizible AACD members to enabk
diem to resolve legal disputes in matters relat
ing to their primary responsibilities or inierests

in the area of counseling and human devel-
opment [see AACD Bylaws, Artide II, Section
2(a)].

An AACD member eligible for this program
must be a member in good standing for at least
one y ear prior to the onset of the legal dispute.
/tate and national divisions and state branches
are autJmatically eligible provided their charter
has been current for one year.

H. Obtaining the 10.-'enue for the
Legal Actior cogram

A The Governing Council establishes the
budget and authorizes membership solicitation
of additional voluntary comributions for the fund.

B. Pohoes and guidelines to govern the pro-
gram's operation shall be the sole responsibility
of the AACD Governing Council, based upon
monitoring reports from the Counsekr Ad-
vocacy Committee.

C. The Executive Director shall report the
activities and the fiscal condition of the Pro-
gram to the Governing Council at each meeting
of the Council.
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HI. Review Panel and Guidelines
A. The President, Past President, Executive

Di ectur of AALD, President of the applicant s
pnmary and must .-elevant division (subject to
the desire of the apphcant) and the Chau of the
AACD Committee on Counsdor Advocacy shall
serve as a review panel for all applkations fur
assistance from the Legal Action Program. AACD
Cots. 1 will serve as a consultant to the Review
Panel. Tf Judgement of the Rev iew Panel shall
be made in accordance with the guidelines es-
tablished by the AACD Governing Council.

I. Applicants seeking support from these funds
will be notified of the &Limon of the Review
Panel within sixty (60) working days of recdpt
of the application and all supporting documents.

2. Rejected appkatunis may be appealed to
the AACD Governing Counul at its next meet
ing.
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B. The guidelines for members obtaining
financial support ft= this progi ani ineludc.

I. Two hundred and fifty dollars ($250) of
legal fees and expenses must be paid by the
AACD member.

2. After the $250 of legal expenses ale paid
by the member, a minimum of $250.00 shall
be provided by any of the follouing.

a. state branch
b. state division
c. national division
cf. professional or prnate source
3. After ascertaining that the expend= es

made by the member and other sources total
at least $500.00, a sum ru t to erczeed $1,000.00
may be provided to the approyed member from
the AACD Legal Action Fund.

4. Should the recequed expenditures ex:
ed the inithl $1,000.00, costs a' ove that

$L000.00 may be reimbursed up to an addi-
tional $4,000.00 suns per member per act or
ov-t ence. I. more than one member is in-
volved in the same occurrence under litigation,
only $5,000.J0 payment will be luthorized. ex-
cept as determined by the AALD Governing
Council.

5. Expenditures will be limited to the au-
thorized sums in the le ' action fund.

6. State or national divisions, and stme
branches may apply for up to $5,000.00 pro-
vided they have evidenced expenditure of or
committed funds of a matching amount of
money designated for such legal action.

7. If a funded case is appealed to a higher
court additional $5,000.00 may be autb,,
rized.

C. Excluded from eligibility would es
such as:

I. Non-professionally related criminal suits
or charges.

2. Licensure outside of the ctunscling
profession.

3. Pmfessional liability suns.

4. Otlu.t ciy,et mined In Mc Res Lew
Panel it, bc inapplopt laic tot tounmulient ul
AACD Legal Action Funds.

IV. Application Procedures for
Members

A. The AACD member requests (tom AAGD
Headquarters an "Application fel Assistance
from the AACD Legal Action Fund" claim. The
completed claim forms are sent to the Execu-
tive Director. The member shall complete these
forms during the legal uroceedings. All forms,
documentation and records shall he treated as
confidential document:,

B Upon receipt of the r ompleted forms and
suppoi ting documents signed by the applkant.
representing mummy, and official represen-
tative of the group contributing the additional
S250.00 to guarantee expenditures of at least
$500.00. the Executise Director will teview all
of the information in relation to the established
policies and proCedui es and, :hen. submit this
information to the Review Panel for determi-
nation of eligibility.

C Once the eligibility for assistance is de-
tes mined, the member will be notified and a
check for the authorize e. amount, not to exceed
the appropriate guidelines, will be authorized
and mailed payable to the attorney.

D If the 9eview Panel determines the mem-
ber is ineligible for assistance. the member may
appeal this decision to the AACD Coven .g
Council. The Governing Council shall n ly
the member of the results of its deliberations,
Including the reasons for its actions.

E. Falsdicatior of .,ny doom, sent or the sub-
mission of any fraudulent statements or ma-
terials shall render the application null and void.
If such falsification or fraudulence is discov-
ered before or after payment is made. AAGD
reserves the right to take whatever action is
neeessary that is appropriate legally and ethi-
cally, to recover allocated funds or expendi-
IWO i elated to processing sueh in application.
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR COUNSELING AND
DEVELOPMENT

5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexaadria, VA 22304

APPLICATION FOR ASSISTANCE FROM THE
AACD LEGAL ACTION FUND

Date of Applicntion

AACD Membership Number

Name

Business Address

[Imre Address

3usiness Phone Home Phone

Brief Statement of Dispute:

In order for this application to be completed and reviewed, a copy of
all pleadings filed in the case must be attached.

Which is your primary Division)

Do you wish to have Division President on Review Panel', _Yes No

I hereby certify that I have contributed a minimum of $250.00 of my trim
personal funds to this Lase. I also hereby certify that all of the information
in this application is true and correct to the best of my knowledgL.

Date Signature of Applicant

I hereby certify that I or my organization have contributed a minimum of
$250.00 to the above-stated legal action. My signatui e indicates I nut.
provided any false or misleading information.

Signature Organization
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR COUNSELING AND
DEVELOPMENT

5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22304

FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT FOR AACD LEGAL ACTION FUND

Name of AACD Member

Name of Attorney

Attornefs Address

Member's Address

Statement of Legal Costs:

Received by Attorney $

Remaining Fees $

This information we hereby present is true and correct.

AACD Member's Signa
Date

Date
Member's Attorney's Sigh, ,ure
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR COUNSELING AND
DEVELOPMENT

5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22304

APPLICATION FOR ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE FROM
AACD LEGAL ACTION FUND

Name

Business Address

Date of Application

AACD Membership Number

Home Address

Business Phone Home Phone

Applicati,-ns for additional assistance from AACD Legal Action Fund will not
be considered unless one of the following conditions has been met:

1. An initial request for funds has been approved up to $1,000.00.
S. All possible assistance has been granted and the case is now in appeal.

Member Expenditure on Case to Date $

Sum of All Legal Action Funds Awarded to Date S

Statement of Total Sum of Attorney's Fees $

Status of Case) initial proceedings

Amount(s) Granted from Other Sources $

appellate proceedings

The information we hereby present is true and correct.-
AACD Member's Signature

Member's Attorney's Signature

Datc

Date
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The AACD Ethics Commiuee maintains ,ind peri(dical!) updates an
extensive Ethics Bibliography. To obtain a c.opy, write to-

ETHICS BIBLIOGRAPHY

American Association for Counseling and Development.
5999 Stevenson Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22304

9E

111:17.01.110
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APPENDIX D

The Supreme Court and Abortion

Excerpts from the Supreme Court's opinion
in Akron v. Akron Center for Reprodueltve Health,
Int. 462 U.S. 416, 103 S. Ct. 2481, 76 L.Ed.2d
637 (1983).

141n Roe v. Wade, the Court held that the
'right of privacy. ... foulided in the Fourteenth
Amendment's conccpt of personal liberty and
restrictions upon state action . . . is broad enough
to encompass a woman's decision whether or
not to terminate her pregnancy.' 410 U.S., at
153, 35 LEd.2d 147, S.Ct.705. Central among
these protected liberties is an individual's 'free-
dom of personal choice in matters of marriage
and family life' Roe, 410 U.S., at 169, 35 LEd.2d
147,93, S.Ct.705... The decision in Roe was
based firmly on this long-recognized and es-
sentiat element of personal liberty.

Court also has recognized, because
--ea is a medical procedure, that the full

.ndkation of the woman's fundamental right
necessarily requires that I,er physician be given
%he room he needs to make his best medical
judgment.' Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S.179, 192,
35 L.Ed.2d.20I, 93 S.Ct. 739 (1973). ... The
physician's exercise of this medical judgment
encompasses both assisting the woman in the
decision making proces., and implementing her
decision should she choose abortion ... At the
same time, thc Court in Roe acknowledged that
the wo n's fundamental right 'is not un-
qualified and must be considered against im-
portant state interests in abortion: ... But
restrictive state regulation of the right to choose
abortion, as with other fundamental rights sub-
ject to searching judicial examination, must be
supported by a compelling state interest ... We
have recognized two such interests that may
justify state regulation of abortions. First, a State
has an 'important and legitimate interest in
protecting the potentiality of human life.' ...
Although the interest exists 'throughout the
course of the woman's pregnancy,' it becomes
compelling only at viability, the point at which
the fetus 'has the capability of meaningful life

outside the mother's womb: ... At viabilig this
interest in protecting the potential life of the
unborn child is so important that the State may
proscribe abortions altogether, 'except when it
is necessary to preserve the life or health of the
mother.' .. . Second, because a State has a le-
gitimate concern with thc health of women who
undergo abortions, 'a State may properly assert
important interests in safeguarding health [and]
in maintaining medical standards.' ... We held
in Rot, however, that this health interest does
not become compelling until 'approximately the
end of the first trimester' of:pregnancy. ...Un-
til that time, a pregnant woman must be per-
mitted, in consultation with her physician, to
decide to have an abortion and to effectuate
that decision Tree of interference by the State'
... From approximately the end of the first
trimester of pregnancy, the State 'may regulate
the abortion procedure to the extent that the
regulation reasonably relates to the preserva-
tion and protectkin of maternal heahh: ...The
State's discretion to regulate on this basis does
not, however, permit it to adopt abordon reg-
ulations that depart from accepted medical
practice ... If a State requires licensing or un-
dertakes to regulate the performance of abor-
tions during this period, the health standards
adopted must be 'legitimately related to the ob-
jective the States seek to accomplish.' ... 'the
State may not impose a blanket`provision
requiring the consent of a parent r person in

parenth as a condition for al- rtion of an
unmarried minor.' ... it is clea- .nat Akron
may not make a blanket determination that all
minors under the age of 15 are too immature
to make this decision or that an abortion never
may be in the minor's best interests without
parental approval ... We do not think that the
Akron ordinance, as applied in Ohio juvenile
proceedings, is reasonably susceptible of being
construed to creatc an 'opportunity for case-
by-casepaluations of the maturity of pregnant

We therefore affirm the Court'of
Appeah' judgment that [the ordinance) is un-



constitutional . In Danforth. ulna c upheld
a Missoun law requiring a pregnant woman to
wildly) in riting her consent to the abortion
and that her consent is informed and freeh
given and is not the result of coercion: ... rhe
tahdity of an informed consent requirement
dins rests on the State's interest m protecting
the health of. the pregnant woman _ This
does not mean, however. that a Sute has un-
ret iewabk authonty to decide what informa-
tion a woman must be git en before she choust.
to have an abortion. It remains pnmanly the
respiisibility of the physician to ensure that
appropnate information is con% ey al to Ins pa-
tient. depending on her particular circum-
stances. Danforth's recognition of the States
interest in ensunng that this infoLmahan be
gnen will not justify abortion regulations de-
signed to influence the won,an s Informed choice
between abortion or chIldlurth.... We ale no,
conunced, howeter, that there is a vital state
need for insisting that the physiu.ai pet form-
ing the abortion, or for that matter any phy-
sician. personally counsel the patient in the
absence of a request. The Staie's interest
ensuring that the womaw s consent is informed
and unpressured. the critical fauor is w hether
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she °bums the necessaiy information and
counseling frotn a qualtfied person. not the
identity of the person horn whom she obtains
n ... In so holding. we cto not suggest that the
State is powerless to vindicate its interest in
making certain that imponant and 'stressful'
dmision to abort. as made with full knowledge
of its nature and consequences: ... A State
may define the physician's responsibility to in-
clude enfkation that adequate counseling has
been prouded and that the woman's consent
is informed. In addition. the State may estab-
lish reasonable nummum qualificauons for those
people who perform the primary counseling
function.... The Akron ordinance prohibit a
plgsnian from performing an abortion until
24 hours after the pregnant woman signs a
consent form ... We find that Akron has failed
to demonstrate that any kgmmate state interest
is furthered by an arbitrary and inflexible wait-
ing period. There is no evtdence suggesting
!hat the abortion procedure will be performed
more safely ... if a woman, after appropriate
iamnseling. Is prepared to gne her w mien in-
formed consent and proceed with the abortion.

Sute may not demand that she delay the ef-
fectuation of that decision."
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